Jefferson County Planning Commission
Agenda
January 24, 2022 Meeting

7:00 P.M. – Zoom Video Conference
NOTICE is hereby given to any and all persons that the following will be considered at a Public Meeting by the Jefferson
County Regional Planning Commission to be held on Monday, January 24th, 2022 at 7:00 p.m. via Zoom Video
Conference.
All reports will be posted online at https://www.jfcountyks.com/agendacenter (click on arrow next to Planning
Commission) no later than Wednesday, January 19th.
To view or participate in the Zoom meeting, please request the meeting link by calling (785)403-0000, option 3, or
emailing kwoodward@jfcountyks.com. You will be provided with instructions and given the option to participate in a
practice meeting in advance.
The County will provide a method for individuals without access to the internet or a telephone to observe or
participate in the meeting from the Jefferson County Courthouse in the County Commissioners’ chambers. Advance
notice of attendance is required so that facilities can be organized accordingly. Please call (785) 403-0000 Option 3.
Face masks are strongly recommended at all times inside all County facilities.
To provide written public comment: Please send written public comment by 3 pm on Monday, January 17th:
correspondence electronically to kwoodward@jfcountyks.com, or mail to P.O. Box 628, Oskaloosa, KS 66066, or place it
in the drop box by the south entrance of the Courthouse. Comments placed in the drop box should be marked for the
Planning Commission.
Item 1:

CALL TO ORDER

Item 2:

APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA

Item 3:

ROLL CALL

Item 4:

APPROVAL OF MINUTES – December 20th, 2021 Meeting

Item 5:

PUBLIC HEARINGS
HEARING PROCEDURE:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
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Staff Report Presentation
Commission Questions of Staff Report
Applicant Presentation
Public Comment (Proponent then Opponent)
Applicant Rebuttal
Commission Action

SUBMITTAL OF EXHIBITS FOR THE
RECORD:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Jefferson County Zoning Regulations
Jefferson County Subdivision Regulations
Jefferson County Comprehensive Plan
All Visual Aid Presentations with Aerial
Maps, Site Plans, and Plats
E. All Application Files in their Entirety
Including Staff Reports

I.

Z2022-01: A request to consider a change in zoning district classification from noncompliant and
Agricultural to Rural Residential for 10 acres for an expanded lot to be created by boundary shift survey
located at 5571 Butler Rd, Meriden, KS 66512. This request is brought by owners Gene and Karen
Heinen at the same address and will correct the noncompliant status of the existing lot.

II.

TA2021-03: Consider a text amendment to Article 3 of the Subdivision Regulations pertaining
to right-of-way dedication with Agricultural Lot Split applications (deferred from December 20, 2021).

Item 6:

COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC ON ITEMS THAT ARE NOT ON THE AGENDA
(Agenda Schedule Allowance: 30 minutes or 5 minutes per spokesperson)

Item 7:

OLD BUSINESS, GENERAL STAFF REPORT

I.

Comprehensive Plan – review joint meeting notes with BOCC on December 13, 2021 (deferred
from December 20, 2021)

II.

TA2021-01: Consider potential draft text amendment TA2021-01 to sections of the Zoning and
Subdivision Regulations pertaining to application requirements and Zoning Certificate/building
permit procedures. (Initiated March 22, 2021; deferred April 26, 2021; deferred May 24, 2021;
deferred June 28, 2021 – Recommend DEFERRAL to new Zoning Administrator

Item 8:
I.
II.

Item 9:

NEW BUSINESS
Comprehensive Plan update – review draft RFP
Bylaws amendments – Review and discuss potential amendments – Recommend DEFERRAL
to new Zoning Administrator
ADJOURNMENT

Protest Petitions: Any protest petition must be filed in the Office of the County Clerk within 14 days from the conclusion of the public
hearing held by the Planning Commission.
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Jefferson County Planning & Zoning
Oskaloosa, Kansas
UNOFFICIAL
UNOFFICIAL MINUTES OF THE JEFFERSON COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION
Minutes of the Planning Commission
Meeting of December 20th, 2021
Item 1.

Call to Order

Item 2.

Approval of the Agenda

Secretary Scherer moved to accept the agenda as presented and Commissioner Benyshek seconded.
Votes were taken by Ayes and Nays as follows:
Paul
Johnson
Chairman

Gale
Rudolph
Vice Chair

Matt
Scherer
Secretary

Stephen
Phillips

Tim
Benyshek

Tiffany
Asher

Vacant

---

Aye

Aye

Aye

Aye

--

Gale
Rudolph
Vice Chair
ABSENT

Matt
Scherer
Secretary
PRESENT

Stephen
Phillips

Tim
Benyshek

Tiffany
Asher

Vacant

PRESENT

PRESENT

PRESENT

--

DNV
Motion Passed 4-0
Item 3.

Roll Call
Paul
Johnson
Chairman
DNV

Item 4.

Approval of the November 22nd, 2021, meeting minutes

Chairman Johnson asked if there were any corrections for the minutes. He then asked for a motion to approve the
minutes. Commissioner Benyshek moved to approve the minutes as presented and Secretary Scherer seconded.
Votes were taken by Ayes and Nays as follows:
Paul
Gale
Matt
Johnson
Rudolph
Scherer
Chairman
Vice Chair
Secretary
DNV
--Aye
Motion Passed 4-0
Item 5.

Stephen
Phillips

Tim
Benyshek

Tiffany
Asher

Vacant

Aye

Aye

Aye

--

Public Hearing

Chairman Johnson explained the commission meeting procedures to the public and opened the public hearing.
DP2021-04 and Z2021-18: A request to consider a development plan application for a self-storage and
RV/boat storage business at 7465 K-92 Hwy, Ozawkie, KS. Also, a request to rezone from SR (Suburban
Residential) with an unapproved Conditional Use to IP-1 (Planned Light Industrial) District. Brought by owner
Paydon Shaw, 8184 Cheyenne Way, Ozawkie, KS 66070
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During this time, staff asked who was here for the first case. The applicants, Paydon and Lisa Shaw were present
via Zoom. No one else from the public was on the call or present for the case.
Chairman Johnson asked if anyone had ex parte communications with someone involved in the case or if a member
has a potential conflict of interest regarding this case. No one had.
Chairman Johnson asked staff to give their report. Staff gave their report. After their report, Chairman Johnson
asked the board if they had any questions for staff.
Commissioner Asher: I have a couple questions. I'm not sure what IBC code Jefferson County's under, but is there not
restrooms required for self-storage? Is that not?
Kelly Woodward (Staff): We have no building codes within Jefferson County.
Commissioner Asher: Okay. And then also is there, I'm guessing there's nothing we can do to tell if this is approved to
tell them that they can't cut down trees? I know you said that trees are part of security, but the trees to the south seem to
not be adjacent to the road more to a private property, so I didn't know, I'm guessing there's nothing we can do that says
you can't cut down your own trees. Is that correct?
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Well, I mean, you could, you could not approve the development plan based on wanting to
preserve trees, even though we don't have tree preservation per se in our code. But it is a very small site, and they really
don't have any other area to develop without cutting down the trees.
Commissioner Asher: Okay, I was just reading the winery guy’s letter and I thought if there was room for, you know,
leave a couple trees might be nice, but okay, that's all I have. Thank you.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Yeah, and I know the winery property owner, his main concern was just he wanted to make
sure no one came on to the winery property in order to do any construction.
Commissioner Asher: Okay. Yeah.
Chairman Johnson: Any other questions by commissioners or staff at this point? I guess I would like to follow up
specifically around the question by the the winery owner about access to the winery’s properties and for the upkeep or
maintenance to the new fence.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Well, he just wants them to know that if they need, if they're going to put the fence right on the
property line, that they're going to need to do any construction or maintenance from their side basically of that line.
Because he doesn't want his grounds disturbed. And he said he's in favor of the development.
Chairman Johnson: Can you reiterate your comments about shielding this property with, following up on what Tiffany
was asking about. I understand a place that gets security interests in all this but there's not a middle ground here about
some type of you know, visual, you know, protection for the winery, particularly?
Kelly Woodward (Staff): I don't know, I mean, they are kind of up on a hill. So maybe some lower shrubs or something
could have, I mean, really, all they would be doing on that side is providing a buffer against those buildings, and
obviously the buildings are taller. So, if you had deciduous trees with a canopy up above, you know, maybe that would
improve the view and not take away from security from like, you know, sheriff's office driving by and being able to see
what's going on the property for instance. Maybe the deciduous trees or very low vegetation might be something that
would be visually buffering.
Chairman Johnson: No other questions for staff at this point, then I'll ask the applicant, Mr. Shaw, if he has further
comments or information you must provide from the staff or in regards to the staff report or other information?
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Paydon Shaw (Applicant): This is Paydon Mr. Chairman. I'd like to reiterate what Kelly was saying about the winery
seeing the facility, they actually have grapes there on the west side of where that fence is, and then it runs into a tree line.
So, they see all of the property as it sets now. And then when we remove those trees to the south, they'll see a little bit of
the new buildings, but not very much, because there's a tree row that runs east and west back behind there. And then our
setback on our fence on our development, excuse me, on our development plan, we're actually putting the fence five feet
off the property line so that we could possibly do maintenance or anything like that without having to disturb his ground.
Chairman Johnson: Okay. Any further comments you'd like to make? So, is there anyone else on the call that would
like to speak in favor of this application? Are there any persons on this call who would speak in opposition to this case?
Is there anyone on this call that would like to offer information or make a neutral statement on this case? Seeing none,
then, I don't know if the applicant has any final statements before we close this, the public hearing portion of this case?
Paydon Shaw (Applicant): I just want to say thank you for your time and I look forward to hopefully developing the
property and making it become what it could be. Thank you.
Chairman Johnson: What is, do you have a sense of your timeline on how this is going to develop out, is this a two or
three year build out process?
Paydon Shaw (Applicant): Yes, I'm actually – our very first, if this gets approved and we are able to get a stamp from
the commissioners, I have Eric Farmer Excavating going to be coming out and I just have to call him. He's ready to come
out and get the trees removed. And Travis Griffin, our builder, is going to start on the 30 by 100, the far west building as
soon as that goes and the lean to on the property. And so, we're looking at probably a four-to-five-year period based on
how fast it fills up – depending on that, will be determined on how soon we get the other buildings built.
Chairman Johnson: Thank you for the additional information. So, with that I'll close the public hearing and see if
Planning Commissioners have further questions of staff or the applicant or on to a motion on this case.
Commissioner Benyshek: Mr. Chairman, this is Tim here. I don't have any further questions or concerns on the case
here. So, I would go ahead and recommend the or make a motion to recommend the approval for DP2021-04 and
Z2021-18 as presented here.
Chairman Johnson: Does that include the recommendations of staff on the development plan and outdoor lighting?
Commissioner Benyshek: Correct.
Chairman Johnson: Is there a second on that motion?
Secretary Scherer: I’ll second.
Chairman Johnson: Matt seconds it. Are there any further information requests or concerns by Planning
Commissioners at this point? Seeing none, then all those in favor, say aye.
Votes were taken by Ayes and Nays as follows:
Paul
Gale
Matt
Stephen
Tim
Tiffany
Johnson
Rudolph
Scherer
Vacant
Phillips
Benyshek
Asher
Chairman
Vice Chair
Secretary
DNV
--Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
-Motion passed 4-0
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PR2021-10 and Z2021-19: A request to consider a preliminary and final plat of the Ivory Tower
Estates Subdivision, a 4-lot subdivision generally located on the southeast corner of Wellman Rd and
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118th St, where the smallest lot is 10 acres. Also, a request to consider a change in zoning district
classification from Agricultural to Rural Residential for all lots. This request is brought by owners
Michael and Laura Lash of 771 S Cherry St, Gardner, KS 66030.
During this time, staff asked who was here for the second case. Applicants, Michael Lash was present and his wife,
Laura Lash, was present via Zoom. Opponents for the case that were present were Phil Perry, Candy Braksick, Jeff
Kilgo, Mike Nickels, Kerry Kramer, and Mary Luse. Opponents for the case via Zoom were Laura Chrisman,
Alyssa Covell, and David and Brenda Schmalstieg.
Chairman Johnson asked if anyone had ex parte communications with someone involved in the case or if a member
has a potential conflict of interest regarding this case. No one had.
Chairman Johnson asked staff to give their report. Staff gave their report. After their report, Chairman Johnson
asked the board if they had any questions for staff.
Commissioner Asher: What happens if this gets approved and like lots two, three and four, the Road Department decides
that there can't be any entrances on some of those lots, then what happens? They're just not buildable? They're? I don't
know, do we have a responsibility to make sure the lots are buildable, before we approve a plat that somebody goes and
buys a residential lot that they find out they can't build on?
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Yeah, and that's a very good question. And we do try to make sure that every lot that is created
is, especially in a Rural Residential district, which is for residential uses, along with Ag uses, is buildable. Even though
some people, you know, they'll tell you, they don't ever plan on building it, but if you're going to create a lot that's the
size to be built on and it's going to be sold someday then you want to make sure they are buildable. But they've (Road
and Bridge) indicated that, it wasn't worded very clearly in their letter, but I called them to confirm, that they believe
there will be entrances for all three lots on 118th. It's just where is the question.
Commissioner Asher: Okay, I was just wondering if they expected like a shared entrance because it said one would be
allowed but maybe…
Kelly Woodward (Staff): She said she should have put an ‘s’ in there somewhere, but she meant, yes, each lot would
have one.
Commissioner Asher: Perfect, thank you.
Chairman Johnson: Other questions by Planning Commissioners at this point? Kelly, can you tell me what is this land
is used for today?
Kelly Woodward (Staff): You might want to ask the property owner, but I think just pastureland. I haven't had time to
drive past there. So technically, it's agricultural use.
Chairman Johnson: And remind me again of the soil classification on most of this land?
Kelly Woodward (Staff): There are number two and number three.
Chairman Johnson: Okay, if there are no other questions by Commissioners at this point for staff, I will open up this
discussion for the applicant and other parties in favor of this request. Is Michael and Laura Lash, are they on this call?
Michael Lash (Applicant): I’m right here. Yeah, thanks so much everyone, for hearing our case, and everyone for
coming out. I know most folks are opposed and everything but still appreciate it and everything like that. I have nothing
definitive prepared. And I don't know if it'd be best to hear complaints first, and then try and address those on on the back
end or whether I should make a make a statement about what our plans and intents are. I suppose at this time, I guess I
can, I can do that. So right now, we have no definitive plans to sell or develop or anything like that any of those lots with
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the exception of one of them, which we plan to over the next couple of years develop and build a house on for ourselves.
When we started, I guess this this journey, and looking into buying some fertile land to build our house on, we knew we
wanted to support our hobbies and then also live out there. My wife enjoys gardening and things like this. I like hunting,
outdoor recreation, and this sort of stuff. And so, we ended up finding this very beautiful piece of land. And this is how I
guess we've moved forward with that, I guess as time has gone on and we've moved through this process and looked into
the various aspects of the property and the way that all this works, I'm still relatively new to the whole deal, I suppose, it
became, I guess, evident or recommended to us or clearer that parceling out the land in this fashion was advantageous to
us for a couple of reasons. First, we are hoping to hold on to the land and as much of it as possible for as long as possible
and provided the current economic climate uncertainties and all of that, this allows us, should anything come up, to retain
as much of the land as possible. And also, have it be beneficial from a tax perspective. So, build our house on one of the
parcels and then have the rest to recreate on. Those are our hopes and our goal to become part of the community and live
here for many years to come. I'm employed by the University of Kansas here and yeah, I suppose in the next, over the
next few years, have a kind of a tenure case and everything like that, that's starting to shape up and look pretty good. And
so, it seems like we'll be around for some time. Everything like that. So yeah, I guess in the, in the short, short-term plans
include the development of an orchard. My wife's going to put in a garden this next spring, we're looking into also adding
some additional cover boundary from like the roadway to the property, and things like that. And we're hoping to talk with
some of some of y'all about maybe doing some of that. You're, so yeah, those are our short-term plans. And in the
medium term, next couple years, we're hoping to have our house built, and have been talking to a number of builders. To
that end, things are pretty, pretty nuts right now. And so, we're gonna wait and see what happens over the next couple of
years and continue getting funds together to do that. And those are, those are our plans. And I guess that's what we have
to say, Laura, do you have anything else you would like to add?
Laura Lash (Applicant): No, you pretty well covered it – I think, just kind of like what you were saying, we're a pretty
young family, we've got two small children, and are hoping to – I grew up in the country, you grew up in the country
partially as well. So, that's kind of the life that we're used to and hoping to develop that and have that for our kids.
Michael Lash (Applicant): Thanks very much for the time.
Chairman Johnson: Yes. And you will have full time to respond to you know, other thoughts about how this case is
considered. How long have you owned this land?
Michael Lash (Applicant): Since I think October 15th.
Chairman Johnson: Okay. And did you, which of the four lots are you thinking about building on at this point?
Michael Lash (Applicant): We are thinking the westernmost one, but we are also considering I think lot two.
Chairman Johnson: So, it’s lot two or four you would be building on? Or lot one or two?
Michael Lash (Applicant): Yeah, I think one or two.
Chairman Johnson: Did you consult or, how did you decide on the 10-acre kind of spaghetti lot size for these parcels?
Michael Lash (Applicant): That's a great question. So when we first got a hold of Steve Tufte, who did the surveying,
we sort of had an idea of where we maybe wanted to put the house and weren't necessarily sure how we wanted to split
the lot up and he recommended 10 lots, or excuse me, four 10-acre lots that met with I guess the requirements for Rural
Residential and with all the different, I guess, regulations surrounding that, such as the amount of frontage and
everything like that.
Chairman Johnson: Did you give any consideration to maybe more cluster development in a fashion to, I mean, I think
what this County's been concerned with over the years is, you know, preserving farmland as best as possible. And the,
you know, for, and I think this is, this is a common style of development we’ve seen in Jefferson County. And, you
know, questions arise about folks who moved to the country, they have, you know, they're living on their two acres, who
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have got eight more acres in the back and how best to creatively use that for, you know, all parties involved to, but that
wasn't the consideration by your land use planner?
Michael Lash (Applicant): Yeah, as we were talking with him, yeah, we were trying to sort of figure out how to get the
most use out of the land should the land become developed in the future, something like that. And, and this is, I guess,
what, part of what he recommended, he sort of said, well, we recommend either dividing it like this or like this. And I
guess after talking with them and going out there and looking some more, we sort of arrived at this configuration. I think
there is also some concern with if we were to make one of the lots smaller for our house that might require like a
different sort of zoning, like the sub, I can't remember what it's called – smaller parcels, then I think 10 acres require a
different type of zoning designation. So, between all of these different variables, I guess this is what we arrived at.
Chairman Johnson: Well, first of all, are there further questions for the applicant by Planning Commissioners at this
point?
Secretary Scherer: I think you used the medium term as your designation for the next few years, what do you think
you're going to do with the three lots that you don't build on? Are you going to leave them in agricultural use or?
Michael Lash (Applicant): Yeah, that's a great question. So, we're looking into either leaving it as Ag as a previous
owner had it in or talking with some folks in the area about putting in some crops, so our intention is to leave it.
Secretary Scherer: I don't mean to put you on the spot too much, but do you have any long-term plans for actually
selling lots or is this something that you've just arranged for convenience.
Michael Lash (Applicant): Now for convenience purposes as opposed to down the line things (inaudible)……but we
have no plans to sell any of the lots moving forward.
Chairman Johnson: Any other questions by commissioners at this point? Is there another proponent on the Zoom
besides? What? Thank you. We will go on to those who oppose the application to be heard. We will ask you to speak at
the podium, if you might, and to give your verbal address for the record, although we have it written. We will start with
Zoom and then will come to everybody in the room. So, we will coordinate this as best we can.
David Schmalstieg (17064 126th St, McLouth): Hello, this is David and Brenda Schmalstieg. We're currently at 17064
126th. St, McLouth. We're property owners that live less than a mile away, just straight north of this proposed Ivory
Towers. We currently own four properties, with about 520 acres within a two-mile radius of this property. We continue
to see land development in the area and limited availability of land for agricultural use. And that's one of our prime
concerns there. To answer your question earlier, that ground is currently used for hay production. One of the problems
that we do see that just east of this development or where they're wanting to develop, there's already a South 20 Acre
Estates with four homes there. And in that area, in the last 10 years, there had been 11 different owners on them, on them
four houses. So that's an average of every three years those houses are being sold. So, what else do we got here? So, they
talked about the driveways. We drive by this place every day, this is a dangerous corner, there's no way I can see that you
could put driveways on there, the one on lot two is on the corner. So that would be, really, I can't, I don't see how you
would actually put a driveway on there even on lot three also.
Brenda Schmalstieg (17064 126th St, McLouth): So, I actually did some research on that. And per the American
Association. This is Brenda Schmalstieg. Per the American Association of the State Highway and Transportation
Officials at 55 miles an hour you require a stopping sight distance of 285 feet, and actually there have been some other
folks that at the University of Oregon that did an additional study in 2012, stating that as much as 492 feet is required. If
anyone's been over there and looked at that elevation, in fact, that's probably an intersection that needs to be reworked
right now. I will constantly see people running that stop sign at that intersection because they can't see over the top of
that hill. And if you're talking about lot two right on that corner, that is probably the worst one if you are going to attempt
to put a driveway in there. So, in addition to the development, it's not going to add anything to our farm community. And
in fact, it's going to increase the infrastructure costs that will not be recovered from the property tax from these estates. In
fact, what is probably going to happen are the surrounding owners including ourselves and when I said when my husband
mentioned the 520 acres that's my husband and I own two properties right here within two miles. My sister owns another
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property within two miles and my parents live right beside us within a mile, so I'm very concerned about this. We
continue to see this increase in taxes. We are farmers. We have row crop and cattle and adding a development of a
subdivision into our neighborhood is absolutely not desirable. This is not what we move to this area for, we've been here
for over 25 years. And subject to your questions that's all we have.
Chairman Johnson: Thank you. We may come back to you. We'll move on to Alyssa Covell. You're inaudible at this
point Alyssa. Just barely we can hear you. My old ears may not be able to.
Alyssa Covell (18046 94th St, McLouth): I just want to make it known that I’m opposed to the development there.
Chairman Johnson: Okay, so we will go to the folks in the room and whatever order you folks have settled on, have at
it.
Phil Perry (16506 Fairview Rd, Oskaloosa): My name is Phil Perry, I’m at 16506 Fairview Rd, Oskaloosa. I must say,
after listening to Mike, he did take the wind out of my sail and probably have been (inaudible) anyways, after hearing the
rules and regulations of what I can or cannot say here. But you know, I don't know, so I live just a few miles away from
this location, I have a cattle operation and some of it is a confined feeding operation. So, I am well aware of rules and
regulations, and I have to abide by them. And I have to abide by them, or I’ll have to shut down my operation. And so,
you know, and one concern I did have is that these planning, and there are planning and zoning rules, and obviously,
some of them, and just the legalities, aren’t able to be enforced. And I get it, but it's disappointing, just like I was going to
mention the noxious weed law. And these parcels that are split up, and people that are not educated in the agriculture
ways and ag laws tend to let the noxious weeds invade their properties. And us as stewards of the land, that ask for help.
And we try not to be a bad guy and rat on our neighbors, but if we do, there seems to be no teeth in the noxious weed
law, and just can't be done. So, you know, that road is a busy and dangerous road, my house is right on that road like
many of these are, and I don't need to set an alarm in the morning if I need to get up at 5:30 or 6 or 7, because the traffic
(inaudible) of traffic come by there. And I went, I go by that property several times, a few times a week probably. And I
made a point to go by it today to look and see how entrances would work in there. And, and I got to admit, it's going to
be a booger. And I, you know, Mike, if you want to live there, I would invite you into our neighborhood. But I would
really really discourage you know, dividing it up. That's not what our our local neighborhood community would like. We
like our open space and, and I want to admire or compliment the staff for talking about the Comprehensive Plan.
Obviously, well-educated on it. And there's some, I did a little research on it. And it says preserving a sense of place.
Encourages growth near small cities. The way growth fits into the country, the appearance and preservation of open
space and farmland. And I'm not so sure that if we split that up in four spots, that would be in compliance with the
Comprehensive plan that was, you know, that was built. And the Right to Farm act. They talked about that. I looked up
that. You know I think Mike and his wife get it. We're going to, farmers are going to spray their crops around and, they
are as good or better stewards of the land and, awareness of neighbors and drift (inaudible) or another. And I think you
guys get it, but I think there are other people that move out here that don't get it and make it difficult for people that their
livelihoods depend on weed control in their crop fields and one (inaudible) or another. So, like I say, this is what this, is
why these things are so valuable, is to hear the whole story. And we got a piece of paper that looked like death that was
gonna be a subdivision there with million-dollar homes in it, and people that I mean, I had my six guns loaded and about,
you know, we're not going to become part of our community. They're gonna buy their gas in town where they work,
groceries in town, and they will not contribute to our community because we are a bedroom community. So we are, but
agriculture is a big part of it, generates a lot of revenue to it. So, you know, Mike, I really hate to see you split it up in
four spots. And I don't, I don't think that's really your intent after listening to you. But you're looking down the road I
reckon. And so that's all I have to say. I might need to get out the neighborhood I don't know. May have pissed everyone
off.
Jeff Kilgo (11567 Wellman Rd, Oskaloosa): I'm Jeff Kilgo. I live almost directly across from this proposed rezoning.
We have a 75-acre place, there my family and I. 11567 Wellman Rd, McLouth. You know, we're a very tight knit
community, still just saying. We are very interested in safeguarding our rural and farming way of life. Okay. And I told
Mike as he came in earlier, we introduced ourselves to him and all that. I said, I wish we had an opportunity to talk
before. Okay, that would definitely help. Because in spite of the fact that Kelly, and talking with Ms. Luck about this,
and they were very helpful. I really appreciate them taking the time to answer my questions and giving me as much
information as possible. But they weren't able to answer all my questions. Okay. So, would’ve been nice to have a little
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bit more information before we got here. So that being said, I'm still not completely convinced, well, I should say I'm
opposed to the effort to rezone this 40-acre tract into four 10-acre lots. Okay, for many of the reasons that Phil has
already said and some of the others, David and his wife, for some of the same reasons, I've had a big, long speech drawn
up, but I'm just not going to cover it because it has been covered. I do want to hit some of the highlights. Okay. Still just
talking about the Comprehensive Plan goes into great detail about maintaining and preserving rural sense of space. That's
why we moved here after spending 30 years in the Army, retired, and coming into this community, because that that's
what we were looking for, that's what we grew up with. Okay, so we are concerned about any development that takes
away from that. You know, I welcome Mike and his family, and if that's his intent is to embrace that rural farming
lifestyle, you're welcome here. Okay. But if your intent is to develop this and, you know, subdivide it out and build up
houses on it, we are against that. Okay, and then, along the same lines, you know, the Comprehensive plan talks about
the loss of farming land and the dangers of allowing developers to come in and gobble up farming land and pay tenfold
what it's worth, for the sake of development in cheap housing. Okay, so that's another element I'm concerned about. We
talked about infrastructure. You know, I agree with what the lady said on the Zoom call a minute ago about the benefits
of this if it’s developed into four 10-acre lots will not support the extra infrastructure and resources that would be
required as a result of this development that includes policing, fire, water, sewage, electricity, etc., etc. And in particular,
as we've talked about in detail already, this road intersection, okay. I would say without any facts, and I would have to
say this is probably one of the most dangerous intersections in this county, for what you've already heard for the same
reasons. Okay. And my concern with that is the road access or the drive access, because Kelly mentioned before, when
she was speaking, that the Roads department had assured her that road access is available. But in the report that Phil
Hoffman submitted, he talks about, he says specifically, in this report, it says it's possible for one entrance access along
Wellman Rd for lot one, and it is possible for at least one entrance access for lots two through four, along 118th St, and
that's what the report says. Okay. And this seems to underscore my concern about the dangers of this intersection. And
Mr. Hoffman also directly cites limited sight distance as this other lady has already very eloquently described, as the
reason why there's a concern for putting drives on either Wellman or 118th St. So, I put that out there for what it's worth.
We've already talked about property taxes. I talked to Ms. Luck the other day, and she was very gracious to hear me out.
And she admitted to me that Rural Residential development has the potential of increasing land values and as a result,
increasing taxes, okay. Those of us live here knows that there's a lot of fixed income residents in Jefferson County, we're
not a wealthy county, and every dollar of increased taxes hits someone hard in this county. Okay. So, I'm concerned
about that. Last point is the environmental concerns. The report talks about feasibility of sewage disposal on these lots.
And it's my understanding if you read the report that it doesn't allow for traditional inground sewage disposal, that you
would have to either put in septic, lagoons, or these mound systems that are available. In both cases, there's a number of
reasons why I'm against that leaching, off site pollution, smell, etc. Okay. And also, a concern is that, on the east end of
that property drains off, down into my neighbor Candy's property directly into her ponds that’s adjacent to this lot, okay.
So very concerned about that, and even construction run off, rainwater runoff, all of those things were not addressed in
the report, it should be taken into consideration. Okay. So again, that's all I've got to say, I welcome you if your intent is
to embrace our rural lifestyle, we'll be glad to get to know you and will help you know. But if your intent is to develop
this further down the road, we are opposed to this rezoning. I appreciate your time.
Chairman Johnson: A quick informational note before the next person, it’s great to see this understanding of the
Comprehensive land use plan in Jefferson County that we have, and it was adopted in 2001. And they have a life cycle of
20 to 25 years then they're updated, reviewed, you know, they're started over, whatever. So, the Planning Commission
has kind of started that process by a joint meeting with the County Commission, on the 13th of December to start
sketching out how to do a review process and an update on the existing comp plan. So that's just, you know, background
information for people to understand, you know, how the county is evolving and how we define sense of place and how it
you know, how we hold on to the rustic nature that this county you know, is adamant to support and so that's going to
play out, so having said that, the next person that would like to address….
Michael Nickels (17100 Fairview Rd, McLouth): I’m Mike Nickels, lots been said that I would say also. I do have
some questions about notes I was taking earlier. One question. A lot of this residential development to talk about, one of
the questions asked is water availability. And I'm on the board of directors for the water district. And when we get asked
that our answer is water is available today. Don't ask me for the same answer tomorrow. Because we've learned our
lesson because we covered Leavenworth County. And we committed to water for developments over there that took
years if they ever happened. And so, then we go on about our business, about supplying water to people that actually
need it and then a subdivision, similar to what this one could exist on down the road spouts up and takes on new life.
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When somebody moves to a different place or changes their plans, needs to develop them all of a sudden, then is it well,
when we rezone this, you said water was available? It was then? You didn't do it? So, a lot of these things are variables
like everything else. But that's one thing I always hear is water is available, doesn't mean a thing. So that's I’ve been on
that board a long time and we always run into that question. Don’t ever tell them they can have water. Water is available,
but it was on that day, but we can fill out an application, we might be able to take care of, it’s a process just like this
zoning hearing is available, but the outcome depends on other factors. The other issue is talking about the driveway. And
that's one of the things that needs to get fixed is the county – subsidizing these driveways. That's just insane. The county
makes no money off of the culvert pipes and they go out and install it, so it was installed right. And in a rare occasion
when they can't get to it they let the land owner hire someone to do it and in fact, the County is footing the expense and
regardless of what the owner has plans on and things change and those four lots there if it's approved and so the County
has to get a handle on that too, to better protect the rest of us for having to pay for somebody else's new driveway or
subdivision. The exposure on those right of ways for these driveways once again it is a county maintenance issue. It's not
the landowner that has to fix that once it is damaged. So, it is a forever expense for all the County taxpayers on a
place that's got, we have a farm with five access points, and we don’t have a single culvert and we're lucky and we got
drainage there, so we don’t need it. (Inaudible….). As far as the the negative impacts on the farm, are still with us, that
what I've run into personally is it's surprising when ownership changes and people move out that aren't familiar with
farming. And I have a list of anecdotal stories but mostly they are somebody being upset because we're out working at
night, or they're upset because we don't want them to put a new power pole on our side of the road and put a guy wire in
our hay field where we're liable to hook it with a swather, and they're upset because (inaudible) they have to buy one
more extra pole and they're livid that it was us that cost them extra money and we didn't want to tear up the swather and
we had another one that our dogs were barking on a summer night, and he was he was wanting to sleep with his windows
open on a summer night and he called me at 2am in the morning wanting me to meet him down the road to settle this
right in the middle of the night. So not everybody is calm in the middle of the night (inaudible)but that's about all we can
say other than the other issue this is the uncertainty of knowing what something is going to become when it appears that
the surveyor did the thing that did him the most good. It didn't do the rest of us much good because it made uncertainty.
They advised you to do something and brought all these people in here. So, I know Mr. Tufte, but he sure didn’t do us
any favors.
Chairman Johnson: Quick comment as she's making her way, you know, County Commission, Planning Commission
has been debating about how exactly to assess water availability for building lots. And what's assured water, you know,
what promises do you have to get out of the rural water district? And then so anyway, it's still an ongoing issue. Yes,
ma'am.
Mary Luse (16786 126th St, Winchester): My name is Mary, J Luse, 16786 126th St, Winchester, Kansas. I will say to
start out with that I am familiar with procedures that goes on with planning and zoning in the county, not this county per
se, because I used to live in Leavenworth County. But we still farm, my husband and I and his family, my family, we've
all farmed for forever. I mean, you just go back generation to generation, we've all farmed. Matter of fact, my
grandfather, and my father both lost 100% of their farmland in the 60s because of Perry Perry Lake. Now, did they have
any choice in that? No. And this was to help preserve things going down line along the Kansas River, just like Tuttle
Creek and (inaudible) all to help keep Kansas City safe. Yes, I was alive in 1951, when that flooded, and I know how
deep the water was down in there. However, we relocated, grandpa relocated to Winchester. When we got there some
time later, I had heard from one of the farmers up there saying he resented us for even moving there, that we were
interfering on their local lands they felt they had an option on before anybody else could ever come. And I said, where
were we going to go? We lost everything we had, every piece of farmland. My grandpa was a crop, row cropper. He
raised hay, he had cattle, he milked cows, he raised hogs. He did all that and he lost it all. He lost the home that he built.
We lost it all. However, the fence line is still down there. They never pulled it out. But I am saying, and I can say that I'm
familiar with planning and zoning because I was on the planning and zoning board in Leavenworth County. And so, I
also know what things how they mature and that. When this proposition first came up, the first thing that we all saw was
that it was a development. Now if a person came in and said they were going to build a house on 40 acres, do you think
any of us was going to say a thing, no. Now this man has been told, and maybe that's part of the planning and zoning, that
when he acquired this 40 acres, he had to plat it, make a plat with 40-acre increments. Is that true?
Chairman Johnson: Matt do you have a thought on there?
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Secretary Scherer: I’m going to go out on a limb and say no, it shouldn't have been true.
Mary Luse (16786 126th St, Winchester): However, when my husband and I was going to move from Leavenworth
County because we were down there in the floodplain, we came out here on a farm that we had been farming. I was
involved in farming. My husband was involved in farming since 1964 on a property we live on and the property that
Brenda and David Schmalstieg live on. That is our family. We've been involved in that. I didn't even know my husband. I
hauled grain off of that. But we were all involved in farming since 1964 on that particular property. But when we went to
Brenda and Dave got their 10 acres which is my husband's grandfather owned it before us and so she got the 10 acres,
essentially from her grandfather. So, when Charlie and I were going to move over there by that we were on at that time,
we owned 160 acres. And the Planning and Zoning Commission said we had because if they allowed us to put that house
on that same property on the other 150 property, we had to plat it in 10-acre spots. It was mandatory. My husband and I
decided we don't want to involve in this, we're not involved in selling or trying to create I forget what the wording would
be but anyway, another development. Thank you, Candy. I'm old. I forget words. Um, so we had purchased another 80
acres that butted up against this. And so, we decided to build a house on that 80 acres. There was no problems at all. But
the problem was, and I know for a fact that at that time they told us we had to divide it in 10-acre plats. Yeah, don't don't
tell me it wasn’t because it was. But anyway, when this proposition came forward, and that's what we saw, is that this
was being a proposal for a small development four houses, 10-acre pieces. That's what we're against. And for one, like
everybody else has said, and this is for honest to God, truth, I have been almost hit several times right there 118th St and
Wellman, driving on Wellman Road, it is a high risk to drive that area, you have to be on your toes. There's people that
fly around that corner, and don't even, don't even look, don't even slow down, like, oh, your car's there, I'm going to stop,
no, they got to floor it then and be sure to get out of your way. And I'm sure most of the time even see anybody's there.
But there makes a difference, whether this is a single unit going in on 40 acres, or we're putting four houses on 40 acres.
Planning and zoning has the right to tell the people that purchased it, if they're going to development, develop it, then
they have to meet certain requirements. And one of the things could be the sewage thing, now, are you planning on a
sewer to handle one house, or you're doing it on four houses. And if you have four driveways, and the, the planning and
zoning, can recommend one driveway. Now they can have a shared driveway and a lot of people are against it, a lot of
people don’t want to even buy a place with a shared driveway, because who's gonna pay for the upkeep on the driveways,
who's going to build it? Planning and zoning can say this has to be built by the developer. The road has to meet with
county regulations, it has to have a so much of a base and so wide and there has to be tubes and all that stuff. At that
point, the planning and zoning has the right to tell the developer they have to commit to these things. Now this is a oneperson deal moving in on that you don't have anything to worry about. So, it’s the future that you don't know what's
going to happen. If you approve the four lots it makes a difference whether it's gonna be developed, or it's a single house.
Big difference. And I will say one of the expenses or some of the expenses is going to come to the county. If you move
four houses and they're worth a whole lot of money because it kind of came out with the name of this development,
what's an ivory tower? Ivory towers, that doesn't sound like a Tom, Dick, or Harry country man's house. We run our area,
McLouth, Oskaloosa, Winchester, with volunteer fire departments. If you had a fire and these houses ended up being
very close together, you could have a major fire. And I'm going to tell you they can't be there in a hurry. There are no fire
hydrants and furthermore, Mr. Nickels will tell you that Rural Water District No.12 will not provide fire hydrants that's
on Rural Water District No. 12. So, this is another thing to look at. So, I think that I shot my mouth off enough. That was
my expression I and I believe other people will not be opposed to this, but if you have been, you approve it, the four-lot
split, then you're not going to put any stipulations on it this time. But if these people, the owners decide to go ahead and
develop it, I don't think there's any control the planning and zoning would even have over because it's already been
decided. Okay, that's enough. Thank you for your attention.
Kerry Kramer (17043 66th St, McLouth): Kerry Kramer, my address is 17043 66th St, but I own property on 118th
where I was raised and born. That piece of property is just an 80 in between Candy and I. I grew up there all my life. I
still go there every single day to that farm. And I see how things have developed over the whole community growing up
there and as it was commented earlier, down toward Washington on further and in there where they have sold how many
houses in the last 18 years here? I can remember being a kid that we were only the third house on that whole road
between 92 or 192 and Wellman. You know I don't have anything against Mike wanting to come out and buy a 40 and
build a house on it. I think that there's nothing wrong with it at all. But I do not like to see a development going in there.
It just, it upsets me, you know, growing up there knowing this place and how it's been all its life. He's got one of the best
views there is in the county right now. No, I hate to tell you that. I know. We would come home on Christmas Eve and
that was a beautiful spot to look. You can see McLouth, see Winchester, you can see Oskaloosa from the glow of the
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little towns of the lights. And then you look a little further and you see Kansas City and on and on. But, you know, I just,
it's just a dream of seeing farm agricultural. I grew up there raising cattle. I still live. My mom and dad grew up there. My
granddad started that place in 1943 and I just hate to see it turn into a development area. I really do. And I see a lot the
other concerns like they said rural water. I know exactly how that works because where I live at it took me 20 years to
get water down there. And I was in the district. It took me 20 years to get water. So, I know what that's like, you know,
getting that part. And I know when they started that rural water district thing in 1972 a meter then cost $125. I don't know
what they are now. Mike what are they now? $5,000 and that’s just for the meter, that ain’t counting getting the line in.
So, you know, you got to take consideration of all the figures all that such you know, that’s something you have to look
at, you know, like I say I’m opposed to seeing this thing going in. I really do. The drainage like I say all that water comes
down from Wellman down to 118th, goes right down to that bridge of (inaudible) creek and we own that so everything
from up there drains clear down through Candy’s and then through my place before it gets to (inaudible) creek. I know
what it's like because I've seen it and you know there's a lot of stuff comes down. So, you're talking about all the other
culverts you want to put in and this and that. There's a lot of issues keeping them up cause the one in Candy’s driveway,
there on 118th Street, it's been out three times since I've been, it’s washed it out. So that tells you there's a lot of water
that goes down through and that’s just a quarter of a mile before it gets to that, there's a lot of things to look at. But like I
say, I've seen a lot go on in that community, growing up, and I hate to see it get destroyed, you know, turn into a housing
development. I’ve been in the ag all my life I plan on finishing my life out in ag and not a development. So, I wish you
the best, if you build a house on the 40 but I sure hate to see it developed.
Candy Braksick (11262 Wellman Rd, McLouth): I'm Candace Braksick. I live at 11262 Wellman Rd, McLouth, I’m the
adjacent landowner on the east, not on the Wellman side, but on the 118th St side. I have 80 acres that joins Mike’s place.
And I want to thank you for your time and attention this evening and I'll be very brief. I just want to reiterate what
everybody else has said but not repeat it. But one of my main concerns that was brought to my attention these people are
more knowledgeable is the runoff onto my property not on that ditch where it's already routed down the ditch and but on
the blacktop. Second concern is the increased traffic at 118th and Wellman. Years ago, we had a commissioner who
proposed or mentioned several times making that a T intersection and I really wish that would happen because people
routinely run that, or you will be driving north, and somebody will run right through it in front of you. I stopped there
once at the stop sign, and somebody came from the east going west and they passed me at the stop sign. So, it’s that's a
dangerous place. Third, the farmland- losing the farmland and the rural character. My husband bought the piece on
Wellman in 1979. And we got the other place from his father when he passed away in 2006 (inaudible). I’d like to
maintain that the best I can by myself and some of these guys are helping me. But, of course, last but not least, is
increased taxes is a concern to all of us. And as they said we would welcome Mike and his family to build a house on 40
acres. I think that's what the, what the regs are now, but I do oppose to splitting it up and rezoning. Thank you.
Chairman Johnson: If that's the totality of the opposition comments at this point, then I'll ask Mike if he wants to make
follow up comments or a rebuttal statement.
Michael Lash (Applicant): Yeah, thank you again, committee members. Thank you all again for coming out and sharing
everything. I guess listening to everyone talk, it's clear that folks feel very passionate about the area, the lands, the ag
operations, the history of the place and everything like that. I guess I want to assure folks that aside from what I've
already shared our hope to build our house and develop some some stuff like, like putting in some apple trees and some
some additional stuff that you're on the roadway there that, yeah, I guess just to reiterate that we have no additional plans
beyond that for the foreseeable future at all. It's our hope that we'll be able to hold on to this piece for years and decades
to come, because we do appreciate that gorgeous view. We saw that place and saw how beautiful it was. Yeah, we really
wanted to, to buy it. And that ended up working out. And so, our intent is not to come in and shake things up or change
or put in a bunch of houses or anything like that. We're hoping to move into the community here over the next couple of
years, be involved in the community, do these things like I mentioned. And that's, that's the extent of it. I do appreciate
also folks bringing up these additional concerns about, you know, if there would be four houses, four driveways, four
septic fields or mounds or whatever would have to be, and I suppose it would if my intent were, were again, to develop it,
I would be concerned. But I'm not. Because that's not my intent. And again, I also do want to say thank you all for saying
how me and my family would be welcome in the community to build our house on this place. I really appreciate you all
saying that. Because that is our hope. And yeah, again, we would be concerned if we were a developer and there were
these issues and things like that, but we're not concerned, I'm not concerned that they're after hearing that I am a bit
concerned, you know, with the roadway and stuff like and the traffic and people blowing through that stop sign
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everything, of course, because I've got a family and two small kids and we're wanting to live out there and everything.
But as far as these other things go with, respectively four different houses. Because that's not ultimately what I'm trying
to do. I'm trying to think here. Obviously, with respect to our own house, and septic run off and everything like that, we'll
be paying very careful attention to not interfere with your property and to not have anything affect the creek down there
and that may affect anybody else's property, like that. So, as we go through the building process, we'll be sure to be
looking into all those aspects, I guess. I'm not sure, there's a bunch of stuff here. So, I'm trying to think what else what
else I need to say, to address? Is there anything? I don't know if it's okay for me to ask if there's anything in particular?
Laura, did you have? Are you there? Anything you'd like to?
Laura Lash (Applicant): Yeah, I'm here. I'm watching the monitor. Sorry. Okay, I'm okay. I was just gonna add that we
kind of echo what you said, we appreciate all of your feedback and concerns. And I did want to let you know that we do
understand your concerns. I grew up in an area where my parents’ house was zoned one house per 40 acres. I was raised
on a hobby farm with sheep. And we were the city family that moved in when I was very, very young. But we grew up in
the area and my grandma had one of the older farms down the road. So, we do very much understand that lifestyle. I
grew up in 4H and FFA and we really hope to continue that with our kids. So, we like to hear that you'd be welcoming to
us. I just wanted to hopefully give that as it's not that we're completely blind to any of those concerns. We do understand
and appreciate those voices. But I think that's all I've got.
Michael Lash (Applicant): Yeah, I suppose that is it. Thank you very much for the time.
Chairman Johnson: We'll see if any of the Planning Commissioners have questions for the applicant or any of the other
opponents that have been raised?
Commissioner Asher: I have a question. I'm not an accountant in any way, shape, or form. I'm just curious as to why the
applicant would think there would be tax benefits to having a property zoned residential. I guess I would think
agriculture tax rate would be lower. Maybe not. I don't know. I just, I'm trying to figure out if there's zero intention of
developing it, why rezone it residential and imply that? I'm trying to get a little better feel?
Michael Lash (Applicant): Yeah, that's a great question. So, when we initially started looking into this, the plan was to
parcel off a smaller bit of land, and then to have the rest be sort of separate ag and everything like that, for tax purposes.
And once we started looking into everything and considering all of the economic conditions and everything like that, it
looked like with all of our plans, and hopes and everything like that, that we could still get potentially some tax benefit
by building our house on a smaller parcel. But I suppose we don't know exactly how taxes work out on Rural Residential
versus Ag. I guess I imagined that there'd be slightly higher taxes associated with Rural Residential. Originally was to
parcel off and have our house on a smaller piece for tax purposes. I'm not sure if that definitively answers your question,
but among all of our different concerns, this is how things ended up, I guess.
Commissioner Asher: It does. Um, I'm just gonna throw it out there that I do, I am a little concerned, you did say, you
know, you're working on tenure at your job and it just, always that thought, like, if you don't get that and you go to
another university or whatever, I'm not sure what you teach, but then whoever bought this, you know, probably would
not maybe have the farm background that you have and so may be interested more in developing it? I don't know. I guess
it's just some thoughts. Sorry.
Michael Lash (Applicant): That's a great question and totally reasonable to put out there. If I if I weren't feeling pretty
good about the tenure case, I probably wouldn’t have bought 40 acres of land in Jefferson County. So, nothing, certain
for the future but uh, you know that that seems like a pretty good thing provided all the uncertainties and everything that
we're currently (inaudible).
Commissioner Asher: Yes. Yeah. Thank you. I don't have any more questions for the applicant.
Chairman Johnson: Are there any other questions for the applicant at this point? For the opposition? Seeing none, then
I will close the public hearing portion of this and see if Commissioners have questions for staff or informational
statements at this point.
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Phil Perry (16506 Fairview Rd, Oskaloosa): Can I make one last comment?
Chairman Johnson: Quickly.
Phil Perry (16506 Fairview Rd, Oskaloosa): I think you're very sincere. But things happen in life. Perry Ranch. My
ranch, I could be killed in an automobile accident, and it'd be gone. I think this gentleman wants to live on 40 acres. But
the way I see it, if we rezone that into those 10-acre plots, I think maybe Tiffany was going down this road some, that the
next person may build four homes and that's what we don't want. Thank you.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): For the record, can I ask who was speaking there?
Phil Perry (16506 Fairview Rd, Oskaloosa): This is Phil Perry.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Okay, I can't see you. So, thank you.
Chairman Johnson: So, I'm going to close the public hearing portion at this point. And I shall chime in, in the sense
that if this map the applicant has asked for, a division of the land for four 10-acre lots, and if that goes through with
county commission, then that's, you know, cut in stone. And so, if life changes for you know, whatever, then this is put in
place for you know … Land is not zoned for wishes and hopes of how family relations develop and plans for, you know,
to house their parents or to you know, it speaks to a definitive, you know, direction of what this land can be used for
going forward. So, I ask commissioners if they have other questions at this point.
Commissioner Asher: I have one for Kelly. Kelly, this is Tiffany. So, if this gets rezoned and say the applicant wants to
do his orchard on say on lot four and his house is on lot two. Would he be allowed to put like a metal building on lot four
if there's no house on it? Are accessory buildings allowed in residential without a house?
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Yes, I believe so. And I think we've let that happen on any zoning district – accessory
structures without a principal structure. And I know what you're saying because usually that's not allowed. I think that's
okay, so we'll confirm with Erin.
Commissioner Asher: Okay. And then I remember a couple months ago, we had that case where they wanted to take the
two lots, I think, and make them one because they wanted to do a metal buildings kind of on the property line. And they
couldn't do that, so I didn't know.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Yes, so Erin says that's correct. Someone could just build an accessory structure on one of the
lots. The Rural Residential zoning district allows agriculture as an accessory activity, whereas the Ag district allows
agriculture as a primary activity. So that's really the only main difference in the two zoning districts and the minimum lot
size.
Commissioner Asher: Okay, thank you.
Chairman Johnson: Kelly, could you walk us through the options that if how, how it would be handled if there was, if
this was all there's only going to be one structure built on the 40 acres?
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Okay, I'm trying to understand your question.
Chairman Johnson: If it’s 40 plus acres, is it, would this be an Ag lot split possibly?
Kelly Woodward (Staff): The Ag district requires at least 40 acres, except if you have 40 acres, you're allowed to do a
onetime split a smaller parcel off of it without rezoning and without going through a plat. So, there are ag parcels out
there that have been split and created small parcels but have not gone through a plat or a rezoning. But if you've done that
to your land, and then you want to divide it further, then you have to plat the remainder from that Ag lot split.
Chairman Johnson: Did the applicant have a discussion with Mr. Tufte about that? Did he advise against it?
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Michael Lash (Applicant): Yeah, this was his advice I guess and and partially coincides with our hope if something did
come up to hang on to as much land as possible.
Chairman Johnson: Other questions for staff or at this point by Commissioners? Kelly, can you remind us what’s the
procedures for filing a protest petition?
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Okay. I believe it has to be done within 14 days of this decision. I'm just trying to look that up.
Chairman Johnson: Has to be a certain percentage of the adjoining….
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Okay, it's in the State Statute too, but within 14 days after the day, the conclusion of the public
hearing actually, has to be signed by owners of record of 20% or more of any property proposed to be rezoned, or by the
owners of record of 20% or more of the total area required to be notified. So, of all those people that we sent notices to
it'd be landowners of 20% of all that land area. And all that does is say that, if it's approved by the governing body, it has
to be approved by a three fourths majority vote of the governing body rather than a simple majority. Which means all of
them rather than two of them.
Chairman Johnson: Commissioners have anything more to say on this case at this point?
Commissioner Asher: Like to just to tell you how I'm feeling about it, is that what you're wondering? Or any more
questions?
Chairman Johnson: Sure, yeah.
Commissioner Asher: I guess I would just say that I would maybe feel more comfortable if it was, you know, said, hey,
this is going to be developed into four lots because then we would know water is available, and other things like that. But
if, if they're like, you know, someday, maybe, might be, I don't know, then maybe those lots aren't going to be buildable.
And so that's just where my head is right now.
Chairman Johnson: So, do you want to put that in the form of motion?
Commissioner Asher: No, just thinking out loud.
Secretary Scherer: I have a question for Kelly.
Chairman Johnson: Alright Matt, question for Kelly.
Secretary Scherer: Kelly, I don't remember what the requirement is. Isn't there some restriction that if there's no
development occurring in a development after a certain number of years that the plat is, it goes away? I'm sure there's a
more technical term than ‘it goes away’.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): I mean, in this case, there's no public improvements being done.
Secretary Scherer: In this case, if he builds his own house and there's been work done. I understand that. I'm just
curious if something happened and nothing, and something unfortunate happened to his family and they didn't build a
house, how long will the plat….
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Okay. Let's see. All final plants have to be submitted for approval within five years of approval
of the preliminary plat and I mean, once it's recorded, I don't think that there's any expiration of a plat.
Secretary Scherer: So, the right to develop stays with the land forever.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Yeah, there is no expiration in the code for that.
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Secretary Scherer: Thank you.
Chairman Johnson: So, any other questions or comments at this point? If not, the chairman is ready to accept a motion.
Commissioner Phillips: This is Steve. I don't remember the number of this. But I recommend, I move that we
recommend denial of this application.
Chairman Johnson: Is there a second for that motion.
Commissioner Asher: This is Tiffany, I second that motion.
Chairman Johnson: Is there discussion at this point on the given motion?
Kelly Woodward (Staff): I would encourage you to come up with some findings that that would be based on.
Commissioner Phillips: This is Steve, given that it's in the Ag enhancement and the LESA score. I also don't think it's
well thought through. I don't like the spaghetti development. I worry that it's too indefinite, and there may not be water in
the future. I just don't think it's a well thought through proposal.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): By spaghetti development, you mean the longer skinnier lots?
Commissioner Phillips: Correct.
Commissioner Benyshek: Mr. Chairman, this is Tim, here, I just had a couple comments kind of to tag along with
Steve's there. I mean, I pretty strongly believe with this ground where it's located, I live not too terribly far away from it
and have been by it multiple times and I truly believe that it's best use is what it currently is and nothing against the
applicant and wanting to move to a rural area and build a home but I can't see the best purpose use for the land and for
the Comprehensive plan in our county is to divide this ground up.
Secretary Scherer: Well, I'm just going to comment the other away, I think the applicant’s provided an application that
meets all the rules and regulations, and I'm not sure we have sufficient grounds to deny. I appreciate the issues that
everybody's brought up.
Chairman Johnson: Hearing no further discussion, all those in favor of Steve's motion for denial, raise their hands.
Chairman Johnson: Those who are in the negative or however that goes? I didn’t say that right. Matt is recorded on the
other side.
Votes were taken by Ayes and Nays as follows:
Paul
Gale
Matt
Stephen
Johnson
Rudolph
Scherer
Phillips
Chairman
Vice Chair
Secretary
DNV
--Nay
Aye
Motion passed 3-1

Tim
Benyshek

Tiffany
Asher

Vacant

Aye

Aye

--

Chairman Johnson: So, I guess I would conclude that the Planning and Zoning Commission is a recommending body
and so final decisions come down to the County Commission on January 10, is probably when this case will be brought
up and so and (inaudible) the dialogue will be with the County Commissioners, and the point is for all sides to weigh the
importance and problems of this particular request. And so, we're just a recommending body here, and the buck stops
someplace else for these folks.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PR2021-11 and Z2021-20: A request to consider a preliminary and final plat of the Rhodes Pecan
Ridge Subdivision, a 2-lot subdivision generally located on the southwest corner of Osage Rd and 82nd
St, where the smallest lot is 17.67 acres. Also, a request to consider a change in zoning district
classification from Agricultural to Rural Residential for Lot 1 of the proposed Rhodes Pecan Ridge
Subdivision, and for an adjacent 10.25-acre parcel located at 13807 82nd St. This request is brought by
owners Christopher and Melissa Rhodes of 7781 Wellman Rd, McLouth, KS 66054 and Jess Noll,
agent for owner Jeffrey Akkerman of 13807 82nd St, Oskaloosa, KS 66066.
During this time, staff asked who was here for the third case. Applicants, Chris, and Melissa Rhodes were present
via Zoom along with Jess Noll (their surveyor and agent for Jeffrey Akkerman) and Joy Mestagh (Rhodes’ realtor),
both via Zoom, also.
Chairman Johnson asked if anyone had ex parte communications with someone involved in the case or if a member
has a potential conflict of interest regarding this case. No one had.
Chairman Johnson asked staff to give their report. Staff gave their report. After their report, Chairman Johnson
asked the board if they had any questions for staff.
Secretary Scherer: I've got a question for you on the final plat. There's a note that the Ag lot split was recorded on
instrument, last three digits 744, then there's a note at the bottom, one third over from the left, that references a different
instrument number and the legal description references one of the other references the same one that is on the drawing
itself. Now it’s possible, I don't know enough to say, but it's possible, there are two different instruments, but I suspect
there's only one and one of those notes (inaudible).
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Okay, I will have to pull that up and look at that. And we do have Jess Noll on here and he can
probably help answer that question as well.
Secretary Scherer: That's all. Thank you.
Chairman Johnson: Kelly, just you know, I keep struggling with this, but back to this water issue and about what the
existing policy is now with the County Commission, as to assurances of surety of water supply….
Kelly Woodward (Staff): They kind of just, the situation that came up was a water district saying water is available. It's
not guaranteed until you actually purchase the meter. And their decision was that it since it was available, it was basically
the property owners own risk if they didn't follow through getting those meters at that time. But it's very clear in the
subdivision regulations that if a water district says that a water study is needed, that does not count as proof of water supply.
Chairman Johnson: Thank you. That helps answer my question at this point. So, if there are no other questions for staff
at this point, then we'll move on to the applicant, Christopher and Melissa Rhodes and Jess Noll for Jeffrey Akkerman. Is
there a preference on who speaks first for this application?
Chris Rhodes (Applicant): I'll speak, this is Chris Rhodes. I purchased; the original tract was 320 acres. I sold off the
house and outbuildings and 10 acres that was not needed in my farming operation. And that is now designated as lot one.
That was a lot created during the Ag lot split and that is the lot that we're rezoning, Mr. Akkerman’s. That was the house
and 10 acres. The 17 acres adjacent to it was 17 acres of brush. I cleared the brush out. Now that is a 17-acre pasture, which
I do not need in my farming operation. I own all the adjacent land, there's still 300 acres that I own on three sides of it. It
is in no way a subdivision. It is just a house and 10 acres and a 17-acre pasture and as far as water availability, there is a
six-inch water line that goes right by it and meters are being sold on that water district, so I would call that water available.
Chairman Johnson: So maybe I'll ask Kelly then why is there a question about a water, an engineering study?
Kelly Woodward (Staff): I was going to look up the water district letter that's in your packet. It says Rural Water District
No. 7 currently has water meters available. Engineering studies will have to be done before any meters can be installed on
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these parcels and if needed the line built up at the property owner’s expense. This is to ensure proper water pressure for all
customers on the existing line. Rural Water District No. 7 can guarantee service after the meter study is completed, all
necessary upgrades are completed if needed, and the water meter is purchased. Letter’s valid for 90 days.
Chairman Johnson: So, Chris, does that jive with your understanding?
Chris Rhodes (Applicant): Yes, sir. It does.
Chairman Johnson: So even though there is a six-inch line there, it's somewhat dependent on the impact on other rural
water users in the area.
Chris Rhodes (Applicant): Correct and I was led to believe that any line improvement would be minor if there had to be
some. The initial recommendation was there should be no problem, but we do not have the official test back yet.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Are they doing the water study currently, Chris? Are they working on it?
Chris Rhodes (Applicant): Yes. Yes, they are.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): So, would they maybe have it by the time it went to the County Commission on January 10th?
Chris Rhodes (Applicant): I was hoping they'd have it by today, but I haven't seen it yet.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): That would be ideal.
Chairman Johnson: Any other any other comments, Chris?
Chris Rhodes (Applicant): I don't believe so.
Chairman Johnson: Anna, maybe can help me with who else is on this line for….Melissa?
Melissa Rhodes (Applicant): I'm just here for moral support. I don't really have any comments other than what Chris has
already said but thank you.
Chairman Johnson: We can use all the moral support we can get these days, I think.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): To address Matt’s observation, I think what you're saying is there's a different ag split reference
number on the lot on the plat and then in the note in the bottom, is that correct?
Secretary Scherer: That's correct.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): And so, the correct number is 2020R0736, which is what it says at the bottom, so I think it
would be needed to be updated.
Secretary Scherer: The legal description also used the incorrect numbers. It’s about two thirds of the way down the legal
description, on the final plat, I did not check the preliminary plat.
Chairman Johnson: So, while we're checking those details, I'll see if there's any anybody else on this Zoom call to
speak in favor of this application? Nope. Is there anyone on this Zoom call who would oppose this application? Nope. Is
there anyone who would like to make a neutral statement about this application? Seeing none, then we'll close the public
hearing portion of this case and see if the Planning Commissioners have other questions for staff or for the applicant?
Commissioner Benyshek: And I had just a real quick question, Paul. Not to jump back on the water bandwagon here but
this is maybe just more of a curiosity question but the study that they're doing, I'm just curious, is this a water study being
done to see if it's adequate supply for a household or is this more looking, I heard the applicant say that it's a pasture
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currently, or at least maybe the makings of a pasture after clearing trees because there's obviously a big difference in water
supply demand if you got a hydrant out there for cattle versus you know, operating a household? Maybe that was said or
mentioned somewhere in the application, but I guess I looked over it if I did.
Chairman Johnson: Chris, I’ll ask you to respond, please.
Chris Rhodes (Applicant): What I was told is that if a meter is put in and the water in the meter is run wide open, that the
pressure on the entire line cannot drop below 20 pds at any time. And that's all done with a computer program. Okay, so if
there's not a great pressure drop, then they will approve it.
Commissioner Benyshek: Okay, well, fair enough. I was just curious, so.
Chairman Johnson: Sounds good. So, any other questions for staff for the applicant by Planning Commissioners at this
point?
Kelly Woodward (Staff): I'd like to just say while I was looking at these plats, I noticed under building setback lines, it
mentions all side yard setbacks, 10-foot accessory, that should say 15-foot side yard setbacks period. There's no different
setback for accessory structures. And the rear yard setback is correct at 20 foot, but it shouldn't say accessory 10 foot. So,
I think we'd have to recommend approval with updating that note number 11 on the preliminary plat and let's see here, I
think that's the only place where it is. It's shown correctly on the plat it's just not correct in the note.
Chairman Johnson: Well, if there are no other questions for staff or the applicant at this point, then this chairman
would entertain a motion possibly with this new technical (inaudible) in the last couple of minutes. We're still working
on it here so.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): The notes on the preliminary and final plat both need to be changed and then I think you said
the legal needs to be updated on the final plat for that reference number. And then note number 11 on the preliminary plat
for setbacks.
Chairman Johnson: So, Matt do you have a question.
Secretary Scherer: Yes, Kelly, I just want to make sure I understood completely that the plats’ utility easements and road
setbacks are now correct in the December 14 version?
Kelly Woodward (Staff): That's correct. They're shown correctly in the drawing.
Secretary Scherer: I mean there's a note error?
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Yeah, there's note number 11 on the preliminary plat doesn't coincide with what is shown on the
plat.
Secretary Scherer: Yes, I understood that, I just, the utility easement is, I don't recall it being in a note anywhere, it usually
is.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Oh, yeah, you're correct. I'm conflating setbacks with the utility easement.
Secretary Scherer: I assume that instrument number referred to in the legal description is on the preliminary plat as well,
but I can't find it.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): I couldn’t find it in the legal description, referenced in the legal description on the preliminary
plat. Regardless, the setbacks listed on the plat are not, are not what's required in Rural Residential. That needs to be, I
would just strike number 11 setbacks, because they should just meet the setbacks as required.
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Secretary Scherer: Mr. Chairman, I'll try to make a motion. I move the Planning Commission recommend approval of
rezoning application Z2021-20 and preliminary and final plat application PR2021-11 dated December 14, 2021, for the
two-lot subdivision, Rhodes Pecan Ridge with the following conditions:
1. The preliminary plat be updated to correct note 11.
2. The preliminary plat and the final plat refer to the correct instrument number regarding the Ag Split.
3. Furthermore, the Planning Commission recommends that the Governing Body accept the dedicated rights of
way, easements and require the applicant to obtain the required engineering study and agreement from Rural
Water District No. 7, as required by Section 5-102 of the Subdivision regulations, prior to the presentation and
approval of the final plat.
Chairman Johnson: Do I have a second on Matt’s motion.
Commissioner Benyshek: Mr. chairman, this is Tim here. I'll second that.
Chairman Johnson: I will ask if, if the applicant understands all the nuances that we've been going through here.
Secretary Scherer: It's a lot easier than it sounds.
Chairman Johnson: Well, seeing no further discussion on this motion that's been seconded, the Chairman will ask all
those in favor of the motion raise your hands.
Votes were taken by Ayes and Nays as follows:
Paul
Gale
Matt
Stephen
Tim
Tiffany
Vacant
Johnson
Rudolph
Scherer
Phillips
Benyshek
Asher
Chairman
Vice Chair
Secretary
DNV
--Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
-Motion passed 4-0
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Chairman Johnson: Moving on, on this agenda. Kelly, I'm just curious. A quick technical note here, as I look at, and I'm
really impressed with how you do these these staff reports and how you line out, you know, your comments in relation to
you know, the various requirements and how it syncs then. I was curious on the box on the front of the staff reports whether
we could have another listing of communications so that….
Kelly Woodward (Staff): What would you like in that one?
Chairman Johnson: Well, did you get any public input on this case? So at least we’re aware that, you know, it's generated,
you know, some comment.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Sure, yeah, we can do that.
Chairman Johnson: And, you know, I guess you know, if the comment was both negative and positive then you might
note that too, but at least we know that, you know, there's been input on the case.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): Okay.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TA2021-03: Consider a text amendment to Article 3 of the Subdivision Regulations pertaining to
right-of-way dedication with Agricultural Lot Split applications.
Chairman Johnson: The fourth item on this, tonight's agenda, is the text amendment on the Subdivision regulations
pertaining to right of way dedication with Ag lot splits and given the responsibility the staff’s been under the last few weeks
and all the other obligations, that I don't know if the chairman can make this motion to delay this till the January meeting.
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Kelly Woodward (Staff): I think that you would want to open the public hearing and then say that you're tabling that public
hearing to a date certain which would be the January meeting and vote on tabling that.
Chairman Johnson: Okay, so we'll open the public hearing on TA2021-03, and I'll ask for input from Commission
members.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): January meeting is January 24th.
Secretary Scherer: Mr. Chairman, given the lateness of the hour and the complexity of this, I move that we postpone
consideration of this text amendment until the January 24th, 2022, meeting.
Chairman Johnson: Is there a second for that motion?
Commissioner Phillips: Second.
Chairman Johnson: Further discussion?
Votes were taken by Ayes and Nays as follows:
Paul
Gale
Matt
Stephen
Tim
Tiffany
Johnson
Rudolph
Scherer
Vacant
Phillips
Benyshek
Asher
Chairman
Vice Chair
Secretary
DNV
--Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
-Motion passed 4-0
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Item 6.

Public Comment: There was none.

Chairman Johnson: I will see if anybody who is now on this Zoom call, outside of the Planning Commissioners has
comments from the public on items that are not on the agenda? Seeing none at this point, then we will move on to old
business and general staff report and I would comment that talking to Kelly, and Erin, the further discussion about what
we had last time about quorums, about absence, abstentions has not been fully researched at this point and we only have
one very minor small case on the January 24th meeting, so we would have fuller time for a discussion about you know, the
rules this Planning Commission's using for quorums and abstentions, etc. So, having said that, do you have any other
general staff report or old business Kelly?
Item 7. Old business:
Kelly Woodward (Staff): The Zachariah plat was approved as recommended and that's really all I have on the general staff
report.
Item 8.

New Business:

Chairman Johnson: Then we'll move on to new business. Once again, in discussions with Kelly about this, she has not,
the staff has not had time to work up the notes from the joint meeting that some of us had with the County Commission on
December 13th so unless there's an objection, I would propose that we move that to the January 24th meeting as well. Any
other comments on new business by commissioners?
Commissioner Benyshek: This isn't really new business, Paul but just a couple questions. Maybe I missed this from a
couple previous meetings or something but is is Gale still on the board or is she just not able to make the meetings and
then part two of that question is I don't know; I can't remember when exactly what meeting we go over it but basically our
current members and their term limits and dates and stuff of how long we're still on here. Not asking because I'm planning
on going anywhere but just a reference.
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Chairman Johnson: Well, the last updated ones I have for the Planning Commission was September 23, 2021. I think
that's what the planning staff sent out. And that lists they were, you know, when people started, when last appointed, and
when their term ends. So, Tim, your term ends in March of 2022.
Commissioner Benyshek: Okay, that's fine. Like I said, I was just curious, I must have missed that in prior meetings. But
the other question, the first question was, I didn't know if Gale was still on the board here or if she's taking a taking a break
or something….
Chairman Johnson: Kelly could maybe correct me on this, but I think it was either three or four meetings that she asked
for a sabbatical in a fashion, and then will rejoin and our rule that is in place is that if a member misses five meetings a
year, then they may be removed, it's not an automatic removal.
Commissioner Benyshek: Yeah, no, that's fine I was just curious, so I won't take up any more time.
Chairman Johnson: Well, maybe in the January packet, the planning staff can email out their latest version of the Planning
Commission, the Board of Zoning appeals membership, and terms, etc. Well, the chairman's ready for a motion for
adjournment?
Secretary Scherer moved to adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Benyshek seconded. All said aye.
Kelly Woodward (Staff): If you read the newspaper this week, Rick told me that he had lots of notes in there from
your joint meeting. So, you may hear them from him before you hear them from us.
Chairman Johnson: That's the guy that's writing for the for the….
Kelly Woodward (Staff): For the Independent and the Vindicator.
Item 9.

Adjournment – 9:57 PM
Minutes taken by:

___________________________________
Erin George

Approved:

___________________________________
Date

Chairman:

___________________________________
Paul Johnson

Secretary:

___________________________________
Matt Scherer III
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Attachment J: Henderson input

Mail - Kelly Woodward - Outlook

Expansion of Shaw Storage
Kevin Henderson <19belair56@gmail.com>
Fri 12/3/2021 10:01 AM

To: Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>

My name is Kevin Henderson, owner of Crooked Post Winery. My property adjoins
Shaw Storage on the West and South boundaries.
I would like to participate in the Dec. 20th Planning Commission meeting.
My main concern is not so much about the expansion, but how it is planned to be done. There are a
lot of trees that will have to be removed for this project, and I do not plan to allow access across my
property.
One other concern is the maintenance of the new fence. If it is placed on the property line Shaw will
not have access to the outside of the fence without coming on my property.
Kevin Henderson

https://outlook.office.com/mail/id/AAQkADAwN2UwODhkLTBiNDktNGFkMS04MjRiLTNlNzAxNGQxM2M1MQAQAJscH3nHPxFJoRxbpLaHTeI%3D
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12/20/21, 4:39 PM

Attachment J: Written Comments, Kilgo

Mail - Kelly Woodward - Outlook

Re: Re-Zoning Request for Property at 118th and Wellman Road
Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>
Thu 12/16/2021 3:35 PM

To: Jeff Kilgo <jwk061764@yahoo.com>

Hi Jeff,
That is correct. This is not a housing development the way many people think of subdivisions. It is just 4
buildable lots of 10 acres each. Only one house can be built per lot.
Thank you,
Kelly
Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP
Planning & Zoning / Community Development Director
Jefferson County Courthouse
Planning & Zoning
300 Jefferson St.
P.O. Box 628

Oskaloosa, KS 66066
kwoodward@jfcountyks.com
Office phone: (785) 403-0000 Ext. 3
Fax: (785) 403-0783

From: Jeff Kilgo <jwk061764@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2021 1:04 PM
To: Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>
Subject: Re: Re-Zoning Request for Property at 118th and Wellman Road
Kelly,
Thanks. I just assumed that since this rezoning request includes the detail that it is for the purpose developing the
"Ivory Tower Estates" subdivision that there would be information IAW the Jefferson County Zoning Regulations that
provides specific details as to the nature and layout of the proposed development. If I understand you correctly this
proposed rezoning is not for a subdivision per se, but rather for the sale and development by the owner of four
separate lots. V/R Jeff

On Thursday, December 16, 2021, 12:32:33 PM CST, Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com> wrote:

I have no idea. The County has no building codes or regulati ons for minimum size of house, except that
you cannot put a single-wide trailer on a lot. Single-family residenti al is allowed in that district. This will
not be a factor for considerati on for the Planning Commission as there is no applicable regulati on for
how "high end" the homes need to be. I assume they will sell the lots to individuals who will build their
choice of home.
Thanks,
Kelly
https://outlook.office.com/mail/id/AAQkADAwN2UwODhkLTBiNDktNGFkMS04MjRiLTNlNzAxNGQxM2M1MQAQAMZSCcg4TJpLtbBCLcV6Ht4%3D
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Mail - Kelly Woodward - Outlook

Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP
Planning & Zoning / Community Development Director
Jefferson County Courthouse
Planning & Zoning
300 Jefferson St.
P.O. Box 628

Oskaloosa, KS 66066
kwoodward@jfcountyks.com
Office phone: (785) 403-0000 Ext. 3
Fax: (785) 403-0783

From: Jeff Kilgo <jwk061764@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2021 11:46 AM
To: Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>
Subject: Re: Re-Zoning Request for Property at 118th and Wellman Road
Hi Kelly,
I've had a few people ask me what type of homes the new owner of the 40 acre property at 118th and Wellman
intends to build if the proposed zoning change is approved. I've looked on line for information regarding an "Ivory
Tower Estates" subdivision but nothing comes up. There doesn't seem to be anything in the final report that stipulates
this either. I would assume based on the name "Ivory Tower Estates" that it is intended to be a high end
development. Any information you can provide regarding this would be appreciated...or if you know where I can go to
find this out. Thanks. Jeff Kilgo
On Thursday, December 16, 2021, 08:48:22 AM CST, Jeff Kilgo <jwk061764@yahoo.com> wrote:
Kelly,
Perfect...thanks again. V/R Jeff
On Thursday, December 16, 2021, 08:34:11 AM CST, Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com> wrote:

Hi Jeff,
You go to this site and scroll down to Planning Commission and the December 20 meeti ng.
htt ps://www.jfcountyks.com/agendacenter

Agenda Center • Jefferson County, KS • CivicEngage
Create an Account - Increase your productivity, customize your experience, and engage in
information you care about.. Sign In
www.jfcountyks.com

Or you can click on this:
htt ps://www.jfcountyks.com/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Agenda/_12202021-584
Starts on page 40.
Thanks,
https://outlook.office.com/mail/id/AAQkADAwN2UwODhkLTBiNDktNGFkMS04MjRiLTNlNzAxNGQxM2M1MQAQAMZSCcg4TJpLtbBCLcV6Ht4%3D
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Mail - Kelly Woodward - Outlook

Kelly
Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP
Planning & Zoning / Community Development Director
Jefferson County Courthouse
Planning & Zoning
300 Jefferson St.
P.O. Box 628

Oskaloosa, KS 66066
kwoodward@jfcountyks.com
Office phone: (785) 403-0000 Ext. 3
Fax: (785) 403-0783

From: Jeff Kilgo <jwk061764@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 15, 2021 6:07 PM
To: Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>
Subject: Re: Re-Zoning Request for Property at 118th and Wellman Road
Kelly,
I am having trouble finding the final report for the 118th and Wellman rezoning request on the Jefferson County
Website/Agenda Center. I would like to share the location of this report with friends and neighbors and it would be
easier to provide the web link vice trying to email it from the copy you sent me yesterday. If you could provide a more
specific web link for this information I would really appreciate it. V/R Jeff Kilgo
On Wednesday, December 15, 2021, 02:41:47 PM CST, Jeff Kilgo <jwk061764@yahoo.com> wrote:
Kelly,
Thank you for responding to my earlier questions, I really appreciate your timely attention to my concerns. I may have
additional questions prior to the 20 December Commission meeting, so thanks in advance for your continued
assistance. V/R Jeff Kilgo
On Wednesday, December 15, 2021, 01:10:04 PM CST, Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com> wrote:

Hi Jeff,
What I sent you is the enti re packet for this case, including the plat and rezoning documents. I was
working on another item in the packet unrelated to this one.
Yes, you will be given an opportunity to speak at the meeti ng.
Responses to your questi ons below:
First, the study indicates that the proposed 10 acre lots for the Ivory Tower Estates Subdivision
don't have the required 100 feet of right of way (only 40' ROW) called for in the Comprehensive
Plan. What does this Right of Way consist of?
Right-of-way is an area of land dedicated for public use for roads and utilities. A minimum road ROW of
100' would be accomplished by half the amount of ROW being dedicated by landowners on each side of
the road (you can see on the plat that the property line extends to the center of the road). This
requirement is triggered with land divisions. So the recommended minimum ROW for this land owner,
per the Comprehensive Plan, would be half of 100' or 50'. The question is whether the Planning
Commission wants to follow the guidance of the Comprehensive Plan, or the Road & Bridge
Department, and either accept the 40' ROW as shown on the plat or require an additional 10' ROW.
https://outlook.office.com/mail/id/AAQkADAwN2UwODhkLTBiNDktNGFkMS04MjRiLTNlNzAxNGQxM2M1MQAQAMZSCcg4TJpLtbBCLcV6Ht4%3D
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Also related to this question the report states that the Road and Bridge Director is okay with the
existing ROW and if he needs additional ROW he will obtain it through acquisition. What does
obtain it through acquisition mean? and where would he acquire this additional ROW?
It means pay for it when needed. He would acquire land wherever needed to accomplish road
improvements. He would purchase private property for public use.
Second, the report states that due to hills, curves, and sight distance issues, as well as, the
layout of the four lots that there are not adequate access points on to 118th Street and Wellman
Road for these proposed 10 acre lots. If this is the case how will this be safely mitigated.
I think you misunderstood and I confirmed with Road and Bridge. The Road and Bridge Department
states an entrance is possible for each lot. Exactly where will be determined at time of development.
They always put that clarification on their letters - people can't just put driveways wherever they want the location has to be approved by Road and Bridge based on the concerns listed.
Third, the report states that the soil on most of the 40 acres at 118th and Wellman is not
adequate to support traditional sewage disposal and that alternate sewage disposal means to
include sceptic lagoons would need to be employed. What safeguards will be employed to
ensure that runoff from sceptic lagoons does not impact surrounding properties, to include odor
abatement.
You will have to address that question to the Health Department. Other alternate systems include
mound systems. The sanitarian's number is 785-403-0677. The State may also be involved in permitting
lagoons but I do not know.
Finally (for now), the report doesn't appear to address the required electric and
telecommunication requirements to this proposed subdivision, I would be interested to see a
study regarding this issue, in particular any potential impact on surrounding residential
properties.
The Subdivision Regulations do not require telecommunications infrastructure to be available, and the
landowner will negotiate power supply with the applicable electric company at time of development. We
just have to make sure they provide adequate utility easements to accommodate these services, and
they have done so.

Here is the link to our regulati ons and plans:
htt ps://www.jfcountyks.com/422/Regulati ons-Plans

Regulations & Plans | Jefferson County, KS - Official Website
Create an Account - Increase your productivity, customize your experience, and engage in
information you care about.. Sign In
www.jfcountyks.com
Thanks,
Kelly

Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP
Planning & Zoning / Community Development Director
Jefferson County Courthouse
Planning & Zoning
300 Jefferson St.
P.O. Box 628

Oskaloosa, KS 66066
kwoodward@jfcountyks.com
Office phone: (785) 403-0000 Ext. 3
Fax: (785) 403-0783

https://outlook.office.com/mail/id/AAQkADAwN2UwODhkLTBiNDktNGFkMS04MjRiLTNlNzAxNGQxM2M1MQAQAMZSCcg4TJpLtbBCLcV6Ht4%3D
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From: Jeff Kilgo <jwk061764@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 15, 2021 12:33 PM
To: Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>
Subject: Re: Re-Zoning Request for Property at 118th and Wellman Road
Hi Kelly,
In addition to the questions I sent yesterday I was wondering if you could direct me to the location on your website of
the final plan for the rezoning request of the 40 acre tract at 118th and Wellman? You mentioned in your email
yesterday that you were still working on a portion of the report and I would like to view this too before the 20
December zoning meeting. Also I'm assuming I will be given an opportunity to speak during the meeting, if you need
to include this on the agenda please do so. Thanks. Jeff Kilgo
On Tuesday, December 14, 2021, 05:43:38 PM CST, Candace Braksick <kscsr1@gmail.com> wrote:
Thanks, Jeff. I will be home Wednesday or Thursday and check it out then.

Thank you for taking the lead on this.

Sent from my iPhone
On Dec 14, 2021, at 4:57 PM, Jeff Kilgo <jwk061764@yahoo.com> wrote:

Hi Candy,
I'm forwarding you the email exchanged I've had with Kelly Woodward regarding the rezoning action for
the 40 acre property. She sent me part of the final report from her office on this rezoning request which
is attached. I sent her several questions based on my review of the report but I haven't heard back from
her yet. Jeff
----- Forwarded Message ----From: Jeff Kilgo <jwk061764@yahoo.com>
To: Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>; Candace Braksick
<candace@braksickreporting.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 14, 2021, 01:19:26 PM CST
Subject: Re: Re-Zoning Request for Property at 118th and Wellman Road
Kelly,
Thank you for forwarding me this portion of the zoning study for the property at 118th and Wellman. I
have a few questions regarding the information presented in this study. First, the study indicates that
the proposed 10 acre lots for the Ivory Tower Estates Subdivision don't have the required 100 feet of
right of way (only 40' ROW) called for in the Comprehensive Plan. What does this Right of Way consist
of? Also related to this question the report states that the Road and Bridge Director is okay with the
existing ROW and if he needs additional ROW he will obtain it through acquisition. What does obtain it
through acquisition mean? and where would he acquire this additional ROW? Second, the report states
that due to hills, curves, and sight distance issues, as well as, the layout of the four lots that there are
not adequate access points on to 118th Street and Wellman Road for these proposed 10 acre lots. If
this is the case how will this be safely mitigated. Third, the report states that the soil on most of the 40
acres at 118th and Wellman is not adequate to support traditional sewage disposal and that alternate
sewage disposal means to include sceptic lagoons would need to be employed. What safeguards will
be employed to ensure that runoff from sceptic lagoons does not impact surrounding properties, to
include odor abatement. Finally (for now), the report doesn't appear to address the required electric
and telecommunication requirements to this proposed subdivision, I would be interested to see a study
regarding this issue, in particular any potential impact on surrounding residential properties. Thanks in
advance for your assistance. V/R Jeff Kilgo
On Tuesday, December 14, 2021, 11:00:52 AM CST, Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>
wrote:
https://outlook.office.com/mail/id/AAQkADAwN2UwODhkLTBiNDktNGFkMS04MjRiLTNlNzAxNGQxM2M1MQAQAMZSCcg4TJpLtbBCLcV6Ht4%3D
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Hi Jeff,
Sti ll working on a porti on but here is the packet for the case you are interested in.
Thanks,
Kelly
Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP
Planning & Zoning / Community Development Director
Jefferson County Courthouse
Planning & Zoning
300 Jefferson St.
P.O. Box 628

Oskaloosa, KS 66066
kwoodward@jfcountyks.com
Office phone: (785) 403-0000 Ext. 3
Fax: (785) 403-0783

From: Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>
Sent: Monday, December 13, 2021 10:44 AM
To: Jeff Kilgo <jwk061764@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Re-Zoning Request for Property at 118th and Wellman Road

Hi Jeff,
It will be posted online either tonight or in the morning.
Thanks,
Kelly
Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP
Planning & Zoning / Community Development Director
Jefferson County Courthouse
Planning & Zoning

300 Jefferson St.
P.O. Box 628

Oskaloosa, KS 66066
kwoodward@jfcountyks.com
Office phone: (785) 403-0000 Ext. 3
Fax: (785) 403-0783

From: Jeff Kilgo <jwk061764@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, December 13, 2021 10:43 AM
To: Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>
Subject: Re: Re-Zoning Request for Property at 118th and Wellman Road
Kelly,
Okay...will the report be posted online or can you email me a copy? Thanks. Jeff
https://outlook.office.com/mail/id/AAQkADAwN2UwODhkLTBiNDktNGFkMS04MjRiLTNlNzAxNGQxM2M1MQAQAMZSCcg4TJpLtbBCLcV6Ht4%3D
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On Monday, December 13, 2021, 10:00:04 AM CST, Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>
wrote:

Not yet. Hopefully later today.
Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP
Planning & Zoning / Community Development Director
Jefferson County Courthouse
Planning & Zoning
300 Jefferson St.
P.O. Box 628

Oskaloosa, KS 66066
kwoodward@jfcountyks.com
Office phone: (785) 403-0000 Ext. 3
Fax: (785) 403-0783

From: Jeff Kilgo <jwk061764@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, December 13, 2021 9:59 AM
To: Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>
Subject: Re: Re-Zoning Request for Property at 118th and Wellman Road
Good morning Kelly,
I'm just checking to see if the Planning Commission's staff report for the rezoning request on the 40 acre
tract at 118th and Wellman was available.
V/R Jeff Kilgo
On Monday, November 22, 2021, 04:05:23 PM CST, Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>
wrote:

Hi Jeff,
Yep, I used to have Mercury and it is not good. Just let us know if you want to att end in
person. We can work it out.
Kelly
Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP
Planning & Zoning / Community Development Director
Jefferson County Courthouse
Planning & Zoning
300 Jefferson St.
P.O. Box 628

Oskaloosa, KS 66066
kwoodward@jfcountyks.com
Office phone: (785) 403-0000 Ext. 3
Fax: (785) 403-0783

https://outlook.office.com/mail/id/AAQkADAwN2UwODhkLTBiNDktNGFkMS04MjRiLTNlNzAxNGQxM2M1MQAQAMZSCcg4TJpLtbBCLcV6Ht4%3D
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From: Jeff Kilgo <jwk061764@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, November 22, 2021 3:58 PM
To: Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>
Subject: Re: Re-Zoning Request for Property at 118th and Wellman Road
Thanks Kelly...I mistakenly thought the planning meeting was on 13 December. I'll have to figure out if I
can access Zoom from home...we have Mercury Wireless which isn't that great so I'm not sure if I'll be
able to sustain a connection. I'll let you know. V/R Jeff
On Monday, November 22, 2021, 03:26:48 PM CST, Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>
wrote:

Hi Jeff,
The Planning Commission meeti ng is December 20. I put my staff report out a week before
on December 13.
All the Planning Commission members except for two are att ending by Zoom. We have a
very small room here and are sti ll taking Covid-19 safety precauti ons.
If you cannot att end by Zoom, we can probably accommodate you in person.
Thanks,
Kelly
Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP
Planning & Zoning / Community Development Director
Jefferson County Courthouse
Planning & Zoning
300 Jefferson St.
P.O. Box 628

Oskaloosa, KS 66066
kwoodward@jfcountyks.com
Office phone: (785) 403-0000 Ext. 3
Fax: (785) 403-0783

From: Jeff Kilgo <jwk061764@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, November 22, 2021 3:18 PM
To: Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>
Cc: Iowavillagemayor <iowavillagemayor@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Re-Zoning Request for Property at 118th and Wellman Road
Kelly,
Thank you for your prompt response to my earlier email, your clarification on the Rural Residential
restrictions was helpful. Is there a possibility to attend the 13 December zoning meeting in person?
Also I'm a little concerned that if your staff report for this case comes out on 13 December that doesn't
allow much time to digest the information before the actual zoning meeting. V/R Jeff Kilgo
On Monday, November 22, 2021, 12:10:23 PM CST, Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>
wrote:

Hi Jeff,
I understand your concerns.
https://outlook.office.com/mail/id/AAQkADAwN2UwODhkLTBiNDktNGFkMS04MjRiLTNlNzAxNGQxM2M1MQAQAMZSCcg4TJpLtbBCLcV6Ht4%3D
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The Rural Residenti al District (10 to 40 acres) would only accommodate one house on each
10-acre lot. So as proposed, 4 houses total.
If they wanted additi onal homes on lots less than 10 acres they would have to rezone to
Suburban Residenti al (under 10 acres) and replat.
Or they would have to apply for a Conditi onal Use Permit to have an Accessory Dwelling in
additi on to a primary dwelling.
Of course guest houses (intermitt ent use only) are allowed by permit by right (no
conditi onal use needed).
I will send you the link when we get it from our Zoom assistant.
My staff report for that case will be complete by December 13 and will be posted online
at htt ps://www.jfcountyks.com/agendacenter

Thank you,
Kelly

Agenda Center • Jefferson County, KS • CivicEngage
Create an Account - Increase your productivity, customize your experience, and
engage in information you care about.. Sign In

www.jfcountyks.com

Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP
Planning & Zoning / Community Development Director
Jefferson County Courthouse
Planning & Zoning

300 Jefferson St.
P.O. Box 628

Oskaloosa, KS 66066
kwoodward@jfcountyks.com
Office phone: (785) 403-0000 Ext. 3
Fax: (785) 403-0783

From: Jeff Kilgo <jwk061764@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, November 22, 2021 11:47 AM
To: Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>
Cc: Iowavillagemayor <iowavillagemayor@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re-Zoning Request for Property at 118th and Wellman Road
Ms. Woodward,
My name is Jeff Kilgo and my family owns the 75 acre property at 11567 Wellman Road in Jefferson
County. It has just come to my attention that the 40 acre property right across Wellman Road from our
https://outlook.office.com/mail/id/AAQkADAwN2UwODhkLTBiNDktNGFkMS04MjRiLTNlNzAxNGQxM2M1MQAQAMZSCcg4TJpLtbBCLcV6Ht4%3D
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place has been sold and the new owners are petitioning to have the property re-zoned from Agricultural
to Rural Residential. I spoke to Donna Jones from your office a few moments ago and she was very
helpful answering some of my questions regarding this re-zoning petition. Donna mentioned that the
new owner is planning to put in a housing development on this 40 acre property consisting of 4 ten acre
lots. I'm curious to know if this means that there will only be 4 houses total in the planned subdivision or
if each 10 acre tracts will be developed in to separate housing units. If you could provide clarification
regarding this I would appreciate it. Donna also mentioned that there was going to be a Jefferson
County Planning Commission Zoom meeting on 13 December to discuss this re-zoning request. Please
forward me the link to this Zoom session and the time that it is scheduled to occur. It suffices to say that
we are displeased to learn that this 40 tract could potentially be developed in to a housing subdivision
and I will be attending the 13 December zoning meeting to voice my objections to the request to rezone
this property as residential. If you have any additional information regarding this matter that you think I
need to know as a concerned Jefferson County landowner I would appreciate it if you could forward this
to me at your convenience. V/R Jeff Kilgo
Jeff Kilgo
913-702-6363

https://outlook.office.com/mail/id/AAQkADAwN2UwODhkLTBiNDktNGFkMS04MjRiLTNlNzAxNGQxM2M1MQAQAMZSCcg4TJpLtbBCLcV6Ht4%3D
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118th & Wellman Rd Subdivision
Kathy Griffin <katgriffin2000@yahoo.com>
Fri 12/17/2021 10:41 AM

To: Kelly Woodward <kwoodward@jfcountyks.com>

Dear Kelly,
I am deeply against the proposed subdivision for many reasons. If this is allowed, we are allowing our
county to be taxed out of sight and would run off our long time residents, it’s a horrible use of existing
agricultural land and detrimental to the wildlife.
If this is allowed to happen then the owners need to pay for road improvements from the development
to the Douglas County line which should include wider roads and shoulders. Wellman Road isn’t fit for
heavier traffic.
Our county and the cities need to build or remodel on existing lots to provide housing for our
communities. Use what we have available first. Over development and taxes in Kansas City has caused
residents to flee to Lawrence. Now Lawrence is priced out of it’s own people’s price bracket and has lost
it’s charm. It’s certainly not a place the average income could afford. If the people don’t take a stand
our rural communities are will be lost in mass developements for nothing but profits for owners or
corporations.
I lived in Port St. Lucie, FL and the same thing happened there. Now it’s over priced and overcrowded.
This is happening all over the United States and communities need to take a stand.
I own a construction company in Jefferson County so I do understand needing to provide jobs including
our own but this isn’t going to improve Jefferson County residents in the long run. This is only
immediate gratification to a few.
Sincerely
Kathy Griffin
Griffin Builders LLC

Sent from my iPad

https://outlook.office.com/mail/id/AAQkADAwN2UwODhkLTBiNDktNGFkMS04MjRiLTNlNzAxNGQxM2M1MQAQANIWCKZS5otNi7GF4oIL%2F8Y%3D
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To:

Jefferson County Planning Commission

Attention: Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP, Community Development Director
Erin George , Planner II
Re: PR2021-10 and Z2021-9
The following are some issues that I have in regards to the rezoning to the above stated
property. Our family farms near this property and have since 1964. This change may affect our
business of farming in the future.
My family has been directly affected in the past by the loss of their farmland. My grandfather,
Dennis Bergin, and my father, Victor M. Bergin, lost all of their farmland due to the building of
the Perry Reservoir. Relocating to Winchester, Kansas was their option to continue to farm. In
my opinion, FARMLAND SHOULD BE PRESERVED.
Please consider my concerns. In the past, I was a member of the Planning and Zoning
Commission in Leavenworth County and I am, first hand, aware of issues that come before the
Commission.

1. The land around this development area is Agricultural. Most of the houses on the
surrounding properties are Ag related. People live in these homes that farm. They grow
crops, raise livestock, use fields for hay harvesting to feed animals in the winter. When
you convert Agriculture acreage to residential, the burden eventually goes to limiting the
process of being a farmer. 1. Your cattle are in my yard. 2. Your cow that got out left her
cow patty in front of my mail box. 3. Too much noise from the tractors. Limits must be
set on the hours for a farmer to work his land. 4. Too much dust and dirt. Every time they
do field work (combining, tilling the land) produces too much dirt. It bothers my
allergies. 5. Farmers use fertilizers and herbicides. The gases created from the herbicides
are killing my flowers. The odors from the herbicides and the anhydrous ammonia takes
my breath away. 6. When it comes time to manage the native grass, it will have to be
burned. Too much smoke. Stop of the burning of crop lands.
2. Those of us that live on the Agricultural Land understand the essentials that are
necessary to produce ag products. We live with it, it is OUR livelyhood. When people
move to the rural areas, be part of the country. If you want to live in an area close to
towns, move there.
3. Obviously, this proposal is not for one family to build and live on 40 acres. They have
other dreams. The first thing they are requesting is for Jefferson County to change the
zoning rules on this particular piece of property to fulfill their dream. Second, the road
right-of way does not fit into their dream. So they ask Jefferson County to wave this rule
so they can build where they want and what they want. What will the next variance be?

So, the property owners will say, we can make the 4 homeowner lots to have a shared
driveway. Who will build the road to connect the four driveways? Who will maintain this
road. Add it onto the other roads that Jefferson County maintains? Look around. Most of
us live on rock roads that are high maintenance. The county cannot afford to pave every
rock road nor can it take on the expenses of maintaining additional roads that is initiated
by private investors and developers.
4. When a development is proposed, what recommendations will they require for this area?
Additional law enforcement, fire and emergency management, ample water services,
electrical service, internet services, sewage containment and administration.
5. Jefferson County, Kansas struggles every year to meet the demands of the people. But
they must establish a budget and ask for support services to tighten their respective
budgets. This must be done to help keep the taxes from sky rocketing. Allowing more
developments to arise in the Agricultural areas places additional burdens on support
services. Take a look at the area fire departments. All are operated by volunteers.
Insurance companies would like extra fire protection, which of course would be good,
but someone has to fund it. The sheriff's office would indeed like to have extra staff but
who pays for it? Everyone. Not just the homeowners in a particular area but all taxpayers
in the county. This requires all taxes to be raised. The extra tax collected from these
developments will not pay for what is expected. All county taxpayers must pay.
Historically, neighboring counties have opened up their doors to development and then
have found that there should have been more control. Urban sprawl should be closer to
towns where the towns can help homeowners to reach their goals. Where extended
water supply, sewage lines, phone services, internet services, law enforcement, fire
departments, school expansions, etc. can more readily be obtained.
6. One last thing to consider is that people that move into developments, such as this, will
not be spending their money in Jefferson County because we do not have the businesses
offered that they are accustomed to.
Thank you for your consideration.

Mary Janith Bergin Luse
16786 126th Street
Winchester, Kansas 66097
Phone: 913-683-0539
Email: mjluse@gmail.com

PLANNING COMMISSION STAFF REPORT
MEETING DATE: January 24, 2022
PREPARED BY: Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP

AGENDA ITEM: PUBLIC HEARING I

Z2022-01: A request to consider a change in zoning district classification from noncompliant* and Agricultural to
Rural Residential for 10 acres for an expanded lot to be created by boundary shift survey located at 5571 Butler
Rd, Meriden, KS 66512. This request is brought by owners Gene and Karen Heinen at the same address and will
correct the noncompliant* status of the existing lot.
*Note: Should say Nonconforming.
Date of Application: 11/23/2021
Type of Request: Rezoning
Owner/Applicant: Eugene and Karen Heinen, Address: 5571 Butler Rd, Meriden, KS 66512
Heinen Trust
General Location:
West side of Butler Rd between 54th St and 62nd St
CAMA #:
044-179-30-0-00-00-010.00-0
Site:
AG, Noncompliant (less than 1 acre)
Existing Zoning:
North: AG
East:
AG, RR, SR
South: AG, I-3
West: AG
Site:
Agricultural
North: Agricultural, farm homesite,
East:
Agricultural, farm homesite,
residential
residential, commercial &
Existing Land Uses:
industrial
South: Farm homesite, commercial &
West: Agricultural, farm homesite
industrial
Lot Size:
As proposed per a boundary line adjustment, would go from less than 1 acre to 10
acres
Notification:
Published and notified as required. In the City of Meriden notification area.
Floodplain:
None
Roads Report:
See attached Letter from Jefferson County Road and Bridge Department – have
made arrangement to correct noncompliant driveways
Water:
See attached letter from RWD No. 1 - Currently served
Wastewater:
See attached Health Department letter about the existing wastewater system
Ag Enhancement Area: None
Commercial/Industrial: None
Prior Application/History: None
Public input summary:
None
EXISTING CONDITIONS:
There is an existing residence and accessory building on the parcel.
APPLICATION HIGHLIGHTS:
This application is in preparation for a boundary adjustment survey to enlarge the existing nonconforming lot that
is less than one acre.
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CONSISTENCY WITH THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN: The lot is located just east of the K-4 highway corridor south of the City
of Meriden. It is not located within the designated Ag Enhancement or Commercial/Industrial areas of the
Comprehensive Plan as shown in Attachments F & G. The subject property does not have any areas of Sensitive
Habitat or Natural Features and Cultural Attributes to be preserved.
INFRASTRUCTURE, TRAFFIC AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
Butler Rd is a local gravel road. The Road and Bridge Department indicates the existing three entrances at 5571
Butler Rd do not meet current standards for a residential entrance (too short and concrete). Also, the existing
entrance for 5437 Butler Rd at the corner does not meet current standards for the same reasons. However, per a
letter received January 14, the applicant has obtained work orders to bring the driveways into compliance.
STAFF ANALYSIS - APPLICATION:
ARTICLE 30 REZONING FACTORS:
a. Whether the change in classification would be consistent with the intent and purpose of these regulations;
Staff Comment: Yes. This proposed rezoning will assign the appropriate zoning district to the expanded lot.
b. The character and condition of the surrounding neighborhood and its effect on the proposed change;
Staff Comment: The Rural Residential zoning district classification is consistent with nearby properties along
54th St to the east and with many others to the north. Nothing will change as a result of the expansion of
the lot and rezoning.
c. Whether the proposed amendment is made necessary because of changed or changing conditions in the
area affected, and if so, the nature of such changed or changing conditions;
Staff Comment: No known changing conditions.
d. The current zoning and uses of nearby properties, and the effect on existing nearby land uses upon such a
change in classification;
Staff Comment: The immediate area is mostly used for agriculture and farm homesites but there are also
clusters of small lots zoned Suburban Residential across the street. The adjacent districts and uses are
complementary to the Rural Residential zoning district classification but no change in use is contemplated
for this property that has been in residential use since before the regulations were adopted.
e. Whether every use that would be permitted on the property as reclassified would be compatible with the
uses permitted on other property in the immediate vicinity;
Staff Comment: The permitted uses are similar in these districts and the same performance regulations are
applicable.
f.

The suitability of the applicant’s property for the uses to which it has been restricted;
Staff Comment: The subject property is suitable for continued residential use.

g. The length of time the subject property has remained vacant or undeveloped as zoned; provided, the use
of land for agricultural purposes shall be considered as viable use of the land and not be considered as
allowing the land to be vacant or undeveloped;
Staff Comment: Not applicable.
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h. Whether adequate sewer and water facilities, and all other needed public services including transportation,
exist or can be provided to serve the uses that would be permitted on the property if it were reclassified;
Staff Comment: Current entrances do not meet standards but work orders have been issued by Road and
Bridge for completion of the work to bring the entrances into compliance. There are existing wastewater
facilities and water service.
i.

The general amount of vacant land that currently has the same zoning classification proposed for the
subject property, particularly in the vicinity of the subject property, and any special circumstances that
make a substantial part of such vacant land available or not available for development;
Staff Comment: There is no new development proposed with this rezoning application – not applicable.

j.

The recommendations of permanent or professional staff;
Staff Comment: Staff recommends approval as proposed.

k. Whether the proposed amendment would be in conformance to and further enhance the implementation
of the Comprehensive Plan;
Staff Comment: NA – not really related to the Comprehensive Plan.
l.

Whether the relative gain to the public health, safety, and general welfare outweighs the hardship imposed
upon the applicant by not upgrading the value of the property by such a reclassification; and,
Staff Comment: This reclassification does not negatively impact the public health, safety and general
welfare and extends the applicable zoning designation for the property owner to expand the property. This
will eliminate the nonconforming lot status and make the property more suitable for the onsite wastewater
system.

m. Such other factors as may be relevant from the facts and evidence presented in the application.
Staff Comment: None.
ACTION:
After holding the required public hearing, the Planning Commission shall prepare a recommendation to do one of
the following:
1. Approve the Rezoning.
2. Approve the Rezoning with conditions as offered by the applicant.
3. Deny the Rezoning with findings of fact.
4. Continue the application to allow further analysis.
EFFECT OF DECISION:
The proposed Rezoning, if approved by the County Commission, shall become effective upon publication of the
adopting resolution.
RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends approval of the application as proposed.
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Recommended motion:
The Planning Commission recommends approval of application Z2022-01 as proposed based on findings in the staff
report.
ATTACHMENTS:
A. Application
B. Boundary line adjustment survey
C. Notification maps and letter
D. Zoning map
E. Floodplain map
F. Ag Enhancement map
G. Commercial/Industrial map
H. Water District communications
I. Health Department communications
J. Road and Bridge Department communications
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Attachment A: Application excerpt
300 Jefferson St

Jefferson County Com'thouse

Phone: (785) 403 "0000 Option 3
Toll Free; (844) 679-0748

P.O. Box 628

Oskaloosa,KS 66066

Planning and Zoning Division

APPLICATION FOR A REZONING REQUEST, CONDITIONAL USE
PERMIT, AND/OR DEVELOPMENT PLAN AMENDMENT

This form must be completed and filed at the Office of the Zomng Administrator m accordance with directions on the
accompanymg instruction sheet. AN INCOMPLETE APPLICATION WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED
1. Name of ALL Applicants)/Owuer(s) and/or Agent(s). (Use separate sheet if necessary)
)wner: Gene Heinen and Karen Heinen Agent: l}ess ^0^

Address: 5571BulterRd

Address: 1310Wakarusa Dr., Suite 100
KS

Meriden
City

State

66512

Lawrence KS

Zip

City

66049
Zip

State

Phone: ( 785 ) 484-2385

Phone: ( 785 ) 551-0450

Email: N/A

Email: jessn@iandplan-pa.com

3. This property address is: 5571 Bulter Rd.

The property is legally described as (Lot and Block OR Metes and Bounds):_

The general location is (use appropriate section):

A. At fhe((NW]I(NE) (SW) (SB) comer of Bulter Rd

and

B. On the CN) (S) (B)|(W^J side of Bulter
(Street/Road)

between

54th St

-,or

(Street/Road)

(Street/Road)

54th St.
(Strect/Road)

and 62nd St
(Street/Road)

I (We), the applicants), acknowledge receipt of the instruction sheet explaining the method of submitting this
application. I (We) realize that this application cannot be processed unless it is completely filled in, submitted with
all relevantand/or requested documentation and accompanied by the appropriate fee.

Owner: ^^^&^^
Owner

\qjun^ i^ji
ju^e^\

Updated: April 202
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OR Authorized Asent:
OR Authorized Agent:

211155- Heinen Legal Descriptions

TRACT 1
A TRACT OF LAND IN THE SOUTH HALF OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 30, TOWNSHIP
10 SOUTH, RANGE 17 EAST OF THE 6TH P.M., JEFFERSON COUNTY, KANSAS MORE PARTICULARLY
DESCRIBED BY JIM E. STICKLER, PS-830, DATED NOVEMBER 15TH, 2021 AS FOLLOWS:

COMMENCING AT THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER; THENCE NORTH 01
DEGREE 27 MINUTES 17 SECONDS WEST ALONG THE EAST LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER,
A DISTANCE OF 991.90 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE SOUTH 88 DEGREES 18
MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, A DISTANCE OF 1,320.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 01 DEGREE 27
MINUTES 17 SECONDS WEST, A DISTANCE OF 330.00 FEET TO THE NORTH LINE OF THE SOUTH
HALF OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER; THENCE NORTH 88 DEGREES 18 MINUTES 00 SECONDS
EAST ALONG SAID NORTH LINE, A DISTANCE OF 1,320.00 FEET TO THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF
THE SOUTH HALF OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER; THENCE SOUTH 01 DEGREE 27 MINUTES 17
SECONDS EAST ALONG THE EAST LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER, A DISTANCE OF 330.00
FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING.
THE ABOVE CONTAINS 435,597 SQUARE FEET, MORE OR LESS, OR 10,00 ACRES, MORE OR LESS
AND IS SUBJECT TO ANY AND ALL RIGHTS OF WAY, EASEMENTS AND ENCUMBRANCES, IF ANY.
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ENTERED IN TRANSFER RECORD IN

W MY OFFICE THIS DAY 03/24/2021

DELIA HE5TON, REGISTER OF DEEDS

CyKccf<-WkonAbstnictingCo,Inc..dba - —-' 3EFFER50N COUNTY, KS
^ Assured'IttlcCon-yany of Northeast Kansas COUNPr' CLERK RECORDED ON:

8991^Ifc>r59'atabosa'Ksl66066 03/24/2021 01:66:04 PM
«(785) 863.2224 &{785) 863-2299 u'/ ^v^^'^^

Ir-

lemaaffuaAfflcls&com

File

f

8534

KbL

t'bt::

INDEBT:

z1''

0.00

j^ TRUSTEED DEED - JOINT TENANCY PAGES •' 1 20210117
;M§ THIS DEED, made and entered into this^7_^day of ^^S^b /UU^^f , 20j_S^by and between Chery}
)avenport and Dale Davenport, Co-Trustee(s) of the Dylan Davenport Supplemental NTeeds Trust Agreement dated July 10,
\^ 2014, First Parties), and Eugene A. Heinen and Karen F. Heinen, Trustees of Hsinen Trust dated May 26, 2017, Second
Parties.

jo WITNESSETH:
First Parcy(ies) warrants that they are the duly appointed, qualified and currently acting Co-Trustee(s) under Agreement
ial dated July 10, 2014 and that such Agreement and all amendments thereto and all powers contained therein Including those
hereinafter described, rcmaia m full force and effects.
First Fancies) further warrants that the provisions of the aforesaid Trust Agreement granting the Trustee(s) powsr of
sale arc as foUows:
"Trustees shall have the power to sell....any and all real property of said Trust."

Fiist Parties) further warrmt(s) that there are no other provisions in said Agreement or any amendments thereto
which limic the aforementioned powers nor are there any provisions in said documents by which Grantors) has retained for
themselves or given to any other person or organization the right to negate, consent or approve of said Trustee's sale of the real
estate hereinafter described.
NOW THEREFORE, First Party(ies), for and in consideration of the sum of One Dollar and other good and valuable
consideration, to them paid by the Second Parties, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, does, by these presents, bargain
and sell, convey and confirm to the said Parties of the Second Part, the follcwing described real estate situated in the State of
Kansas, County of Jeffeison, to-wit:
A tract of land in the Southeast V* of Section 30, Township 10 South, Range 17 East of the 6th P.M., Jefferson
County, Kansas, described as follows: Commencing at the Northeast comet of the South Vi of said Quarter;
thence funning due South 200 feet; thence West 218 feet; thence North 200 feet; thence East 218 feet to the
Point of Beginning.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD THE SAME with all rights, immunities, privileges and appurtermnces thereto belonging
unto said parries of the second part, so that neither the said party(ies) of the first part nor their successors or assigns, nor any
peiwn for it or in its name or behalf, shall or will hereafter claim or demand any right or title to the aforesaid premises or any
pan thereof.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, said parities) of the finst part as Trustee under Agreement dated July 10, 2014 has
executed these presents the day and year first above written,
The Dylan Davenport Supplemental Needs Trust Agrcemem

Dated July 10,2014

, Co-Trustee, and

, Co-Trustee
Dale Davenport

STATE OF KANSAS, COUNTS OF L^^UA fi^ , ss:
BE IT REMEMBERED, That on. thi^?2- day o^ ^^^AU £U^U , IQ/^behre me, the undersigned, a
Notary Public b. and for the County and State aforesaid, came Cker)? Davenport and Kale Davenport, to me personally known, who
being duty sworn did say that they arc the G>-Trustee(s) of the Dylan Davenport: Supplemental Needs Trust Agreement, dated July
10,2014 and that they acknowledged said instrument to be the free act and deed of said Tmst.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hercunio set my hand and affbced my official seal on the day and yeariast above written.

My Commission Expires:
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NOTARY PUBLIC-State of Kansas

TERRY LTAYLOR
I'yAppt.ExftS^E^

^ju^/ J^trSZ^//^-.
Mrv Public
Public // "
/ Notary
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^ JOINT TENANCY WARRANTY DEED (Following Kansas Statutory Warranty Form)
This

^

-E

^2
<

1>

0

CONVEY-

.^
"§3"
^

i<^
^
^
n>

19 90

January

day of

Eugene -A. Heinen and Kaz-en F. Heinen, husband and wife,

-^

s ~0;

A/^

AND WARRANT-

-TO

Eugene A. Heinen and Karen F. Hexnen, husband and wife,
as JOINT TENANTS and not as tenants in common, with full rights of. survivorship, the whol<
estate to vest in the survivor in the event of the death of either, all the following described REA
ESTATE in the County of Jefferseon
and the State of Kansas, to-wit:

.-^

-0

I ^R

The South Half (S*a) of the Southeast- Quarter (SEia) of Section Thirty (30),
Township Ten (10) South, Range Seventeen (17) East. of the 6th P.M.,
Jeffer-son County, Kansas, according -to U.S. Gover-nment Survey, EXCEPT

a tract of land described as follows: Commencing at the Northeast, cornerof the South Half•of the Scmt-heast. Quarter of Sect-xon 30, Townshxp 10
South, Range 17 Eas-t, -thence running due South Two Hundred (200) feet.,

thence West. Two.Hundred Eighteen (218) feet, thence North Two Hundred
(200) feet, -thence East- Two Hundred Eighteen (218) feet to the point; of
beginning, AX-SO EXCEPT Tract "B": A tract, of land in the Sout.heast Quarter
(SE*a) of Section Thirty (30), Townstiip Ten (10) South, Range Seventeen
(17) East of the 6th P.M., In Jefferson County, Kansas, described as

follows: Beginning at. a point on t-he South line of said Southeast Quarter
3X1.75 feet West. of -the Sout-heast. corner- of sa±d Southeast Quar-t.er; thence
Sout-h 89 degrees 45' 32" West on said Sowth line 476.05 fee-t; t.hence Noirth
0 degree 00' 00" East 462.31 feet; thence Nor-th 89 degrees 45' 32" East
476.05 feet; tlience South 0 degree 00' 00" East 462.31 feet., to the poinl:
of beg-Anning, as per- survey filed April 18, 1986, and r-ecoz-ded in Plat
Book 5, page 411,

for the sum of

One Dollar and other- valuable consideration.
EXCEPT AND SUBJECT TCh
such easemen-ts and restrictions as ar-e of record.

Dated.

19 90

.Tanna-r-u- 16

STATE OF KANSAS, JCT-FRRSON

COUNT*', ss

BE IT REMEMBERED. That on this l &<-h

day of Jan.

Sc^.^^. a. ^-^

uug^i/ie A. Heinen

f^£^t^\^

,ren r" • neinen

A. D. 19-20—, before me, the undersigned, a notary public
in and for the County and State aforesaid, came

Eugene A. Heinen and Karen F. Heinen,
husbnad and wife.

:!

KANSAS

STATE OF

JEFFERSON
County
This instrument v»/as filed for record on the
16 TH day of JANUARY A. D., 19-SSL,
w/ho_are personally known to me to be the same person-s_ v^ho

at lls 44 o'clock —A=_M., and duly recorded

executed the within instrument of writing and such person_s_ duly
acknowledged the execution of the same.

in book 384 _ of DEEDS
at page 616 _.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have hereunto set my hand and affixed
my seal, the day and year last above written.
\^A^.

lyrFi^T -— M<?7lfenz-y

K^^S^yWw^^ •
of -KpnsqA.

MY A~»- K»rlRBa /0 -^'S'jj-'...
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Jeffen

unty Register of

Register of Deeds.

f-^L^^e^L^f

October 25

Term expires

^^EA<^%?^ /Y^A^S/

>tary Public.
-. 10 93

6.00

Fees. $.

Deputy.

he Kansas Bar Association solely for the use of its Members)
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Attachment B: Boundary line adjustment survey

CERTIFICATE OF SURVEY

BOUNDARY LINE ADJUSTMENT

LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS:
TRACT 1
A TRACT OF LAND IN THE SOUTH HALF OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 30, TOWNSHIP 10
SOUTH, RANGE 17 EAST OF THE 6TH P.M., JEFFERSON COUNTY, KANSAS MORE PARTICULARLY
DESCRIBED BY JIM E. STICKLER, PS-830, DATED NOVEMBER 15TH, 2021 AS FOLLOWS: COMMENCING AT
THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER; THENCE NORTH 01 DEGREE 27 MINUTES 17
SECONDS WEST ALONG THE EAST LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER, A DISTANCE OF 991.90 FEET TO
THE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE SOUTH 88 DEGREES 18 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, A DISTANCE
OF 1,320.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 01 DEGREE 27 MINUTES 17 SECONDS WEST, A DISTANCE OF 330.00
FEET TO THE NORTH LINE OF THE SOUTH HALF OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER; THENCE NORTH 88
DEGREES 18 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST ALONG SAID NORTH LINE, A DISTANCE OF 1,320.00 FEET TO
THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE SOUTH HALF OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER; THENCE SOUTH 01
DEGREE 27 MINUTES 17 SECONDS EAST ALONG THE EAST LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER, A
DISTANCE OF 330.00 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING.

5/8" REBAR FND. PER RECORDED TIES
W QTR COR. SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

N1°26'31"W
2649.29'

5/8" REBAR FND. PER RECORDED TIES
N QTR COR. SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

5/8" REBAR FOUND PER RECORDED TIES
NE COR., SE 1/4,
SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

N. LINE, SE 1/4, SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

N1°26'31"W
1322.06'M&C

N. LINE, S1/2, SE 1/4, SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

ORIGINAL TRACT
DOCUMENT # 2021R0982
0.92 ACRES M/L

N88°18'00"E 2655.49'M&C

NE COR, S1/2
SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

435,597 SQ. FT. M/L
OR 10.00 ACRES M/L

218.00'D

ORIGINAL PROPERTY LINE

P.O.B. TRACT 1

S1°26'31"E 1322.06'M&C

TRACT 2

2,855,038 SQ. FT. M/L
OR 65.54 ACRES M/L
1/2" REBAR FND.

S88°17'48"W 2655.79'M

P.O.C. TRACT 1
P.O.B TRACT 2
1/2" REBAR FND. PER RECORDED TIES
SE COR., SE 1/4,
SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

1/2" REBAR FND.

LEGEND:
LOCATION MAP:

BUTLER RD

NE

UTILITY EASEMENT

D/E

DRAINAGE EASEMENT

PLATTED

M

MEASURED

C

CALCULATED

1/

4

U/E

P
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SECTION LINE

LI

T ICKLE
R
NS

CE

E

D

NOVEMBER 24, 2021

S
IM

PS-830
A

L

SECTION 30-T10S-R17E,
JEFFERSON COUNTY, KANSAS,
(NOT TO SCALE)

GENE HEINEN

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS SURVEY WAS PERFORMED UNDER MY DIRECT
SUPERVISION ON NOVEMBER 24, 2021. THIS SURVEY CONFORMS TO THE
KANSAS MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR BOUNDARY SURVEYS.

PROPERTY LINE
EASEMENT

JOB #2021.1155
PREPARED FOR

SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATION:

SE

4
1/
PROJECT
LOCATION

FOUND IRON BAR AS NOTED

R/W RIGHT-OF-WAY

J

NW

1/
4

SET 1/2"X24" IRON BAR W/ CAP PS-830

30

SW

K-4 HWY

1/
4

62ND ST

KA
ND

N SAS

S URV EY

O

R

THE ABOVE CONTAINS 2,855,038 SQUARE FEET, MORE OR LESS, OR 65.54 ACRES, MORE OR LESS AND IS
SUBJECT TO ANY AND ALL RIGHTS OF WAY, EASEMENTS AND ENCUMBRANCES, IF ANY.

1.

311.75'M&P

475.84'M 476.05'P

A TRACT OF LAND IN THE SOUTH HALF OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 30, TOWNSHIP 10
SOUTH, RANGE 17 EAST OF THE 6TH P.M., JEFFERSON COUNTY, KANSAS MORE PARTICULARLY
DESCRIBED BY JIM E. STICKLER, PS-830, DATED NOVEMBER 15TH, 2021 AS FOLLOWS: BEGINNING AT
THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER; THENCE SOUTH 88 DEGREES 17 MINUTES 48
SECONDS WEST ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER, A DISTANCE OF 311.75 FEET
TO THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF WINDY ACRES SUBDIVISION, A RECORDED PLAT AT THE JEFFERSON
COUNTY REGISTER OF DEEDS OFFICE RECORDED IN BOOK 4, PAGE 121. THENCE NORTH 01 DEGREE 26
MINUTES 11 SECONDS WEST ALONG THE EAST LINE OF SAID SUBDIVISION, A DISTANCE OF 462.25 FEET
(462.31 FEET PLATTED) TO THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SAID SUBDIVISION; THENCE SOUTH 88
DEGREES 18 MINUTES 16 SECONDS WEST ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF SAID SUBDIVISION, A DISTANCE
OF 476.16 FEET (476.05 FEET PLATTED) TO THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SUBDIVISION; THENCE
SOUTH 01 DEGREE 28 MINUTES 37 SECONDS EAST ALONG THE WEST LINE OF SAID SUBDIVISION, A
DISTANCE OF 462.31 FEET TO THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SUBDIVISION; THENCE SOUTH 88
DEGREES 17 MINUTES 48 SECONDS WEST ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER, A
DISTANCE OF 1,868.21 FEET TO THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER; THENCE
NORTH 01 DEGREE 26 MINUTES 31 SECONDS WEST ALONG THE WEST LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST
QUARTER, A DISTANCE OF 1,322.06 FEET TO THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE SOUTH HALF OF SAID
SOUTHEAST QUARTER; THENCE NORTH 88 DEGREES 18 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST ALONG THE
NORTH LINE OF SAID SOUTH HALF; A DISTANCE OF 1,335.49 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 01 DEGREE 27
MINUTES 17 SECONDS EAST; A DISTANCE OF 330.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 88 DEGREES 18 MINUTES 00
SECOND EAST, A DISTANCE OF 1,320.00 FEET TO THE EAST LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER;
THENCE SOUTH 01 DEGREE 27 MINUTES 17 SECONDS EAST ALONG SAID EAST LINE, A DISTANCE OF
991.90 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING.

GENERAL NOTES:

60'
INGRESS/
EGRESS

N1°26'11"W
462.25' M 462.31' P

LOT 1 BLOCK A
WINDY ACRES SUBDIVISION
BOOK 4, PAGE 121
10' U/E

S1°28'37"E 462.31'M&P

5/8" REBAR FND. RECORDED TIES
SW COR., SE 1/4,
SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

S. LINE, SE1/4, SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

25' R/W

S88°18'16"W
476.16'M 476.05'P

℄ BUTLER RD, (ROAD RECORD BOOK C, PAGE 9)
E. LINE, SE 1/4, SEC. 30-T10S-R17E
N1°27'17"W 2643.81'
991.90' M

S88°18'00"W 1320.00'M&C

1868.21'M

TRACT 2

330.00'M&C
200.00'D

200.00'D

N1°27'17"W
330.00'M&C

W. LINE, SE1/4, SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

TRACT 1

1/2" REBAR FND.

THE ABOVE CONTAINS 435,597 SQUARE FEET, MORE OR LESS, OR 10.00 ACRES, MORE OR LESS AND IS
SUBJECT TO ANY AND ALL RIGHTS OF WAY, EASEMENTS AND ENCUMBRANCES, IF ANY.

218.00'D

1320.00'M&C

1335.49'M&C

1321.91'M&C

E
S-R17
0-T103
.
C
E
E1/4, S
N1/2, S

1/2" X 24" REBAR WITH CAP (PS-830) SET AT
INTERSECTION OF NORTH-SOUTH-EAST-WEST QTR. CORS.
NW COR., SE1/4, SEC. 30-T10S-R17E
NW COR., S1/2,
SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

N88°18'12"E 2655.20'M

JIM STICKLER, P.S. #830
1310 WAKARUSA DRIVE,
LAWRENCE, KS 66049
785-843-7530

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

THIS SURVEY WAS CONDUCTED IN THE FIELD BASED ON THE KANSAS STATE PLANE COORDINATE
SYSTEM, NORTH ZONE (NAD83)(GRID), IN US SURVEY FEET.
SEE REFERENCE REPORTS FOR METHODS OF ESTABLISHMENT AND ORIGIN OF SECTION,
QUARTER AND SIXTEENTH CORNERS.
EASEMENTS AND UTILITIES NOT SHOWN HEREON ARE EXCLUDED BY AGREEMENT WITH THE
CLIENT.
FENCE LINES DO NOT NECESSARILY DENOTE PROPERTY LINES.
ORIGIN OF MONUMENTS UNKNOWN UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.
THE MONUMENTS SET AND SHOWN HEREON ARE BY AGREEMENT WITH CLIENT.
THIS SURVEY WAS CONDUCTED WITHOUT THE BENEFIT OF A CURRENT TITLE COMMITMENT.

REFERENCE SURVEY:
1. FINAL PLAT OF WINDY ACRES SUBDIVISION, BY JIM E. STICKLER (PS-830), DATED AUGUST 8, 1986,
RECORDED IN BOOK 4, PAGE 121, AT JEFFERSON COUNTY REGISTER OF DEEDS OFFICE.
THIS BOUNDARY LINE ADJUSTMENT
IS HEREBY APPROVED

REVIEWED IN COMPLIANCE
WITH K.S.A.58-2005

KELLY D. WOODWARD
JEFFERSON CO. ZONING ADMINISTRATOR

WILLIAM NOLL, KANSAS P.S. #1599
JEFFERSON COUNTY REVIEWER

Attachment C: Notification maps and letter
www.jfcountyks.com/planningandzoning

300 Jefferson St
P.O. Box 628
Oskaloosa, KS 66066

Toll Free: (844) 679-0748
Phone: (785) 403-0000
Fax: (785) 403-0783

Date of Notice: 12/21/2021

Dear Property Owner:
NOTICE is hereby given to any and all persons that the following will be considered at a Public Meeting by the
Jefferson County Regional Planning Commission to be held on Monday, January 24th, 2022 at 7:00 p.m. via
Zoom Video Conference.
All reports will be posted online at https://www.jfcountyks.com/agendacenter (click on arrow next to Planning
Commission) no later than Wednesday, January 19th.

/2

1/

21

To view or participate in the Zoom meeting, please request the meeting link by calling (785)403-0000, option
3, or emailing kwoodward@jfcountyks.com. You will be provided with instructions and given the option to
participate in a practice meeting in advance.

ou
t

12

The County will provide a method for individuals without access to the internet or a telephone to observe or
participate in the meeting from the Jefferson County Courthouse in the County Commissioners’ chambers.
Advance notice of attendance is required so that facilities can be organized accordingly. Please call (785)
403-0000 Option 3. Face masks are strongly recommended at all times inside all County facilities.

ic
e

Se

nt

To provide written public comment: Please send written public comment by 3 pm on Monday, January
17th: correspondence electronically to kwoodward@jfcountyks.com, or mail to P.O. Box 628, Oskaloosa, KS
66066, or place it in the drop box by the south entrance of the Courthouse. Comments placed in the drop box
should be marked for the Planning Commission.

Pu
bl
ic

N
ot

Z2022-01: A request to consider a change in zoning district classification from noncompliant and
Agricultural to Rural Residential for 10 acres for an expanded lot to be created by boundary shift survey
located at 5571 Butler Rd, Meriden, KS 66512. This request is brought by owners Gene and Karen Heinen at
the same address and will correct the noncompliant status of the existing lot.
You are receiving this letter in compliance with the Kansas State Statute 12-757 and in accordance with Article
30-102 of the Jefferson County Zoning Regulations, which requires notice be given to “…all owners of record of
lands located within at least 1,000 feet of the area proposed to be altered.…”
Please be aware that attendance at the public hearing is not limited to those individuals who have received copies
of this notice. If you know of any neighbor or other potentially affected property owner who did not receive a
copy of this notice, it would be appreciated if you would inform them of this public hearing.
The Planning Commission may continue consideration of this matter at the conclusion of the public hearing to a
future date without further notice.
Respectfully,

Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP
Community Development Director
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Erin George
Planner II

CERTIFICATE OF SURVEY

BOUNDARY LINE ADJUSTMENT

LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS:
TRACT 1
A TRACT OF LAND IN THE SOUTH HALF OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 30, TOWNSHIP 10
SOUTH, RANGE 17 EAST OF THE 6TH P.M., JEFFERSON COUNTY, KANSAS MORE PARTICULARLY
DESCRIBED BY JIM E. STICKLER, PS-830, DATED NOVEMBER 15TH, 2021 AS FOLLOWS: COMMENCING AT
THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER; THENCE NORTH 01 DEGREE 27 MINUTES 17
SECONDS WEST ALONG THE EAST LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER, A DISTANCE OF 991.90 FEET TO
THE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE SOUTH 88 DEGREES 18 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, A DISTANCE
OF 1,320.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 01 DEGREE 27 MINUTES 17 SECONDS WEST, A DISTANCE OF 330.00
FEET TO THE NORTH LINE OF THE SOUTH HALF OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER; THENCE NORTH 88
DEGREES 18 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST ALONG SAID NORTH LINE, A DISTANCE OF 1,320.00 FEET TO
THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE SOUTH HALF OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER; THENCE SOUTH 01
DEGREE 27 MINUTES 17 SECONDS EAST ALONG THE EAST LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER, A
DISTANCE OF 330.00 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING.

5/8" REBAR FND. PER RECORDED TIES
W QTR COR. SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

N. LINE, SE 1/4, SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

435,597 SQ. FT. M/L
OR 10.00 ACRES M/L

ut
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o

1/2" REBAR FND.

1/2" REBAR FND.
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ic

e
NE

N

FOUND IRON BAR AS NOTED
UTILITY EASEMENT

D/E

DRAINAGE EASEMENT

P

PLATTED

M

MEASURED

C

CALCULATED

1/

4

U/E

R/W RIGHT-OF-WAY

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS SURVEY WAS PERFORMED UNDER MY DIRECT
SUPERVISION ON NOVEMBER 24, 2021. THIS SURVEY CONFORMS TO THE
KANSAS MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR BOUNDARY SURVEYS.

S
IM
LI

T ICKLE
R
NS

CE

E

D

SECTION LINE

PS-830
A

L

SECTION 30-T10S-R17E,
JEFFERSON COUNTY, KANSAS,
(NOT TO SCALE)

J

PROPERTY LINE
EASEMENT
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SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATION:

SE

PROJECT
LOCATION

lic

Pu
b

BUTLER RD

1/
4

1/
4
NW
4
1/

SW

K-4 HWY

SET 1/2"X24" IRON BAR W/ CAP PS-830

30

P.O.C. TRACT 1
P.O.B TRACT 2
1/2" REBAR FND. PER RECORDED TIES
SE COR., SE 1/4,
SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

1/2" REBAR FND.

KA
ND

N SAS

S URV EY

O

R

A TRACT OF LAND IN THE SOUTH HALF OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 30, TOWNSHIP 10
SOUTH, RANGE 17 EAST OF THE 6TH P.M., JEFFERSON COUNTY, KANSAS MORE PARTICULARLY
DESCRIBED BY JIM E. STICKLER, PS-830, DATED NOVEMBER 15TH, 2021 AS FOLLOWS: BEGINNING AT
THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER; THENCE SOUTH 88 DEGREES 17 MINUTES 48
SECONDS WEST ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER, A DISTANCE OF 311.75 FEET
TO THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF WINDY ACRES SUBDIVISION, A RECORDED PLAT AT THE JEFFERSON
COUNTY REGISTER OF DEEDS OFFICE RECORDED IN BOOK 4, PAGE 121. THENCE NORTH 01 DEGREE 26
MINUTES 11 SECONDS WEST ALONG THE EAST LINE OF SAID SUBDIVISION, A DISTANCE OF 462.25 FEET
(462.31 FEET PLATTED) TO THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SAID SUBDIVISION; THENCE SOUTH 88
DEGREES 18 MINUTES 16 SECONDS WEST ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF SAID SUBDIVISION, A DISTANCE
OF 476.16 FEET (476.05 FEET PLATTED) TO THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SUBDIVISION; THENCE
SOUTH 01 DEGREE 28 MINUTES 37 SECONDS EAST ALONG THE WEST LINE OF SAID SUBDIVISION, A
DISTANCE OF 462.31 FEET TO THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SUBDIVISION; THENCE SOUTH 88
DEGREES 17 MINUTES 48 SECONDS WEST ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER, A
DISTANCE OF 1,868.21 FEET TO THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER; THENCE
NORTH 01 DEGREE 26 MINUTES 31 SECONDS WEST ALONG THE WEST LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST
QUARTER, A DISTANCE OF 1,322.06 FEET TO THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE SOUTH HALF OF SAID
SOUTHEAST QUARTER; THENCE NORTH 88 DEGREES 18 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST ALONG THE
NORTH LINE OF SAID SOUTH HALF; A DISTANCE OF 1,335.49 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 01 DEGREE 27
MINUTES 17 SECONDS EAST; A DISTANCE OF 330.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 88 DEGREES 18 MINUTES 00
SECOND EAST, A DISTANCE OF 1,320.00 FEET TO THE EAST LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER;
THENCE SOUTH 01 DEGREE 27 MINUTES 17 SECONDS EAST ALONG SAID EAST LINE, A DISTANCE OF
991.90 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING.
THE ABOVE CONTAINS 2,855,038 SQUARE FEET, MORE OR LESS, OR 65.54 ACRES, MORE OR LESS AND IS
SUBJECT TO ANY AND ALL RIGHTS OF WAY, EASEMENTS AND ENCUMBRANCES, IF ANY.

1.

311.75'M&P

475.84'M 476.05'P

TRACT 2

GENERAL NOTES:

60'
INGRESS/
EGRESS

62ND ST

N1°26'11"W
462.25' M 462.31' P

LOCATION MAP:

10' U/E

S1°28'37"E 462.31'M&P

LEGEND:

LOT 1 BLOCK A
WINDY ACRES SUBDIVISION
BOOK 4, PAGE 121

S88°17'48"W 2655.79'M

S. LINE, SE1/4, SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

25' R/W

S88°18'16"W
476.16'M 476.05'P

P.O.B. TRACT 1

℄ BUTLER RD, (ROAD RECORD BOOK C, PAGE 9)
E. LINE, SE 1/4, SEC. 30-T10S-R17E
N1°27'17"W 2643.81'
991.90' M

S1°26'31"E 1322.06'M&C

TRACT 2

2,855,038 SQ. FT. M/L
OR 65.54 ACRES M/L

5/8" REBAR FND. RECORDED TIES
SW COR., SE 1/4,
SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

NOVEMBER 24, 2021

218.00'D

ORIGINAL PROPERTY LINE

330.00'M&C
200.00'D

N1°27'17"W
330.00'M&C

W. LINE, SE1/4, SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

TRACT 1

S88°18'00"W 1320.00'M&C

1868.21'M

GENE HEINEN

200.00'D

1335.49'M&C

JOB #2021.1155
PREPARED FOR

218.00'D

1320.00'M&C

1

N88°18'00"E 2655.49'M&C

THE ABOVE CONTAINS 435,597 SQUARE FEET, MORE OR LESS, OR 10.00 ACRES, MORE OR LESS AND IS
SUBJECT TO ANY AND ALL RIGHTS OF WAY, EASEMENTS AND ENCUMBRANCES, IF ANY.

1/
2

N1°26'31"W
1322.06'M&C

N. LINE, S1/2, SE 1/4, SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

ORIGINAL TRACT
DOCUMENT # 2021R0982
0.92 ACRES M/L

NE COR, S1/2
SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

1321.91'M&C

E
S-R17
0-T103
.
C
E
E1/4, S
N1/2, S

1/2" X 24" REBAR WITH CAP (PS-830) SET AT
INTERSECTION OF NORTH-SOUTH-EAST-WEST QTR. CORS.
NW COR., SE1/4, SEC. 30-T10S-R17E
NW COR., S1/2,
SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

N88°18'12"E 2655.20'M

12
/2

N1°26'31"W
2649.29'

5/8" REBAR FND. PER RECORDED TIES
N QTR COR. SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

5/8" REBAR FOUND PER RECORDED TIES
NE COR., SE 1/4,
SEC. 30-T10S-R17E

JIM STICKLER, P.S. #830
1310 WAKARUSA DRIVE,
LAWRENCE, KS 66049
785-843-7530

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

THIS SURVEY WAS CONDUCTED IN THE FIELD BASED ON THE KANSAS STATE PLANE COORDINATE
SYSTEM, NORTH ZONE (NAD83)(GRID), IN US SURVEY FEET.
SEE REFERENCE REPORTS FOR METHODS OF ESTABLISHMENT AND ORIGIN OF SECTION,
QUARTER AND SIXTEENTH CORNERS.
EASEMENTS AND UTILITIES NOT SHOWN HEREON ARE EXCLUDED BY AGREEMENT WITH THE
CLIENT.
FENCE LINES DO NOT NECESSARILY DENOTE PROPERTY LINES.
ORIGIN OF MONUMENTS UNKNOWN UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.
THE MONUMENTS SET AND SHOWN HEREON ARE BY AGREEMENT WITH CLIENT.
THIS SURVEY WAS CONDUCTED WITHOUT THE BENEFIT OF A CURRENT TITLE COMMITMENT.

REFERENCE SURVEY:
1. FINAL PLAT OF WINDY ACRES SUBDIVISION, BY JIM E. STICKLER (PS-830), DATED AUGUST 8, 1986,
RECORDED IN BOOK 4, PAGE 121, AT JEFFERSON COUNTY REGISTER OF DEEDS OFFICE.
THIS BOUNDARY LINE ADJUSTMENT
IS HEREBY APPROVED

REVIEWED IN COMPLIANCE
WITH K.S.A.58-2005

KELLY D. WOODWARD
JEFFERSON CO. ZONING ADMINISTRATOR

WILLIAM NOLL, KANSAS P.S. #1599
JEFFERSON COUNTY REVIEWER
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Attachment D: Zoning map
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Attachment E: Floodplain map
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Attachment F: Ag Enhancement map
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Attachment G: Commercial Industrial map
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OFFICE PHONE
SERVICE
PHONES
Attachment H: Rural Water
District communications
1-785-484-2883

Monday
9

a.m.

to

1-785-484-2680

thru

1

p.m.

Friday

or

1-785-221-8572

FAX 1-785-484-2417

JEFFERSON COUNTY

Rural Water District No. 1
P.O. BOX 266

MERIDEN, KANSAS 66512
November 11, 2021

RE: Benefit Unit/Available for 5571 Butler Rd. Meriden Ks 66512
Currently servins this address with water
To Whom It May Concern:
There is a benefit unit/water service available into the Jefferson County R.W.D. #1 at a
cost of $3,510.00 per unit. The cost includes the meter, meter pit, meter lid,
installation. Fee of $1,000.00 if road bore is needed for connection.
Excerpt from the By-Laws and Rules & Regulations: pages 15 & 16.
Meters: Meters will be furnished, installed, owned, inspected, tested and kept in
proper operating condition by the District, without cost to the consumer.
Meter Location: Meters shall be set in an accessible place on the outside of
buildings except where otherwise directed by the District. Meters set outside of a

building shall be placed in a meter box furnished and installed by the District.
The water line from the Benefit Unit to the house is the owners responsibility.
If you have any questions, feel free to contact Dede Taylor at 785-484-2883.
Sincerely,

Jefferson County R.W.D. #\
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Attachment I: Health Department communications

,-'Jefferson

"-qJC O U N T Y
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
HOME HEALTH & HOSPICE

1212 Walnut Street
Oskaloosa, KS 66066-4200
(785) 403-0025
Public Health Fax
(785) 863-2652
Home Health & Hospice Fax
(785) 863-3323
jeffersoncountyhealth.com

November 29, 2021

Landplan Engineering P.A.
Alex Spehar
1310 Wakarusa Dr., Ste 100
Lawrence, KS 66049
RE:

Environmental Consult
Heinen Trust
5571 Butler Rd.
Meriden, KS 66512 (3 0-10-17)

The Jefferson County Health Department received a request for an Environmental Consult to
adjust the boundary line at the above referenced property.
The existing .92 acre tract is proposed to become IO acres. There is an existing house with a
wastewater system that will be on this tract. Enclosed is a drawing of the wastewater system that
was installed in January 2006. The wastewater system will continue to meet all the required
setbacks from property line.
There will be no problem installing a wastewater system on the remaining tract at a future date.
If you have further questions, please feel free to contact me.

Casey W Keirns, Environmental Specialist
County Health Department
CK:kh
Cc: Jefferson County Community Development

My Files/Letters/consult. ltr. wpd
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Attachment J: Road and Bridge Department
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PLANNING AND ZONING DIVISION

Memo
To:

Planning Commission

From: Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP
Date:

January 24, 2022

RE:

Public Hearing II: TA2021-03 – Consider a text amendment to Section 3-106 of the Subdivision Regulations
pertaining to Agricultural Lot Splits, as initiated by the County Commission on November 22, 2021
(deferred from December 20, 2021).

Issue: ROW Dedication with Ag Lot Split Applications
There has been recent discussion among the Board of County Commissioners (BOCC) regarding the Subdivision
Regulation requirement for right-of-way (ROW) dedication for public road purposes, and in particular, whether
the County should continue to require the minimum ROW dedication with Ag Lot Split applications in particular.
The Subdivision Regulations (Sections 3-106 and 3-104) prohibit approval of any lot split where there is less street
ROW than required by the regulations (per Section 4-102 Street Standards), unless dedication of additional ROW
can be made by separate instrument. Historically, the dedication of ROW for public purposes is shown on the Ag
Lot Split survey and also on the accompanying Ag Lot Split agreement, both of which are recorded documents.
See a template of the Ag Lot Split agreement Attachment A. ROW is also dedicated on plats.
Please discuss the options regarding requirements for ROW dedication with Ag Lot Split applications and prepare
a recommendation. The item may be tabled if more information is needed to support a recommendation or more
time is needed for discussion (this item was deferred on December 20, 2021 based on insufficient time to discuss).
Background
Right-of-way is a strip of land dedicated or reserved for use as a public way, which normally includes streets,
sidewalks, or other public utility or service areas. In rural areas, land that is dedicated for public road purposes
may remain in private ownership. The front lot line for private properties fronting rural County roads is typically
the centerline of the road which may coincide with the section line. The ROW essentially is an area adjacent to
the front property boundary that is dedicated for use for public roads and utilities. On internal subdivision roads,
the ROW is typically shown as being “owned” by the County and including the public road, with the ROW boundary
coinciding with the front property boundary. Property owners are not taxed for the land shown as ROW, therefore
the tax map does not show property lines extending to the center of the road.
Subdivision Regulation requirements regarding minimum ROW width is based on road classification. In 2001, the
Major Thoroughfare Plan map was adopted as part of the Comprehensive Plan. This map serves as an adopted
guide for road classifications for all County roads per Section 4-102(19) of the Subdivision Design Standards that
states “Street classifications may be indicated on the Comprehensive Plan or other plans or standards as adopted,
or shall be as determined by the Planning Commission and/or County Engineer.” The only other applicable road
standards that staff is aware of is Resolution 97-25 that has construction standards for public roads but no ROW
requirements.
Staff research provided as Attachment B indicates that ROW dedication was first implemented with Ag Lot Split
applications in 2004, and was consistently required by Jefferson County Zoning Administrators starting in 2007.
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PLANNING AND ZONING DIVISION
Road ROW at that time was typically 40’ wide (total ROW), or 20’ total on each side of the centerline. Typical
dedication was an additional 5’ or 10’ to total 30’ ROW one side (equivalent to 60’ ROW total if both sides have
dedicated the required minimum of 30’). In total, 91 acres of land has been dedicated for ROW purposes as part
of 211 Ag Lot Split applications to date. When ROW was not dedicated, it usually was because the ROW already
met the minimum requirements of 30’ one side. Insufficient ROW is highlighted in the Column for Resulting ROW
Width in Attachment B. Five different Zoning Administrators consistently applied the requirement for 60’
minimum total ROW, 30’ one side, on Ag Lot Split applications since 2004. This is the minimum ROW required by
the Subdivision Regulations for any type of roadway. The Subdivision Regulations require larger ROW widths for
Collector roadways, but this has not generally been enforced by other Zoning Administrators as consistent with
the classifications of the Major Thoroughfare Plan Map of the Comprehensive Plan.
Recent Discussions
Commissioner Richard Malm has questioned whether the County can/should require this dedication of land for
public purposes, or whether the County should pay for any necessary ROW that is dedicated for public use. Historic
precedent and zoning enabling laws indicate that yes, the County can require lands be dedicated for public
purposes as consistent with case law. The only difficulty is when there are valuable improvements existing within
the area that is proposed to be dedicated to the public, such as a fence or electronic gate. For those situations,
the County could either replace the infrastructure or pay the property owner for the value of that improvement,
or the BOCC could decline acceptance of additional ROW dedication on that specific application so that the County
is not responsible for the value of this improvement.
Ag Lot Split applications are subject to the administrative approval of the Zoning Administrator. The Zoning
Administrator cannot approve an application that does not meet current requirements for ROW dedication.
However, an application can be appealed to the BOCC who can overturn a Zoning Administrator decision.
Consistent application of regulations is key to the continued legitimacy of those regulations, so an administrative
decision should only be overturned in very unique circumstances.
A general policy change would require amendment of the applicable regulation, rather than a case-by-case
determination. On November 22, 2021, the Board of County Commissioners voted 3-0 to direct Staff to draft a
proposed text amendment to the county's Subdivision Regulations on the issue of whether Agricultural Lot Split
applications should be exempt from the requirement to dedicate the minimum required road right-of-way.
Potential strategies and associated impact are discussed below.
Options
1. Consistent with a determination that no additional ROW is needed on any roads that may be subject to
an Ag Lot Split application, or to support a policy that the County will purchase all ROW as needed, amend
the Subdivision Regulations so that no dedication of ROW is required with Agricultural Lot Split
applications (but would still be required with plats).
This would be a policy change that is inconsistent with 17 years of past practice. Therefore, strong findings
of fact should support such a regulatory change, such as a study that indicates that current ROW widths
are sufficient for future needs, or that the requirement for ROW dedication has somehow become legally
risky in spite of the years of practice in the County.
Following are the applicable Subdivision Regulations pertaining to ROW dedication (excerpts, in part) with
potential amendment shown in red.
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3-102 Authorization for Approval of Lot Splits:
The Zoning Administrator is hereby authorized to approve or disapprove a lot split in
accordance with the provisions of this Article.
Appeals from a decision made by the Zoning Administrator may be made by the applicant
to the Governing Body for a final determination. Appeals to the Governing Body shall be
made within thirty (30) days of the date the Zoning Administrator’s decision is postmarked
to the applicant. Appeals to the Governing Body shall not be de novo; but shall be decided
based upon the record made before the Zoning Administrator. Appellants shall be entitled
to make such oral or written arguments as the Governing Body may permit.
3-104 Approval Guidelines: Except as provided in 3-106, no lot split shall be approved if
one or more of the following applies:
2. There is less street right-of-way than required by these regulations, unless dedication of
additional right-of-way can be made by separate instrument.
The Zoning Administrator may make such additional requirements as deemed necessary
to carry out the intent and purpose of these regulations. Such requirements may include,
but not be limited to, installation of public facilities, dedication of right-of-way and/or
easements, or submission of covenants for the protection of other landowners in the
original subdivision or the parent property.
3-106 Agricultural Lot Splits: The creation of one (1) additional lot in the unincorporated
portion of Jefferson County on properties zoned and used as agricultural shall be
permitted without requiring either a rezoning or a plat or additional right-of-way
dedication, including those divisions of agricultural lands because of mortgage or lending
requirements; provided:
The provisions of section 3-103 are complied with completely.
The approval guidelines specified in section 3-104 are complied with to the extent they are
applicable to an agricultural lot split.
2. Revise recommended ROW width to a more conservative number that will reduce the amount of required
ROW dedications, while maintaining the past practice where additional ROW dedication is triggered with
all land division applications (lot splits and plats).
This would avoid some issues of inconsistency with 17 years of past practice by continuing to require ROW
dedication with Ag Lot Split applications, but reducing the amount of ROW required. This would be
accomplished with a revision to the ROW widths shown in the Street Standards of the Subdivision
Regulations (see next page for current regulations). This strategy should be supported by commissioning
an engineering/planning analysis of current and anticipated road network conditions in relation to
anticipated development. This information will provide a basis for minimum ROW requirements to
support the community needs for infrastructure improvements. This may also involve research to see
what is required by nearby jurisdictions so that there is consistency across County lines. Such studies are
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planned as part of the upcoming Comprehensive Plan update, which would include updates to the Major
Thoroughfare Map which would in turn support the regulatory change. This strategy would take longer to
accomplish but would be well-reasoned.
Following are the current Subdivision Regulations pertaining to ROW width:
4-102 Street Standards.
(19) Right-Of-Way and Street Widths: In order to provide for streets of suitable location, width and
improvements to accommodate future traffic and afford satisfactory access to emergency and service
vehicles (particularly fire trucks and school buses), and to coordinate streets so as to develop a convenient
system that avoids undue hardships to adjoining properties, the following design standards are hereby
required. Street classifications may be indicated on the Comprehensive Plan or other plans or standards
as adopted, or shall be as determined by the Planning Commission and/or County Engineer.
Improvement
Minimum Right-of-Way (in feet)
Major Arterial
*per KDOT
Minor Arterial
120
Major Collector
100
Minor Collector
80
Local
60
3. Recommend no change to the regulations and continue to require the minimal ROW dedication per
current regulations as consistent with past practice.
Staff Recommendation
Staff recommends Option #2 for the following reasons:
1. Does not undermine the regulations – the regulations would remain unchanged, providing continuity,
until the County can implement the required regulatory process to amend the plan and regulations and
have a strong factual basis in support of the change.
2. Does not undermine the Comprehensive Plan – the Plan is intended to provide the rational basis for the
zoning regulations. Any change in the regulations should be supported by corresponding guidance in the
Comprehensive Plan so that legal risk of challenges is minimized.
3. Accommodates reasonable change – creates an opportunity to implement policy changes that are
supported by the proper public planning and regulatory amendment processes.
4. May promote consistency in ROW dedication – if current practice continues, ROW dedications would be
consistent with all land divisions (whether the Ag Lot split or plat process). But less ROW width may be
required based on engineering recommendations and analysis of current conditions.
5. Option 1 is inconsistent with the Comprehensive Plan, Subdivision Regulations, and past enforcement of
those regulations.
6. Option 3 may not address County Commission desires for a policy change.
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Attachment A: Ag Lot Split Agreement

AGRICULTURAL LOT SPLIT AGREEMENT
This Agricultural Lot Split Agreement is made and entered into by and between
,
hereinafter referred to as “Divider”, and the County of Jefferson County, Kansas, by and through
its duly appointed and acting Zoning Administrator, hereinafter referred to as “County”. Divider
covenants they are the owner(s) of the following described real estate in Jefferson County, Kansas,
zoned “AG - Agriculture” and containing a minimum of 40 acres, to wit:
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ .
Divider further covenants they have or will cause to be made a division of said property resulting
in the creation of a new lot or tract of land described as: _________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
leaving a remainder lot or tract of land containing ________ acres, more or less.
For and in consideration of not being required to rezone and plat said division of the above
described property as required by the Jefferson County Zoning and Subdivision Regulations,
Divider covenants and agrees with the County that a survey will be done on the created lot or tract
of land above described, with the same to be recorded with the Jefferson County Register of
Deeds; and Divider further covenants and agrees with the County that no further division of any of
the remainder portion of the property above described will occur except in full compliance with the
then applicable Jefferson County Subdivision Regulations, which shall include the requirement of
platting all of the remainder property referenced above. Further, the Divider hereby consents to
and agrees that the County may impose a rezoning on either of the properties established herein
without objection by the then owners of said property in the event future divisions occur, and that
this and all other provisions of this covenant and agreement shall be binding on the heirs,
executors, administrators, agents, assigns and all successors in interest of property subject to this
agreement.
Divider also agrees to grant to the public an additional
feet of original tract along the
adjoining public road/roads,
, as shown on the lot split survey, for roadway and utilities purposes.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Signed and executed by Divider this

day of

, 20

.

Divider(s):

STATE OF

)
) SS:

COUNTY OF

BE IT REMEMBERED, that on this

)

day of

, 20

, came

, to me personally
known to be the same person(s) who executed the foregoing instrument and duly acknowledged
the execution of the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name and affixed my official
seal, the day and year above written.

My Commission Expires:

Notary Public:
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Signed and executed on behalf of Jefferson County this____day of

20____.

Kelly D. Woodward
Jefferson County Zoning Administrator

STATE OF KANSAS
JEFFERSON COUNTY

)
) SS
)

BE IT REMEMBERED, that on this
day of
, 20
, came
Kelly D. Woodward, to me personally known to be the same person who executed the foregoing
instrument and duly acknowledged the execution of the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name and affixed my official
seal, the day and year above written.

My Commission Expires:

Notary Public:
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Attachment B: Ag Split History
Length
Feet
NA
NA
NA

Square Feet
Total
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

None
None
None
None
None

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Resulting ROW
Width (half)
50’
20’
35’
20’
20’
?
20’
20’
?
?
20’
20’
20’
?
?
20’
25’
50’
20’
NA

174th St
NA

None
None

NA
NA

NA
NA

25’
NA

Republic Rd
Clark Rd
206th St
Oak Rd
126th St
21st St
21st St
Washington Rd
21st St
150th St
70th St
Marion Rd
Mooney Creek Rd
Half Mound Rd
Hickory Point Rd / 150th St
202nd St
Thomas Rd
Washington Rd
Wallace Rd
174th St
Kiowa Rd
Wild Horse Rd
Washington Rd
46th St

+10’
+10’
None
+10’
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
+10’
+10’
+10’

606’
193’
NA
334’
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
1,319.11’
2,650.59’
1,321.82’

6,060
1,930
NA
3,340
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
13,191
26,506
13,218

30’
30’
25’
30’
25’
20’
20’
20’
20’
20’
20’
60’
30’
20’
30’
25’
25’
20’
20’
30’
20’
30’
30’
30’

Case #

Date

Applicant

Surveyor

Road(s)

Dedication

1995-01
1996-01
1996-02

5/31/1995
1/17/1996
1/31/1996

Bradley Cook
Thomas & Mary Wilson
Alden & Kathryn Brey

Galen Lay
Fred Rogers
Fred Rogers

1996-03
1996-04
1996-06
1997-02
2000-01

4/22/1996
6/18/1996
1/7/1997
2/3/1997
1/27/2000

Thelma Farris
Lawrence & Connie Cloud
Edward Vetter
Jeffrey Stadler
Charles & Nancy Hale

Fred Rogers
Donald White
?
Martin Long
Donald White

2001-01
2001-02
2001-03
2001-04

8/20/2001
8/24/2001
9/10/2001
9/21/2001

Timothy Welling
Belchers and Mooneys
Graves and Snyders
Lanes and Shipleys

Fred Rogers
Fred Rogers
Fred Rogers
Andy Tanking

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

2001-05
2001-06
2002-01

10/3/2003
3/1/2002
4/12/2002

Burl & Dorothy Davis
Hamiltons and Boatwrights
John Bower

Fred Rogers
Fred Rogers
Richard Teaford

2004-01

6/2/2004

Willis & Judy Crawford

Dennis Hanke

Hwy 16
46th St
70th St
Ness Dr
134th St
Wellman Rd
Decatur Rd
94th St
Wellman Rd
150th St
110th St
Republic Rd
3rd St
Swabville Rd
182nd St
Republic
98th St
K-92
94th st
110th St

2004-02
2004-03

8/15/2004
10/12/2004

Dennis & Jennifer Tichenor
Robert Trude

Martin Long
Fred Rogers

2004-04
2005-01
2005-02
2005-03
2005-04
2005-05
2005-06
2005-07
2006-01
2006-02
2006-03

12/2/2004
3/29/2005
6/15/2005
6/24/2005
7/7/2005
7/19/2005
11/17/2005
12/22/2005
1/27/2006
3/8/2006
6/2/2006

Talleur and Ferrara
Vicky Pasley
Lawrence & Cheryl Domann
Karen Van Meter
Charles & Mary Luse
Timothy Hamill
Lloyd Weibel
Alvin Decker Trust
Meirs
Watson & Blick
Brenda Brower

Fred Rogers
Fred Rogers
Andy Tanking
Fred Rogers
Richard Teaford
Fred Rogers
Fred Rogers
Steve Tufte
John Kramer
Stephen Marino
Danny Stebbins

2006-04
2006-05
2006-06
2006-07

6/2/2006
6/22/2006
6/26/2006
8/2/2006*

Robert Johnson
Francis Hosler
John Sloop
Lawrence and Patrick Domann

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Andy Tanking
Andy Tanking

2006-08
2006-09
2006-10

12/11/2006
12/4/2006
12/13/2006

Steven and Shirley Robertson
Robert & Connie Abel
James & Rose Miller

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Danny Stebbins

2007-01
2007-02

3/8/2007
3/5/2007

Robert & Michelle McIntyre
Dennis & Pamela Horstman

Steve Tufte
Fred Rogers
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Notes

Zoning Administrator

State Hwy
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
State road
Local road
No road frontage
–20’ easement
Local road
No road frontage
(RR) 22’ DW –
Denied, approved
on appeal
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local Road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road

June Huston
June Huston
June Huston
June Huston
June Huston
June Huston
June Huston
June Huston
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor

Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor

NA

Length
Feet
NA

Square Feet
Total
NA

Resulting ROW
Width (half)
NA

+10’
+10’
+5’
None
+10’
+10’
None
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+5’
None
+10’
+16’
+10’
None
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+5’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’

2,621.56’
1,659.59’
1,331’
NA
2,669’
657’
NA
1,100.52
1,362’
844.71’
2,142’
1,321.28’
1,966.14
1,333.67’
1,326.78
337.28’
938’
938’
2,642.13’
504.63’
1,320
1,317.84’
1322.28’
1,320.26’
883.88’
1,215.67’
2,646.94’
1,314.9’
NA
988.75’
1,307.17
1,327.65’
NA
1,116.61
896.1’
1,318.51’
1,323.12’
2,683.21’
1321.89’
1,319’
1,265.36’
660’
2,142.18’
1,219.81
349.05
2,648.68’
1,326.78’

26,215.6
16,595.9
6,655
NA
26,690
6,570
NA
11,005
13,620
8,447
21,420
13,213
19,661
13,337
13,268
3,372.8
9,380
9,380
26,421
5,046
13,200
13,178.4
13,222.8
13,202.6
8,838.8
12,157
26,469
6,574.5
NA
9,887.5
20,914.72
13,276.5
NA
11,166.1
8,961
13,185
13,231
13,416
13,219
13,190
12,653.6
6600
21,422
12,198
3,491
26,486.8
13,267.8

30’
30’
30’
50’ – 80’
30’
30’
74’ – 100’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
110’
30’
32’
30’
60’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’

Case #

Date

Applicant

Surveyor

Road(s)

Dedication

2007-03

3/29/2007

Lathrom, Foster, Curtiss

Steve Tufte

Easement to Buck Creek
Rd

2007-04

3/13/2/007

Helen Karczewski

Jim Stickler

2007-05

4/6/2007

Donald & Doris Ruhlman

Jim Stickler

2007-06

5/18/2007

Paul & Jacqueline Wyatt

Steve Tufte

2007-07

7/9/2007

Richard Page

Steve Tufte

2007-08
2007-09
2007-10
2007-11
2007-12
2008-01

8/21/2007
9/18/2007
11/1/2007
12/3/2007
12/5/2007
1/25/2008

Richard and Joanie Abel
Dennis & Christina Leeson
Petrie & Stoll
Hershel Dixon, Diana Bryan-Smith
James & Susan Phillips
Patricia Hackathorn

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Danny Stebbins

2008-02
2008-03

2/7/2008
2/15/2008

John & Anita Pence
Saddlehorn LLP

Steve Tufte
Fred Rogers

2008-04

4/1/2008

Martha Jo Shaw

Fred Rogers

2008-05
2008-06

5/16/2008
5/16/2008

Raymond & Wendy Alloway
Michael & Cynthia Kelsay

Andy Tanking
Steve Tufte

2008-07
2008-08
2008-09
2008-10
2008-11
2008-12
2008-13
2008-14

6/10/2008
6/24/2008
6/30/2008
7/8/2008
8/11/2008
9/11/2008
9/18/2008
9/26/2008

Wayne & Lisa Alexander
William & Mildred Buxton
Melvin & Joyce Williams
Peter Brooks & Hausers
K.D.G.D.K. Farms
Bransons & Mark Evans
Julia Maul Trust
Heuertz Farm, Inc.

Andy Tanking
Danny Stebbins
Fred Rogers
Steve Tufte
Andy Tanking
Dennis Handke
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2008-15
2008-16
2008-17
2008-18

9/15/2008
10/2/2008
11/102008
11/13/2008

Terry & Leigh Ann Tyler
Noll, Morettini, Stutzman et al
Darrin & Stephanie Cox
Jackson Farms LLC

Andy Tanking
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2008-19
2009-01
2009-02

12/31/2008
1/21/2009
2/6/2009

Daniel & Karen Ruhlman
Timothy & Deborah Fryatt
John & Susan Aspinwall

Andy Tanking
Steve Tufte
Andy Tanking

2009-03
2009-04
2009-05
2009-06
2009-07

3/2/2009
4/1/2009
6/4/2009
6/19/2009
6/26/2009

Daniel Strong Trust
Roy & Regina Eubank
Rodney & Linda Bigham
Vernon Deer
Dale & Christy Glenn

Steve Tufte
Andy Tanking
Danny Stebbins
Danny Stebbins
Steve Tufte

182nd St
Wise Rd
62nd St
Marion Rd
126th St
Saline Rd
K-4
Nemaha Rd
134th St
McCall Dr
46th St
Nemaha Rd
Kiowa Rd
70th St
Ness Rd
Linn Rd
Nemaha Rd
Osage Rd
Washington Rd
21st St
Washington Rd
122nd St
Nemaha Rd
62nd St
Allen Rd
Wild Horse Rd
Pawnee Rd
206th St
K-92
46th St
154th St
Doniphan Rd
West Lake Rd
259th St
102nd St
43rd St
Clark Rd
Halfmound Rd
162nd St
Rogers Rd
Rawlins Rd
Linn Rd
110th St
15th St
Ellsworth Rd
Sherman Rd
Christy Rd
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Notes

Zoning Administrator

Denied – no road
frontage approved
on appeal
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road

Eloise Tichenor

Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
Local road

Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor

Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road

Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor

Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor

Square Feet
Total
16,615.3
8,363.2
NA

Resulting ROW
Width (half)
30’
30’
89’ – 110’

Notes

Zoning Administrator

+10’
+10’
None

Length
Feet
1,661.53’
836.32’
NA

Local – fence ROW
Local road
State Hwy

Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor

None
+10’
+10’
None
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
None
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
None
None
+10’
+10’
+10’
+5’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’

NA
2,172.87’
1,328.93’
NA
1,560.93’
1,306.41’
1,322.15’
1,216.68’
2,637.87’
NA
1,328.93’
2,172.87’
1,331.98’
1,668.58’
NA
NA
1,370’
880.7’
1,882’
1,329.47’
1,328.34’
1,295.96’
1,316.75’
1,314.04’
673.57’

NA
21,728.7
13,289.3
NA
15,609.3
13,064.1
13,221.5
12,166.8
26,378.7
NA
13,289.3
21,728.7
13,319.8
16,685.8
NA
NA
13,700
8,807
18,820
6,647.35
13,283.4
12,959.6
13,167.5
13,140.4
6,735.7

30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
35’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’

Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road

Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor

Steve Tufte

Osage Rd
50th St
Clark Rd
66th St
Osage Rd
162nd St
Wise Rd
Meriden Rd
Sherman Rd
82nd St
Clark Rd
50th St
Coal Creek Rd
186th St
Ellsworth Rd
K-92 Hwy
Rawlins Rd
162nd St
198th St
206th St
Nemaha Rd
Washington Rd
Washington Rd
126th St
Phillips Rd

Steve Tufte

Private easement

None

NA

NA

NA

Private road

Eloise Tichenor

Danny Stebbins

Clark Rd
66th St
Washington Rd
150th St
Nemaha Rd
110th St
US-59
5th St
North Cedar Rd
70th St
Linn Rd
78th St
Sherman Rd

+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
None
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’

1,979.94’
1,651.81’
1,525.58’
886.97’
1,321.34’
865’
NA
1,169.52’
1,194’
1,157’
1,319.93’
1,324’
2,339.58’

19,799.4
16,518.1
15,255.8
8,869.7
13,213.4
8,650
NA
11,695.2
11,940
11,570
13,199.3
13,240
23,395.8

30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
?
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’

Eloise Tichenor

46th St
Clark Rd
43rd St
Clark Rd

+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’

1,391’
1,323.12’
1,318.51’
1,164.7’

13,910
13,231.2
13,185.1
11,647

30’
30’
30’
30’

Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Non-improved
local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road

Case #

Date

Applicant

Surveyor

Road(s)

Dedication

2009-08
2009-09
2009-10

7/2/2009
8/11/2009
9/14/2009

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

Kiowa Rd
12th St
K-4 Hwy

2009-11
2009-12

9/17/2009
10/5/2009

Jeffery & Rena Kilgore
Evelyn Strong Trust
Mt. Bethel Enterprises LLC &
G Trust
John Kenyon
Vicky Cote

Steve Tufte
Fred Rogers

2009-13
2009-14
2009-15
2009-16
2010-01
2010-02

12/7/2009
1/5/2010
1/5/2010
1/4/2010
1/5/2010
1/15/2010

Larry & Elizabeth Foster
Robert & Diane Diehn
John and Ashley Navinsky
Larry and Sharon Stevens
Alexandra Tapp
Margaret Kramer

Martin Long
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Andy Tanking
Steve Tufte

2010-03

2/1/2010

Fredrick Schneider

Fred Rogers

2010-04

2/24/2010

Jeffrey & Beverly Reichart

Steve Tufte

2010-05

2/26/2010

Judy and William Clare

Steve Tufte

2010-06
2010-07
2010-08
2010-09

4/30/2010
4/30/2010
5/13/2010
6/9/2010

Gallagher and Abel
Thomas & Patricia Abramovitz
Joseph Sixta
Marie Nieman

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Andy Tanking

2010-10
2010-11

7/14/2010
9/14/2010

Rosalie Musil
Guffeys & Gasts

Steve Tufte
Donald White

2010-12

10/18/2010

2010-13

12/14/2010

2010-14

12/22/2010

Maxine Hougland Trust, Strunk
Family Trust
Matthew & Becky Moore & M.B.
Construction LLC
Ronald & Linda Vander Ploeg

2011-01
2011-02
2011-03

1/6/2011
2/16/2011
3/7/2011

Larry & Pamelia Willits
Charlene Gigstad Trust
Donald & Rita Adam

Steve Tufte
Andy Tanking
Steve Tufte

2011-04
2011-05
2011-06
2011-07
2011-08
2011-09
2011-10

3/28/2011
4/19/2011
4/20/2011
4/22/2011
4/22/2011
5/24/2011
6/7/2011

Tweeds & Ostranders
O’Trimble Family Trust
Kevin & Carolyn Shankland
Randy & Darla Ottensmeier
Marilyn & Gerald Hughes
Chris & Kareen Vaught
Asher, Penrys

Andy Tanking
Fred Rogers
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Andy Tanking
Joseph Herring
Danny Stebbins

2011-11
2011-12

6/29/2011
8/5/2011

LeRoy & Vera Dunn
Jackson County Farms LLC

Steve Tufte
Dennis Handke

2011-13

8/22/2011

Ryan & Jill Blosser

Richard Schmidt
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Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor

Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor

None
None
None
None
None
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
None
+10’
+5’
+10’

Length
Feet
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
1,319.95’
1,319.12’
1,329.87’
581.73’
1,327.28’
438.78’
1,982.64’
1,334.88’
NA
1,621.81’
659.21’
1,128.78’

Square Feet
Total
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
13,199.5
13,191.2
13,298.7
5,817.3
13,272.8
4,387.8
19,826.4
13,348.8
NA
16,218.1
3,296
11,287.8

Resulting ROW
Width (half)
40’
40’
40’
46’-48’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’

None
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+5’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+5’
+10’
+5’
+10’
+10’
+5’
+10’ (2 sides)
+10’
+10’
+10’
None
None
+10’
+10’
None
+10’
+10’
+5’
None
NA
+10’
+10’
NA

NA
1,320.07’
1,178.53’
1,330.69’
1,320.98’
1,320’
549.85’
1,034.06’
1,298.24’
1,329.42’
1,321.40
1,322.59’
1,292.38’
1,316.58’
1,426.83’
5,869.62’
2,109.64’
2,631.21’
1,324.2’
NA
NA
1,323.9’
290.92’
NA
1,030’
1,321.49’
702.47’
NA
NA
1,318.92’
1,918.63’
NA

NA
13,200.7
11,785.3
13,306.9
13,209.8
6,600
5,498.5
10,340.6
12,982.4
6,647.1
13,214
6,612.95
12,923.8
13,165.8
7,134.15
58,696.2
21,096.4
26,312.1
13,242
NA
NA
13,239
2,909.2
NA
10,300
13,214.9
3,512.35
NA
NA
13,189.2
19,186.3
NA

30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
35’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
Varies
30’
30’
Varies

Case #

Date

Applicant

Surveyor

Road(s)

Dedication

2011-14
2011-15

9/20/2011
9/23/2011

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2011-16
2011-17

9/23/2011
10/3/2011

Kochs & Walters
Herbert Edmonds Trust &
Elsa Edmonds Trust
Jack & Estee Willis
Larry & Elizabeth Foster

Joseph Herring
Steve Tufte

2011-18

11/9/2011

Helen Wagner Estate

Steve Tufte

2011-19
2011-20
2011-21
2012-01
2012-02

11/17/2011
11/17/2011
12/5/2011
1/31/2012
2/28/2012

Durkes, Libel, Ostrander
Keith & Martha Ostrander
Bryan & Carilyn Best
Donald & Teresa Duncan
Lawrence & Alisa Grollmes

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Fred Rogers
Steve Tufte

2012-03
2012-04
2012-05
2012-06
2012-07
2012-08
2012-10
2012-11
2012-12
2012-13
2012-14
2012-15

3/13/2012
4/4/2012
4/17/2012
DENIED CC
6/21/2012
6/26/2012
8/2/2012
8/17/2012
10/25/2012
10/30/2012
12/4/2012
12/17/2012

Troy & Patricia Kreutzer
Michael & Teresa Ray
Teresa Erhart Trust

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Danny Stebbins

K-16 Hwy
118th St
K-92 Hwy
North Hwy 92
66th St
Clark Rd
Wise Rd
166th St
166th Rd
166th Rd
106th St
35th St
150th St
Geary Rd
90th St
Butler Rd
Nemaha Rd

Eck, Fraughts, Narveruds,
Duane & Janell Schrader
Mahdeen, Inc.
Deborah Larimore
Clarence & Jane Korb
Courtneys & Phelps
Marshalick & Tollefson
Wilbur & Mary Boyce

Danny Stebbins
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Fred Rogers
Steve Tufte

2013-01

4/15/2013

Robert & Linda Schneider

Steve Tufte

2013-02

5/10/2013

Aaron Aley

2013-03
2013-04
2013-05
2013-06
2013-07
2013-08
2013-09
2013-10
2013-11
2013-12

5/17/2013
5/29/2013
6/7/2013
6/25/2013
7/16/2013
7/24/2013
8/20/2013
9/10/2013
9/13/2013
9/18/2013

Raymond Domann et al, Bryon
and Natalie Wilson
Mercers & Farris
Neil & Patricia Westphal
Lance W. Burr Trust
Jack & Ella Anderson
Daniel & Joline Schnacker
Jeanette Anderson
Michael & Marcy Brey
Elizabeth & Larry Foster
David & Dorothy Yoder
Jeffrey & Heidi Stoker

Fred Rogers
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Andy Tanking
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2013-13
2013-14
2013-15
2013-16

9/18/2013
10/2/2013
10/15/2013
10/15/2013

Jeffrey & Heidi Stoker
Darrin & Angela Greene
Karl Behring
Janeva Mae Merz

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Aaron Aley

2013-17
2013-18
2013-19

10/30/2013
11/12/2013
11/15/2013

John & Bernie Hayworth
Danny and Ann Catherine Dailey
Dennis & June Schultz

Andy Tanking
Steve Tufte
Jim Stickler

82nd St
46th St
134th St
Washington Rd
Rawlins Rd
106th St
15th St
Barber Rd
178th St
198th St
Kiowa Rd
Mooney Creek Rd
182nd St
Wise Rd
Buck Creek Rd
Buck Creek Rd
46th St
Butler Rd
174th St
70th St
66th St
Nemaha Rd
Wild Horse Rd
106th St
Wild Horse Rd
Meriden Rd
74th St
Jackson Rd
K-16 Hwy
142nd St
78th St
Hwy 59
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Notes

Zoning Administrator

State Hwy
Local road
State Hwy
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
No frontage
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
State Hwy

Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Eloise Tichenor
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll

Case #

Date

Applicant

Surveyor

Road(s)

Dedication

2013-20

11/15/2013

Dennis & June Schultz

Jim Stickler

2013-21
2013-22
2013-23
2014-01

12/19/2013
12/19/2013
12/31/2013
1/17/2014

Mark Gist
Mark Gist
Todd & Peggy Hurd
John Sloop

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2014-02

2/10/2014

Colonial Savings FA

Steve Tufte

2014-03
2014-04

5/1/2014
5/14/2014

Coders & Beckers
Chris & Dolores Cox

Andy Tanking
Steve Tufte

2014-06
2014-07

8/20/2014
7/7/2014

Kochs
Nolls & Weishaars

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2014-08

8/20/2014

James & Susan Phillips

Steve Tufte

2014-09

10/15/2014

Thomas Lutz

Steve Tufte

2014-10
2014-11
2015-02

11/12/2014
12/29/2014
5/27/2015

Jacob Brunker
Tom & Patricia Keaton
William & Joy Murr

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2015-03
2015-05

5/27/2015
7/27/2015

Thomas Lutz
McCreery, Sparks & Schwinn

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2015-06
2015-08
2015-09
2015-11
2015-12

8/11/2015
8/18/2015
9/28/2015
11/16/2015
12/4/2015

Adamson Living Trust
Lawrence, Alisa, Allison Grollmes
Lonnie & Gail Hibbard
Larry & Carol Tripp
Paulette Schrick

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2015-13
2015-14
2015-15
2015-15
2016-01

10/4/2015
12/11/2015
12/17/2015
12/21/2015
1/28/2016

Mullenix & Douglases
Georgia Sales Family Trust
Alaska Pharm LLC
Bradley Dean Jurgensen
Joe Malicke

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2016-02

3/21/2016

Galen & Mary Wagler

Steve Tufte

2016-03

6/9/2016

Michael & Nancy Krueger

Steve Tufte

2016-04
2016-05
2016-06
2016-07
2016-08

3/22/2016
3/29/2016
4/29/2016
5/6/2016
5/11/2016

Barbara Westbrook
John Sloop
Barbara Kramer
Kramers & Page
David & Lori Keating

Steve Tufte
Andy Tanking
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

Hwy 59
Buck Creek Rd
78th St
74th St
Labette Rd
142nd St
Lincoln Rd
Meriden Rd
Meriden Rd-remainder lot
N Cedar Rd
Nemaha Rd
K-16 Hwy
K-16 Hwy
182nd St
Phillips Rd
186th St
150th St
Effingham Rd
Effingham Rd
190th St
Kiowa Rd
106th St
46th St
68th St
Rawlins Rd
Marion Rd
94th St
Washington Rd
Stitz Rd
Geary Rd
Marion Rd
Wellman Rd
Wallace Rd
Rogers Rd
Rawlins Rd
Coal Creek Rd
90th St
Lincoln Rd
Rogers Rd
Mooney Creek Rd
Stitz Rd
Osage Rd
82nd St
Osage Rd
118th St
174th St
138th St
259th St
Linn Rd
K-237

NA
+5’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+5’
+10’
None
+5’
+10’
NA
NA
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
None
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
None
None
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
None
+10’
+10’
+10’
None
+10’
+10’
+5’
+5’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
40’
+10’
+10’
+10’
None
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Length
Feet
NA
2,644.96’
1,687.28’
1,101.44’
1,321.9’
2,659.35’
1,665.64’
325’
NA
1,812.52’
1,657.7’
NA
NA
1,333.8’
2,643.65’
1,341.6’
1,329.54’
2,080.67’
NA
2,648.04’
2,652.11’
824.37’
1,321.35’
885.3’
683.77’
NA
NA
1,330.07’
1,363.24’
1,327.38’
2,124.78’
NA
2,635.36’
2,632.73’
1,908.54’
NA
1,121.91’
2,928.32’
2,645.42’
2,634.28’
2,608.54’
2,641.19’
1,306.77’
1,327.33’
1,341.82
NA
1,327.24’
2,639.35’
999.11’
NA

Square Feet
Total
NA
13,224.8
16,872.8
11,014.4
13,219
26,593.5
8,328.2
3,250
NA
9,062.6
16,577
NA
NA
13,338
26,436.5
13,416
13,295.4
20,806.7
NA
26,480.4
26,521.1
8,243.7
13,213.5
8,853
6,837.7
NA
NA
13,300.7
13,632.4
13,273.8
21,247.8
NA
26,353.6
26,327.3
19,085.4
NA
11,219.1
29,283.2
13,227.1
13,171.4
26,085.4
26,411.9
13,067.7
13,273.3
13,418.2
NA
13,272.4
26,393.5
9,991.1
NA

Resulting ROW
Width (half)
Varies
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
20’
30’
30’
50’
50’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
33’
30’
30’
30’
30’
40’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
40’
30’
30’
30’
110’+

Notes

Zoning Administrator

State Hwy
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
State Hwy
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
State Hwy

Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Bill Noll
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson

Case #

Date

Applicant

Surveyor

Road(s)

Dedication

2016-09
2016-10

7/25/2016
7/20/2016

Mandy Coleman
Esther Thompson Living Trust

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2016-11
2016-12

7/25/2016
8/1/2016

Doris Nottingham Estate
Edward & Catherine Clare

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2017-01
2017-02
2017-03
2017-04
2017-05

12/30/2016
1/25/2017
2/10/2017
3/24/2017
2/28/2017

Benton & Rebekah Daniels
Anneliese Flory
Domanns & Michelle Ummel
Mark & Kenneth Hollingsworth
Tracey Greenlee-Emery

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Larry Hahn
Steve Tufte

2017-06
2017-07

4/6/2017
3/20/2017

Jeffrey & Sherri Van Wey
James & Su7san Phillips

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2017-08

4/25/2017

Cleo Tillery Revocable Trust

Steve Tufte

2017-09

5/8/2017

Alan Charles Kane

Andy Tanking

2017-10

6/7/2017

Lohmann & Williams

Steve Tufte

2017-12
2017-13
2017-14
2017-15
2017-16

9/11/2017
9/14/2017
11/6/2017
10/2/2017
11/20/2017

Abels & McMillans
Samuel & Lodema Lobb
Lashes & Richards
Eldon Brey
Caleb Kearney

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Jason Loader
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2017-17

11/21/2017

George Bates & Arlen Bates Trust

Steve Tufte

2017-18
2017-19
2017-20

11/21/2017
12/20/2017
11/29/2017

George Bates & Arlen Bates Trust
Terrence & Le Ann Bellinger
Roger Barnes

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2017-21

11/29/2017

Roger Barnes

Steve Tufte

2017-22

11/29/2017

Roger Barnes

Steve Tufte

2017-23
2017-24
2017-25
2017-26

11/30/2017
12/4/2017
12/11/2017
12/20/2017

Robin & Mary Allen
Donald & Nova Cottrell
Michael Noble
Gabriel & Rebecca Griffitts

Andy Tanking
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2018-01

2/23/2018

Douglas & Deborah Loy

Andy Tanking

2018-02

2/27/2018

Robert Domann

Steve Tufte

2018-03

2/27/2018

Robert Domann

Steve Tufte

2018-04
2018-05

3/8/2018
3/21/2018

Sherri Selvy & Kevin Helton
Benjamin & Emily Winsor

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

Jackson Rd
114th St
King Rd
Wellman Rd
110th St
Meriden Rd
Union Rd
206th St
Wise Rd
No road frontage
Detlor Rd
K-4 Hwy
142nd St
Kiowa Rd
K-16
Blue Mound Rd
154th St (remainder lot)
Rogers Rd
Thomas Rd
Marion Rd
114th St
Washington Rd
K-16 Hwy
Willits Rd
106th St
Labette Rd
114th St
Saline Rd
94th St
94th St
No road frontage
Meriden Rd
114th St
Meriden Rd
114th St
Meriden Rd
110th St
Sherman Rd
23rd St
166th St
Osborne Rd
126th St
Labette Rd
142nd St
Wallace Rd
162nd St
Wallace Rd
166th St
Reno Rd
114th ST

+10’
+10’
+10’
None
+10’
+10’
+5’
+5’
+5’
NA
+5’
None
+10’
+10’
None
None
None
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
None
None
+10’
+10
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
NA
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+5’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
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Length
Feet
1,315.6’
2,601.38’
882.46’
NA
2,214.71’
1,321.49’
1,323.01’
1,325.53’
1,322’
NA
1,318.12’
NA
2,664.41’
1,327’
NA
NA
NA
1,931.65’
1,374.31’
1,321.72’
1,856.79’
1,312.01’
NA
NA
657.85’
1,684.21’
1,055.84’
1,975.19’
700.2’
1,295’
NA
1,318.82’
2,626.13’
1,318.83’
2,199.01’
1,318.81’
2,631.3’
2,628.55’
1,369.64’
1,327.28’
1,112.73’
261.33’
1,320.15’
2,629.44’
1,319.15’
2,155.11’
828.16’
2,084.54’
3,521.03’
1,311.47’

Square Feet
Total
13,156
26,013.8
8,824.6
NA
22,147.1
13,214.9
6,615.05
6,627.65
6,610
NA
6,590.6
NA
26,644.1
13,270
NA
NA
NA
19,316.5
13,743.1
13,217.2
18,567.9
13,120.1
NA
NA
6,578.5
16,842.1
10,558.4
19,751.9
7,002
12,950
NA
13,188.2
26,261.3
13,188.3
21,990.1
13,188.1
26,313
26,285.5
13,696.4
13,272.8
5,563.65
2,613.3
13,201.5
26,294.4
13,191.5
21,551.1
8,281.6
20,845.4
35,210.3
13,114.7

Resulting ROW
Width (half)
30’
30’
30’
41’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
No road
30’
80’
30’
30’
30’
30’
20’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
40’
20’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
No road
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’

Notes

Zoning Administrator

Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Access easement
Local road
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Access easement
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road

Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Sam Henderson
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
County Commission
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks*
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks*
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks*
County Commission
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks

None
None
None
+10’
+10’
+10’
None?
NA

Length
Feet
NA
NA
NA
1,323.19’
1,147.83’
1,282.86’
NA
NA

Square Feet
Total
NA
NA
NA
13,231.9
11,478.3
12,828.6
NA
NA

Resulting ROW
Width (half)
32’
30’
33’
30’
30’
30’
20’ varies?
No road

None
None
+5’
None
None
None
+10’
+10’
None
+10’
+10’
+20’
+10’
None
None
+10’
+5’
+10’
None

NA
NA
523.49’
NA
NA
NA
1,936’
2,645.38’
NA
611’
3,390’
660’
2,247.06
NA
NA
2,642.25’
1,327.14’
1,328.62’
NA

NA
NA
2,617.45
NA
NA
NA
19,360
26,453.8
NA
6,110
33,900
13,200
22,470.6
NA
NA
26,422.5
6,635.7
13,286.2
NA

33’
15’
30’
30’
25’
90’+
30’
30’
50’
30’
40’
40’
30’
65’ - 80’
Varies
30’
30’
30’
60’

+5’
+10’
None
None
None
+10’
+10’
None
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
None
None
+10’
+10’
None
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’

1,419’
242’
NA
NA
NA
1,394.15’
1,271.1’
NA
1,053’
1,325.13’
2,647.5’
1,316.07’
NA
NA
663.37’
2,926.39’
NA
1,472.42’
2,640.52’
1,682.52
1,035.46’

7,095
2,420
NA
NA
NA
13,941.5
12,711
NA
10,530
13,251.3
26,475
13,160.7
NA
NA
6,633.7
29,263.9
NA
14,724.2
26,405.2
16,825.2
10,354.6

30’
30’
20’
20’
25’
30’
30’
35’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
46’- 48’
30’
30’
30’
30’

Case #

Date

Applicant

Surveyor

Road(s)

Dedication

2018-06

3/26/2018

Pangburn, Rak & Page

Steve Tufte

2018-07
2018-08

4/3/2018
3/30/2018

Joseph & Vicki McAfee
Rose Cook Est, Denise Grimmett

D. Steven West
Steve Tufte

2018-09

4/17/2018

Edward & Catherine Clare

2018-10

5/11/2018

David & Lisa Abramovitz

2018-11

4/11/2018

2018-12
2018-13

4/4/2018
4/10/2018

Russell & Kelly Jobbins , Richard &
Theresa Jobbins
Cedar Creek Flats LLC
Jared & Angela Abel

Gregory
McDowell
Gregory
McDowell
Steven West

Effingham Rd
198th ST
126th St
Decatur Rd
35th St
Butler Rd
110th St
No road frontage

Andy Tanking
Steve Tufte

2018-14

5/7/2018

Jean Winters Trust

Steve Tufte

2018-15
2018-16

6/4/2018
5/24/2015

Leo Mulvihill Trust
James Clark

Steve Tufte
Steven Willett

154th St
K-192
Swabville Rd
Buck Creek Rd
78th St
US-59 Hwy
Labette Rd
46th St
Ferguson Rd
5th St
81st St

2018-17

6/13/2018

Loraine Dickerson Estate

Steve Tufte

2018-18
2018-19

7/6/2018
7/24/2018

Martha Ostrander
Christopher & Jacque Biester

Steve Tufte
Andy Tanking

2018-20
2018-21
2018-22
2018-23

8/16/2018
Withdrawn
9/10/2018
9/18/2018

Kenton & Jana Cramer
Debra Tucker
Gary & Sharon Grosko

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Michael Adams

2018-24

10/11/2018

Michael & Deidre Glasker

Andrew Riddle

2018-25

11/1/2018

Charles & Joyce Bowen

Steve Tufte

2018-26
2018-27
2018-28
2019-01

12/3/2018
12/4/2018
11/30/2018
4/5/2019

Shawn & Erin Lane
Steve Rodecap
Russell & Kimberly Brien
Brent & Amy Burns

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2019-02

5/21/2019

T and M Cattle Inc

Bill Noll

2019-03

9/19/2019

Dean & Pamela Newell

Steve Tufte

2019-04

10/10/2019

Randy & Dee Turner

Steve Tufte

2019-05
2019-06

11/18/2019
11/20/2019

Thomas & Cindy Hoffman
Bryce & Kaysi Loyd

Steve Tufte
Bill Noll
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118th St
Ferguson Rd
US-59
Swabville Rd
178th St
182nd St
118th St
1 lot no road frontage
Barton Rd
182nd St
nd
82 St (remainder lot)
Wallace Rd
142nd St
Osage Rd
23rd St
Effingham Rd
74th St
114th St
Marion Rd
106th ST
Linn Rd
58th St
Nemaha Rd
114th ST
K-92
94th St
198th St
Labette Rd
31st St

Notes

Zoning Administrator

Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Access easement
for utility
Local road
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
No improvements
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
State Hwy
Local road
Local road

Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
County Commission
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks*
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
County Commission
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks

Local road

Dustin Parks

Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road

Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
County Commission
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks

Case #

Date

Applicant

Surveyor

Road(s)

Dedication

2019-07
2019-08
2020-01

12/4/2019
12/12/2019
12/30/2019

Jeffrey & Beverly Reichart
Shirley Byler
Craig Gigstad Trust

Steve Tufte
Danny Stebbins
Steve Tufte

2020-02

1/21/2020

Mark & Cynthia Akagi

Steve Tufte

2020-03
2020-04

1/24/2020
1/24/2020

Weishaar & Bednar
Margaret Reed Trust

Andy Tanking
Steve Tufte

2020-05
2020-06
2020-07
2020-08

2/24/2020
2/24/2020
3/17/2020
3/19/2020

Dennis & Kimberly Nitzsche
Robert & Laurel Heath
Arletta Anderson
Christopher & Melissa Rhodes

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
D. Steven West
Bill Noll

2020-09
2020-10
2020-11

4/8/2020
4/13/2020
4/8/2020

Arlo & Ruth Thiry Trust
Victoria Sieve
Lynn Zwygart

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2020-12
2020-13
2020-14
2020-15

5/5/2020
5/29/2020
5/29/2020
6/17/2020

Steven & Tanya Newell
Donald & Collette Brown
3 Boys Family Farm LLC
Travis & Morgan Starcher

Steve Tufte
Andy Tanking
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2020-16
2020-17
2020-18
2020-19

6/22/2020
7/17/2020
8/5/2020
8/26/2020

Newman & Garza
Brock & Casey Best
Travis & Tara Leach
Shawn & Erin Lane

Andy Tanking
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2020-20

9/16/2020

Shawn & Erin Lane

Steve Tufte

2020-21
2020-23

9/25/2020
12/8/2020

James & Lisa Denham
David Taylor Trust

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2020-24

1/14/2021

David & Kimberly Smith

Steve Tufte

2021-01

3/31/2021

Mark & Carleita Domann

Steve Tufte

2021-02
2021-03

2/8/2021
2/17/2021

Ronald & Marlene Kranz Trust
Cody Moore

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2021-04
2021-05

2/12/2021
4/14/2021

Robert Reiling & Newell Land Co
HQ Farms LLC & HQ5

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2021-06
2021-07
2021-08

7/8/2021
5/13/2021
5/17/2021

Ruan & Monica Trankino
George & Carolyn Jeffries
John LaDuke

Paul Maurin
Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2021-09

5/13/2021

Jackie Lassiter

Steve Tufte

2021-10

8/25/2021

Russell & Kelly Jobbins

Steve Tufte

Coal Creek Rd
62nd St
K-192
US-59
Decatur Rd
31st St
Osage Rd
Detlor Rd
43rd St
Washington Rd
Harper Rd
KOA Rd
82nd St
Osage Rd
Washington Rd
31st St
Clark Rd
78th ST
114th St
Detlor Rd
206th St
Washington Rd
K-16 Hwy
Labette Rd
Ness Rd
35th St
Nemaha Rd
K-16 Hwy
Nemaha Rd
158th ST
Washington Rd
K-16 Hwy
US-59 Hwy
27th St
Wellman Rd
Wise Rd
Rogers Rd
K-16 Hwy
Nemaha Rd
Osage Rd
Nemaha Rd
Decatur Rd
31st St
54th St
Ferguson Rd
Buck Creek Rd
35th ST
Finney Rd
174th ST
Washington Rd

None
+10’
None
None
+10’
+10’
None
None
None
+10’
+10’ (2 sides)
+10’
+15’
+10’
+10’
+5’
None
+10’
+10’
+10’
+5’
+10’
None
+10’
None
+10’
+10’
None
+10’
+10’
+10’
None
None
+10’
None
None
+10’
None
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
+10’
None
+15’
+20’
+5’
+5’
+5’
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Length
Feet
NA
1,325.63’
NA
NA
1,323.26’
1,320.33
NA
NA
NA
1,551.53’
1,389.54’
1,817.87’
2,653.39’
1,311.82’
1,317.55’
662.98’
NA
1804.37’
1,704.42’
1,322.69’
1,324.17
1,170’
NA
1,320’
NA
1,812.19’
1,323.1’
NA
1,320.1’
1,325’
1,336.38’
NA
NA
714.31’
NA
NA
1,318.57’
NA
715.11’
886.16’
1,323.37’
1,320.86’
1,320.33’
1,322.26’
NA
3,045.85’
2,643.63’
2,320.88’
1,310.73’
1,280.58’

Square Feet
Total
NA
13,256.3
NA
NA
13,232.6
13,203.3
NA
NA
NA
15,515.3
27,790.8
18,178.7
39,800.85
13,118.2
13,175.5
3,314.9
NA
18,043.7
17,044.2
13,226.9
6,620.85
11,700
NA
13,200
NA
18,121.9
13,231
NA
13,201
13,250
13,363.8
NA
NA
7,143.1
NA
NA
13,185.7
NA
7,151.1
8,861.6
13,233.7
13,208.6
13,203.3
13,222.6
NA
45,687.75
26,436.3
23,208.8
13,107.3
6,402.9

Resulting ROW
Width (half)
30’
30’
Varies
Varies
30’
30’
35’ – 110’+
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
25’
40’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
40’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
50’+
80’+
30’
40’+
35’-70’
30’
50’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
Varies
40’
40’
30’
30’
30’

Notes

Zoning Administrator

Local road
Local road
State Hwy
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
Local road
State Hwy
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
State Hwy
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road
Local road

Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks*
County Commission*
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Dustin Parks
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward

Case #

Date

Applicant

Surveyor

2021-11
2021-12

7/1/2021
7/19/2021

Lawrence & Joyce Heinen
Michael & Angela Casey

Steve Tufte
Danny Stebbins

2021-13
2021-14

7/6/2021
7/6/2021

David & Lisa Abramovitz
John Gordon

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2021-15
2021-16

7/19/2021
7/23/2021

Logan & Robbi Coder
David Schneider

Andy Tanking
Jim Stickler

2021-17

8/2/2021

Patrick & Kerry Schafer

Jim Stickler

2021-18

11/19/2021

Dan & Marietta Heinen

Steve Tufte

2021-19

9/29/2021

John Kearney

Steve Tufte

2021-20
2021-21

10/15/2021
11/3/2021

Lois Covert
Mary Theroff

Jim Stickler
Jim Stickler

2021-22
2021-23

11/2/2021
12/1/2021

Timothy & Marla Bailey
Kellen & Heather Wasson

Steve Tufte
Steve Tufte

2021-24

11/29/2021

Tonya & Benji Holthaus

Steve Tufte
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Road(s)

Dedication

142nd St
166th St
Decatur Rd
58th St
150th St
Jackson Rd
174th St
K-2 Hwy
N Cedar Rd
Labette Rd
190th St
Thompsonville Rd
CR 426
134th St
Edwards Rd
K-4 Hwy
Blue Mound Rd
134th St
62nd St
74th St
K-16 Hwy
US-59 Hwy
Newman Rd
US-24
54th St

+5’
+5’
+10’
+20’
+10’
+10’
None
None
+5’
+10’
+5’
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
+10’
None
None
None
None
None
+5’

Length
Square Feet
Resulting ROW
Notes
Feet
Total
Width (half)
1,320’
6,600
30’
Local road
1,320.51’
6,602.55
30’
Local road
40’
400
30’
Local road
662.06’
13,241.2
40’
Local road
1,313.17’
13,131.7
30’
Local road
2,102.66’
21,026.6
30’
Local road
NA
NA
40’
Local road
NA
NA
75’ – 120’
State Hwy
1,321.8’
6,609
30’
Local road
1,274.28’
12,742.8
30’
Local road
1,203.54’
6,017.7
30’
Local road
NA
NA
30’
Local road
NA
NA
30’
Local road
NA
NA
30’
Local road
NA
NA
30’
Local road
NA
NA
85’ – 150’
State Hwy
NA
NA
30’
Local road
NA
NA
20’
Local road
1,815.59’
18,155.9
30’
Local road
NA
NA
30’
Local road
NA
NA
40’+
State Hwy
NA
NA
Varies
State Hwy
NA
NA
30’
Local road
NA
NA
Varies
State Hwy
1,312.86’
6,564.3
30’
Local road
Totals 3,963,411.32 Square Feet or
91 acres ROW dedicated by Ag Lot Split since 2004

Zoning Administrator
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Woodward
Kelly Wodoward
Kelly Woodward

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
UPDATE 2022

February 2022

Jefferson County, KS
Community Development / Planning & Zoning Department
Attn: Community Development Director (designated project manager)
300 Jefferson St, P.O. Box 628
Oskaloosa, KS 66066
Phone: (785)403-0618
Email: [email address]@jfcountyks.com

Comprehensive Plan Update 2022
J E F F E R S O N C O U N T Y, K S

PART I: GENERAL INFORMATION FOR THE CONSULTANT
INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNITY AND PROJECT
Jefferson County seeks to update the 2001 Comprehensive Plan based on research and analysis and public
input to reflect current conditions, projected conditions, and common values, goals and objectives. This
update will provide a framework for future regulatory updates.

County Profile
General Information
Jefferson County is located north of Interstate 70 in northeast Kansas. Adjacent rural counties include
Atchison, Leavenworth, and Jackson counties. Adjacent counties with larger population centers include
Shawnee County (with the City of Topeka) and Douglas County (with the City of Lawrence). County resident
drive times to population centers such as Topeka and Lawrence are 15 – 45 minutes. It takes approximately
50 to 90 minutes to get to the Kansas City International Airport on the north edge of the KC Metro area.
Nearby universities include Washburn University, the University of Kansas, and Kansas State University. The
County is bisected by US-24 and US-59 Highways, and Kansas Highways K-4, K-16, K-237, K-192, and
K-92.
Jefferson County is about 557 square miles in area, with a population density of 36 people per square
mile. It is mainly a rural setting characterized by farms and open spaces, with rolling terrain and a
patchwork of woods and streams. The Kansas River forms the southern boundary. Perry Lake, a reservoir
in the Delaware River Basin that is within Jefferson County, provides many opportunities in addition to
water recreation, such as camping, disk golf, hunting, hiking, and biking. It is the third largest lake in Kansas,
covering 12,200 acres.
According to Census QuickFacts, approximately 18,368 people lived in Jefferson County in 2020. There
are approximately 8,477 housing units, with 84% being owner-occupied. About 82.6% of the 7,575
households have a broadband internet subscription. The mean travel time to work is about 30 minutes.
About 17 different water districts serve County residents.
Governance Information
Jefferson County is governed by a 3-member Board of County Commissioners. Each Commissioner
represents a specific commission district. There is also a 7-member Planning Commission and a 5-member
Board of Zoning Appeals.
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There are eight small, incorporated cities in Jefferson County, with the most populous being Valley Falls
(population of 1,192 in 2010). Oskaloosa is the County seat. Jefferson County is comprised of twelve (12)
townships, each governed by a three-member elected board consisting of a trustee, treasurer, and clerk.

Jefferson County, KS Comprehensive Plan
Plan Background
The Comprehensive Plan was first adopted twenty years ago on March 27, 2001. It was amended in 2003
to include the Land Evaluation and Site Assessment (LESA) scoring system as a decision guide for proposed
transition of agricultural uses to other uses (farmland preservation tool). In 2009 the Plan was amended to
include a Commercial/Industrial Area Map to guide rezoning decisions to proposed planned commercial
and industrial districts.
The current Plan does not include data from the 2010 or 2020 census. The Plan includes chapters for
existing conditions; demographic and land use trends; goals and objectives; policies (such as development
review, enforcement, annexation, multi-jurisdictional cooperation, and the LESA scoring system); and
appendices with reference materials.
Policy Context
The Comprehensive Plan focuses on policies to balance property rights with community rights, define and
preserve a rural sense of place, encourage growth in small cities and areas of urban influence, and utilize
a rational decision tool to evaluate non-residential growth in rural areas.
Plan Themes
Rural sense of place or character is a recurring theme of the Comprehensive Plan; however, the Plan does
not offer a specific vision, but references features such as open fields with scenic views, nature-related
passive recreational opportunities, active scenic farms both small and large, residential subdivisions that
include open space preservation and buffering from ag lands, and rural neighborhoods that respect
working farms.
Implementation Strategies
Generally, plan implementation relates to four topics as follows:
1. Preservation and protection – includes strategies for the preservation of rural and agricultural
character and specifically protection of view corridors and view sheds, open space and distinctive
natural features, cultural and historic resources, prime farmlands and grazing areas, and
environmentally sensitive areas. This concept has proven somewhat difficult to implement as the
maps lack detail, and it is unclear how these concepts relate to proposed rural residential
development.
2. New Development – includes strategies to concentrate new development around existing cities,
discourage spot development in agricultural areas, promote development of existing vacant lots,
promote conservation subdivisions/cluster development with open space dedication, encourage
buffering and transitions to improve compatibility, honor “Right-to-Farm” nuisance protection,
engage in public infrastructure projects that do not encourage rural sprawl, support development
Request for Proposals – Comp Plan Update 2022
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in designated growth areas around cities and at Perry Lake, and provide a reasonable basis for
city expansion. Again, these strategies have been difficult to apply at time of development review.
For example, with no future land use map to serve as a guide, most non-residential uses are
established via the conditional use permit process regardless of existing zoning district (a
commercial use could be established in a residential zoning district via a conditional use permit and
approved development plan.) Given this process, spot development occurs in the rural areas. There
is also no practical model for a mechanism to preserve rural open space or require transitional
buffers with rural development applications, other than a potentially ineffective Home-Ownership
Association model. The County also needs decision criteria for development approval when the
proposal involves acceptance of new public roads or improvement of existing gravel roads. An
analysis should be conducted to determine where to concentrate public infrastructure investments of
this nature.
3. Economic Development – focuses on opportunities for efficient rural development, opportunities at
Perry Lake, focused development areas, and support of ag-related business opportunities.
4. Development Review – complementary guidelines for development review and land use decisions.

Regulatory Background
The current Jefferson County Zoning Regulations and Subdivision Regulations were first adopted on March
2, 2009 (8 years after the Comprehensive Plan was adopted). Although the Zoning Regulations provide
for 11 base zoning districts and three overlay zoning districts, most of the land in the County is classified
as Agricultural (86.7%) or Rural Residential (10.2%) districts. Suburban Residential makes up 2.4%; all
other residential districts are 0.62%, and commercial/industrial districts are 0.05%. This analysis does not
include land that is for government/public use or nonconforming parcels.
For uses other than single-family residential, the regulations provide for Planned Zoning Districts and
Conditional Use Permits. Planned districts are intended to add flexibility for the approval of relatively
large tracts of land for fully planned, coordinated and orderly development in areas noted on the
Commercial/Industrial Area Map. Conditional Uses are applicable to the conversion of relatively small
parcels of land for specific uses that may be subject to conditions of approval to ensure compatibility. Most
business in the County are permitted by the Conditional Use Permit process, which does not change the
underlying zoning district classification.
The Zoning Regulations provide the following categories of discretionary decision criteria that should
support implementation of the Comprehensive Plan and be consistent with statutory requirements:
• Development Plan Approval (applies to Planned Zoning Districts and Conditional Use Permits)
• Variances (limited flexibility based on statutory requirements)
• Special Exceptions (specific buildings and uses allowed in special circumstances)
• Amendments such as a change in zoning classification or granting of a Conditional Use
Currently, zoning district classifications in most areas of the County are tied to lot size. There is one
Agricultural zoning district that requires a minimum of 40-acre lots. Lots that are at least 10 acres but less
than 40 acres in size are intended to be in the Rural Residential district. Lots under 10 acres in size are
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generally in the Suburban Residential district, unless the lots are in platted residential subdivisions or small
unincorporated villages.
The Subdivision Regulations provide for a simpler administrative land division process called an Agricultural
Lot Split that allows the creation of one additional lot on agricultural properties of at least 40-acres in size
without going through the rezoning or platting process. This process results in the creation of substandard
size lots (less than 40-acre minimum) retaining the Agricultural zoning designation all over the County. When
further divisions occur, they must be via the plat process and at that time all lots, including those created
via the Ag Lot Split, are rezoned to the applicable category. This rezoning often involves multiple property
owners, complicating the process. Collectively over time, these Ag Lot Splits also impact the character of
the rural area and viability of farmland.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Purpose and Key Issues
With this project, the County seeks to identify long-term growth and preservation areas, and practical
strategies to achieve each. This may involve methods to minimize conflict between growth areas and
predominately rural agricultural areas that comprise most of the County.
Key issues may include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

•

•

•
•

Housing development – the County would benefit from an analysis of challenges presented by
properties that have gone through tax sales without proper service and clear title being established.
This limits the viable reuse of these properties. The Consultant should have experience in utilizing
Land Banks or other mechanisms to encourage beneficial reinvestment in small residential lots like
these in subdivisions near Perry Lake. The Consultant should also recommend a reasonable density
for rural housing development in different character areas of the County, based on available
services and infrastructure, environmental considerations, and citizen input.
Water and soil supply and quality – the County needs a more comprehensive and proactive
understanding of how Rural Water District capacity either supports or limits development potential
in various areas of the County. Water supply and quality concerns associated with climate change
and agricultural stewardship should be identified and analyzed in relation to development
prospects. Similarly, upcoming soil conservation concerns should be considered in terms of
agricultural preservation strategies.
Growing the agricultural sector and accommodating diverse opportunities – ensuring that County
policies and regulations support a wide range of agricultural opportunities and related uses to
promote
local
foods
in
support
of
food
security,
farm
viability,
and
tourism/recreational/educational opportunities.
Emergency preparedness – ensure that development regulations and public and private
infrastructure plans and investments support preparedness for anticipated events.
Transportation planning – perform a detailed analysis of County roadways and recommend
appropriate minimum ROW widths and other policies, regulations and improvements for the road
network based on a ten-year projected build-out analysis.
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•

Planning for alternative energy infrastructure – provide policies and strategies that optimize the
opportunity for alternative energy resources while balancing retention of rural character.

Physical Scope
The physical scope of the Comprehensive Plan will generally be the unincorporated area of Jefferson
County. However, cities will be involved in focus group visioning exercises, and the current and future land
use maps will include all areas of the County, including cities.

Responsibilities
The Consultant shall prepare the Comprehensive Plan update under the guidance of the Community
Development Department staff and the Planning Commission, with additional assistance from the County
GIS Department. Final approval of the plan will be by the Board of County Commissioners.
Planning Consultant
The Consultant will lead the project as follows:
• Create and maintain the project website/webpage
• Create public input strategies and materials
• Facilitate consensus building exercises for major implementation strategies
• Compile and present data and findings
• Formulate strategies and deliverables
Jefferson County
Staff will provide project support such as:
• Identification and outreach to community stakeholders
• Identification of current land uses
• Transfer of data, plans and reports, including GIS data
• Logistics such as meeting arrangements
Staff will review public input documents and the draft plan, and assist in keeping the Planning Commission
and Board of County Commissioners up-to-date on the project. Staff will facilitate the flow of information
between staff, the consultant, officials, local stakeholder groups, members of the public, and the media.
Board of County Commissioners
One member of the Board of County Commissioners will serve as a project liaison and attend project
meetings as requested. The final plan shall be approved by the Board of County Commissioners.

SCOPE OF SERVICES
The plan will aid county decision-making for a 20-year time frame. This outline is not necessarily allinclusive, and the Consultant may include in the proposal alternate tasks or services deemed necessary to
satisfactorily complete the project. It is recommended that the proposal provide a rationale and detailed
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description for each major component. The number of meetings and reports required to complete the scope
of services is flexible. Services shall include, but not necessarily be limited to the following:

Project Website
The Consultant shall create and help maintain a public project website or a page on Jefferson County’s
website until the project is complete.

Data Collection and Analysis
Perform an existing conditions analysis to inform projected future conditions, constraints and opportunities.
1. Update the public profile/existing conditions sections to reflect 2010 and 2020 census information
and other available data to profile natural conditions, major infrastructure in the built environment,
communications infrastructure, recreational and community facilities, demographic trends, economic
conditions, and land use trends.
2. Evaluate soil characteristics and water supply conditions and their implications.
3. Identify the county’s most important assets, capacity to serve growth, and challenges for the future.
4. Project future development areas based on infrastructure analysis and trends.

Public Input
Obtain public input, including preparation of all materials and summary of results. Should include focus
groups that can provide the necessary expertise for targeted results.
1. Undertake a coordinated planning effort to include stakeholders from the cities and unincorporated
areas of the County in preparing realistic growth and development concepts.
2. Contact rural water districts for information on future development capacity and issues of concern.
3. Ascertain if there is public consensus on priorities for future actions and investments based on agreed
impact criteria, available resources, and perceived barriers to implementation.

Update GIS maps
1. Update all maps with recent data and more readable format.
2. Create an existing land use map including cities.
3. Create an environmental features map including wetlands, steep slopes, prime habitat, nonproductive soils, floodplain, water quality protection areas, etc. Indicate areas of low potential for
development that should be preserved. Include a watershed map.
4. Create a map of existing service areas and utility infrastructure.
5. Map existing roadways by classification and surface.
6. Create a map of recreational and cultural attractions including trails.

Update the Plan Format
Create a more visually attractive, easy-to-read document that will accurately reflect community values and
be a helpful introduction to the County.

Implementation Plan
Provide recommendations for implementation with rationale and alternatives as follows:
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1. Vision Statement and Goals – recommended policies, plans, actions or programs based on
identification of the County’s most important assets and challenges for the future.
2. Future Land Use and Development Plan – based on all analysis and public input, create a Future
Land Use Map and Development Plan to guide rezoning decisions. This should include appropriate
development patterns to be supported based on projected County resources, and areas for
preservation and protection.
3. Regulatory Plan – provide general topics and strategies for necessary updates to the Zoning and
Subdivision Regulations to improve consistency with the updated Comprehensive Plan. Also discuss
the public and private impacts of such regulatory strategies from the perspective of private
property owners and the County Government. Examples may include amended intent and purpose
statements, decision criteria and zoning districts. Associate Future Land Uses with Zoning
Classifications. Provide specific strategies to achieve preservation goals. Include recommendations
for buffers to improve compatibility between uses. Provide recommendations of uses that should be
allowed by right in the Agricultural districts and recommend topics for performance standards to
ensure compatibility. For more information, see the Plan Compatibility Report in Appendix A.
4. Transportation and Mobility Plan – based on the analysis of the transportation network and
anticipated development, update the Major Thoroughfare Plan map and road classifications.
Provide recommendations for appropriate right-of-way width requirements for the Subdivision
Regulations. Recommend areas for major road improvements and trails, or alternately road
closures.
5. Housing Plan – provide recommendations for utilizing the County Land Bank and other strategies
to optimize development or redevelopment potential of existing residential subdivisions in the
vicinity of Perry Lake. Project housing demand and provide recommendations for strategies to meet
needs as consistent with rural character.
6. Economic Development Plan – provide reasonable recommendations for incentives or human
infrastructure to assist with business development in the County based on available resources and
market data.

FINAL DELIVERABLES
Provide the final Plan in a Word Document and PDF format so that the County can implement updates as
needed.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Tentative Schedule
The entire project will be completed within a 12-18 month timeframe beginning as early as possible.

Repor ts/Invoices
The Consultant will submit brief, written, monthly e-mail summaries of progress which outline the work
accomplished during the reporting (billing) period, work to be accomplished during the subsequent
reporting period, issues that should be brought to the attention of the project team, and any requests for
significant deviation from previously agreed upon work plans.
Request for Proposals – Comp Plan Update 2022
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Payment
Payment for any contract entered into as a result of this RFP will be made monthly upon receipt of
Consultant’s billing statement and progress report.

BUDGET
The project budget should not exceed $185,000. The proposal should include an estimate of hours and/or
average hourly costs.

OTHER RESOURCES
The Plan Compatibility Report in Appendix A includes an analysis of the compatibility of the existing County
Comprehensive Plan with current Zoning and Subdivision Regulations. Recommendations are summarized
on page 14 of that plan.

PART II: INFORMATION REQUIRED FROM THE CONSULTANT
PROPOSAL CONTENTS
To be considered, Consultants must submit a complete response to the RFP using the format provided below:
•

•

•

•

•

Business/Organizational Information: Full name and address of your organization and, if
applicable, the branch office or other subordinate department that will perform or assist in
performing the work. Indicate whether you operate as an individual, partnership, or corporation; if
operated as a corporation, include the state in which you are incorporated. Include date of firm
establishment.
Project Understanding and Statement of Interest: State in concise terms your understanding of the
project and specific interest. Identify the key items which must be included to successfully complete
the project.
Project Management: Identify the project team, including director, support staff, principal in charge
and any known sub-consults if applicable. Describe in narrative and/or visual form the management
structure and methods selected by your organization to complete the project as described in the
RFP. Describe quality assurance measures.
Staffing: Proposals should include staff with a diversity of expertise in municipal land use planning
(highlighting Kansas experience), public visioning, statistical analysis, and conflict resolution / group
facilitation. Identify the executive and professional personnel by skill and qualifications that will
be involved in the project, along with estimates of time devoted to the project by task and statement
of availability. Include resumes and/or summaries of related experience of proposed personnel.
Proposed Methodology and Work Plan: Briefly describe in narrative form your approach to
Comprehensive Plans in general and this project specifically. Include technology and media
resources to be used. Include tasks or aspects that you believe require special attention, alternate
approaches or revisions suggested based on experience, and any scope elements that should be
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•
•
•
•
•

expanded or modified to address any special considerations. Also indicate any relevant time
constraints or requirements.
Prior Experience: Examples of work completing similar projects (especially highlighting Kansas
experience) on schedule and within budget, noting references and contact information.
Project Cost and Billing Rate Schedule: Detailed project cost estimate, including travel costs, as a
cost not to exceed the identified budget. Also submit a billing rate schedule.
Authorized Negotiators: Include the names and contact information for personnel of your
organization authorized to negotiate the final contract.
References: At least three prior municipal client references with contact information should be
provided including community name, contact name, phone number, and email contact.
Additional Information: Any other information that you believe to be pertinent but not specifically
requested elsewhere in this RFP, provided however that any exceptions to the RFP terms and
conditions must be included in writing in the proposal.

PART III: SELECTION CRITERIA AND PROCESS
SELECTION PROCESS
Screening Process
The selection committee will identify individual(s) and/or firm(s) to be interviewed, and may include
department heads from Community Development, Road and Bridge, Appraiser’s, Treasure’s, Health,
Information Technology, and Emergency Services departments; one Board of County Commission member,
two Planning Commission members, and at least two other community stakeholders. The selection committee
will also recommend to the Board of County Commissioners a firm with which to negotiate a contract for
services.

Interview Process
The County will provide for in-person or Zoom meetings for firms that are recommended for the final
selection phase.

Timetable for Selection
Date
[month, date], 2022
[month, date], 2022
[month, date], 2022
[month, date], 2022
[month, date] – [month,date], 2022
[month, date], 2022
[month, date], 2022
[month, date], 2022
[month, date], 2022
Request for Proposals – Comp Plan Update 2022

Activity
Release / distribution of RFP
Last date for questions
Last date to submit proposals
Completion of RFP review and recommendation for
firms to move on to final selection phase
Tentative interview timeframe
Selection committee recommendation
BOCC approve consultant recommendation
BOCC approves contract
Project begins
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Notification
All firms that have submitted proposals will be notified whether their proposal is moving on to the final
selection phase or not per the timetable above. All firms in the final selection phase will be notified of the
final award after the BOCC approves a contract with the chosen firm.

EVALUATION CRITERIA
The selection committee will use the following criteria for consideration of the proposals (based on a 100point scale):
• Professional qualifications and prior experience – involvement in similar projects and
demonstration of talent available for performance of the work. Apparent specialized experience
and technical competence in the required disciplines, including a thorough knowledge of applicable
land use statutes and regulations and available funding resources for implementation strategies.
(25 points)
• Project management and personnel capacity – anticipated capacity for successful completion of
a quality project, and ability to provide efficient and timely completion of the project. (15 points)
• Project Understanding and Approach – technical soundness and comprehensiveness in achieving
the scope of services and deliverables, with demonstrated success in developing widely-accepted
strategies in similar municipalities. (25 points)
• Public Input Approach – relevance and innovation involved in the proposed methods and
anticipated results of public input activities. (25 points)
• Project Costs – reasonableness in relation to scope of services and the overall budget. (10 points)

SUBMITTAL INSTRUCTIONS
Submittal Information
Proposals should be prepared simply and economically, providing a concise and targeted description of
the Consultant’s ability to meet the requirements of the RFP. Response must include one (1) unbound original
and ten (10) bound copies in a sealed envelope, plus one electronic copy in PDF format. The format must
be 8.5” x 11” paper, and will not exceed 15 two-sided pages.
Jefferson County will not accept oral submissions or submissions by telephone, fax, or e-mail. Responses
must be signed by an official authorized to bind the Consultant to a contract if ultimately selected to provide
services.

Deadline for Responses
To be considered, responses must arrive at the Jefferson County Courthouse, Community Development
Department, 300 Jefferson St, Oskaloosa, KS 66066 on or before 4:30 p.m. [day], [month and date],
2022, and shall be clearly marked “Jefferson County Comprehensive Plan Proposal”. Proposals may
be delivered in person or by delivery service, but must be received by the above date and time. Proposals
received after the above date and time will be considered late and will not be accepted.
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Terms and Conditions
Jefferson County reserves the right to reject any and all proposals as a result of this RFP. The County may
not award a contract solely on the basis of any response made to this request, or otherwise pay for the
information solicited or obtained. The County is not liable for any costs incurred by consultants prior to
issuance of a contract.
The contents of the proposal of the successful bidder may become contractual obligations if a contract is
issued. Failure of the successful bidder to accept these obligations may result in cancellation of the award.
The selected Consultant will be required to assume responsibility for all services offered in the proposal
regardless of who produces them. Further, the County will consider the selected Consultant to be the sole
point of contact about contractual matters, including payment of all charges resulting from the contract. No
part of the proposal will be subcontracted by the original Consultant without prior approval of Jefferson
County.
All proposals will become a matter of public record and will be made available to the general public for
their inspection if requested. Proposals become part of the official County files of Jefferson County and
will not be returned to the bidders.

RFP Questions, Clarification, Omissions, Addendums
In the event it becomes necessary to revise any part of the RFP, addenda will be provided to all Consultants.
No interpretation of the meaning of the RFP will be made to any bidder orally. Every request for such
interpretation shall be in writing, and addressed to the Community Development Director, who is the
designated project manager, using the contact information on the cover page of the RFP. All interpretations
and/or clarifications will be provided to all Consultants.
No pre-application conference will be held in conjunction with this RFP.
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APPENDIX B PLAN COMPATIBILITY REPORT
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